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L j 4 Federal Emergency Management Agency
? Washington, D.C. 204724
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MAY l 9 :n
Mr. Frank J. Congel
Director
Division of Radiation Protection

and Dnergency Preparedness
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Oorgel:

Enclosed is a copf of the final exercise report _ for the April 5, 1989,
exercise of the offsite radiological emergency preparedness plans site-
specific to the Limerick Generating Station. m is was a full-participation
exercise for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Berks, mester, and
Montgctnery Counties, the support Counties of Bucks and lehigh, and 43 risk

,

municipalities. m is final exercise report was prepared by the Region III
| office staff of the Federal Dnergency Management Agency.

2ere was one deficiency identified during the exercise which ir.volved
Ioaer Pottsgrove Tcunship, Pennsylvania. W e overall response capability
demonstrated by the lower Pottsgrove 'Itunship Daergency Operations Center
staff was not adequate to ensure that the health and safety of the
residents could be protected. A runedial exercise has been scheduled for
June 14, 1989, with lower Pottsgrove 'Itunship. You will be provided a
copy of the renedial exercise report as soon as it becomes available. In
addition, there were a number of areas requiring corrective action. We
response from the Commonwealth of IV.nnsylvania to the areas requiring
corrective actions are incorporated into the final report. q

Based on the results of this exercise, the offsite preparedness at the
Limerick Generating Station is not adequate to provide reasonable
assurance that appropriate measures can be taken offsite to protect the
health and safety of the public in the event of an accident.

If you should have additional questions, please contact Craig S. Wingo,
mief, Technological Hazards Division, at 646-3026.-

Sincerely,

Q & //. ~ 1 bwid-
'

t Dennis H. Kwia aaski
(# Assistant iate Director

Office of Natural and Technological ,

Hazards
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'tr. Joseph L. Lafleur, Director
Emergency Management hgencyPennsylvania

p.0. Box "3"1
lin r ris bure . Pennsylvania 17105 "321

M ur Mr. LaFleur: |
find the Final Report for the Limerich Generatinu

S. 1983. Through use ..

Enclosed please
Station D;ercise which was held c.n April

the draft report provided by the Pennsylvania
review by the FE'1A

.htency and an extensiveto elarafv und condensecomments on
Emergency Manancment
Region III DEP staff, te have beco able Modifications are

issues in the final report.
several
summariced in the attached table.

comments in reference to t he: Defic.iency
As outlined in 44 P Fil

We cannot support your Township. 2n anidentified in Lower Pottsgrove..ithin the EPZ must partteipate
demonstrate

350, all Jurisdictions participation mustThat health and .afety of thetwo years. m
exerciae every

to adequately protect the
public.

This was not accomplished its Lower Pottsgreve ros.nsh i p .the ability

resolut ion of t his deficiency
your assistance wit h t he Tot.nship uhould j

Lover PottsgroveWe request
Emergency Reaponse Plan during apossible.

as econ as the response of
its RadiologicalParticipution uhould includedemonstrate

remedial exercise. Township us outlined in the
organizations within Lower Pcttsgrove

;
,

!REP Plan. you have provided
inf ormation and r lari ficat ionsCorrective Actions have been.

The sotpplemental Requiring modified ihe report
concerning Areas Ne have

considerod. In some inst.ances corr,eted rind re-
should be

c::e rci se in 1990.These issues
accordingly. full-participationthe n e:. t: lemons t rated during included inare

Recommended for improvement recommen.lationsAre ss y these sre-Tueniy-seven

on13 They do not imp 3y thnt something
was ilone incorrect!y,As you are r.wa r e

tho final report.
.ncrall r e .:, po n s e

recommendations.~~ ~ ~~~ ~ R -..

ani that by using the ~

improved.
P

annabi l i t i en pnuld b.,

|
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- Page -- Joseph L. LaFleur, birector

|
"

| Pennsylvania Emergency Management t.gency
.

,t

I We greatly appreciate the time and effort .x pe ncied Lv vou and

your staff in the completion of tnis report.
.

ISinCert*ly, 4

1 '
- t

- . .

Paul P. Giordano
!Regional Director
}
l
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FEDERAL-EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY

AND

I

REGIONAL ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE

REGION III

EXERCISE EVALUATION REPORT

FACILITY: LIMERICK GENERATING STATION

OPERATOR: PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY

LOCATION: LIMERICK TOWNSHIP, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA

REPORT DATE: NOVEMBER 23, 1988

EXERCISE DATE: APRIL 5, 1988

PARTICIPATING
JURISDICTIONS:

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Risk Counties of Berks, Chester, and Montgomery

Support Counties of Bucks and Lehigh

Forty-Three Risk Municipalities

NON-PARTICIPATING
JURISDICTIONS: NONE
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

STATE EOC

'he capability to respond promptiv to an unannounced. after-hours
exercise was well demonstrated. The participation and preeenceof both the Lieutenant Governor and the Governor during the
exercise is highly commendable. As stated in the emergencyresponse plan. the Governor is responsible for making protective
action decisions and for authorizing activation of the alert andnotification system (sirens and EBS). PEMA is responsible for
providing protective action decisions to the risk counties andcoordinating siren and EBS activation. PEMA did not provide

; adequate guidance on alert and notification eystem activation'

during this exercise. This resulted in inconsistent eystem
activation among the risk counties at Site Area Emergency. AtGeneral Emergency, the counties coordinated siren and EBS
activations on their own. The problems experienced by the
counties illustrate the need for effective State level
coordination of siren and- EBS activation procedures (see County
Beports).. Primary communications systems were. adequatelydemonstrated except at General Emergency, when it was notpossible to access the dedicated telephone. The dedicatedtelephone system has been installed to insure that a quick.
dependable communications system is available to provide critical,

information to response organizations. Steps should be taken to
'

insure that this system is available to serve the purpose for
which it was intended. The computerized emergency information
tracking and display system shows great promise of being an
outstanding aid to timely emergency management response at the

| PEMA EOC. Since other agency response teams are located outside
| the operations room and the Director's decision center, the
i emergency information tracking and display system should be used'

to keep operations staff advised of key actions taken.and message
traffic generated by agencies located outside the operations
area.

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY (EOF)

The EOF adequately demonstrated the ability to provide
appropriate information to offsite officiaJs. BRP notified the
EOF that sirens and EBS would be activated at 2200, when, in'

fact, they were activated at 2145. Care should be taken toinsure accurate information is provided.!

BUREAU OF RADIATION PROTECTION (BRP);

Throughout the exercise BRP was up-to-date on plant conditions
and made appropriate recommendations for protective actions for
the general public. Since there was little release of iodinee,
the decision tc authorice the use of KI for emergency workers may
require more careful consideration. While working out of the

11 i
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|
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State EOC ie more conducive to interface with FEMA. =uch of thebenefit of BEP'z Fulton Fullding Iccation has been lost. ERP'ededicated telephone, doce prediction computer and plant drawings
are etill located at *he Fulton Euilding. In addition dedicatednorr space is not available.

PECO HEADQUARTERS EMERGENCY NEWS CENTER

The director and e.taff at the Emergency Neue Center exhibited
+nthueiasm, knowledge and prior experience of their duties.

; Although ?EMA representative present Jere professional andcompetent, the 5 tate Flan requiree that the State Media Center
operate out cf the State EOC in Harrieburg and that all news
releasee to the public. generated by.the 5 tate, originate there.
The role sf the State representative was to eerve se a liaieonbetween the State Media . Center and the FECO Headquarters
Emergency News Center. The physical arrangement of the center is
not conducive to the exchange of information. Respondere are
zegregated in separate offices. no public address system is
presently available, and the etatue board should be 1ccated in amore ;rominent location and ehould be kept current. It isrecommended that prees briefings be recorded to enable
verification of statemente made to the press and to provide a
vehicle for training in preparation for future exercisee.

STATE MEDIA CENTER

The staff in the . State Media Center displayed their usual high
degree of enthusiasm and professionalism during the exercise.

a

ACCESS AND TRAFFIC CONTROL

The Pennsylvania 3 tate Police, Limerick Barrache fully
demonstrated their ability to respond to an emergency eituation.
However, notifications from State Folice representatives at the
2 tate EOC were not timely, e.g., official notification of an
Alert was not received from the state EOC until 1852: Site Area
Emergency was not received until 2110.

BRANDYWINE HOSPITAL

'
The Brandywine Hospital performed well for having only a fewmonths to train and should be complimented on their enthusiasm.
The hospital staff were only given four minutes warning that a
contaminated victim was being bre.4ht in. Additional training
and experience in marking the eecure area, covering all areas to
prevent the spread of contamination. and correct dierobing
proceduree are needed. Swabs of wounds and contaminated areae
should be kept and sent to a laboratory for testing. 5taff werenot aware of what an EOC was or how to contact it. Perhaps
overall training in radiological emergency response plans and
concepts of operation is warranted.

iii
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| AMBULANCE AND CREW

The Ambulance Crew were properly dreeced but did not uear .aeke,No ~ eurvey meter was available in the ambulance. The crew:otified the hospital that they uere transporting a contaminatedvictim only four minutes prior to arrival at the nospital. Thepatient was taken inte the heepital on tl.~6 ambulance gurney. Thepatient should be transferred to a hospital gurney eutside to
2 void peeeible spread of contamination into the heepital. Forthe came reason ambulance crew zhould remain outside to bemonitored and to remove protective clothing.

RED CROSS FIELD HEADQUARTERSi

The Red Cross Field Headquarters adequately demonetreted thecapability to reepond to an emergency situation. It is
recommended that the ecenario of future exercices be extended toallow the completion of actions to obtain unmet needs.

1

AIR SAMPLING TEAM

This campling team ie in need of additional training andexperience with vehicle operatione, radio procedures, and thecampling locations.

WATER SAMPLING TEAM

Overall, the team was well equipped to obtain camplee and were
familiar with sampling locations. Specific operating procedures
for taking samples during a radiological incident are needed.Instructions were provided on sampling pointe by telephone fromthe eupervisor: however, it took 30 minutes to obtain additionalinformation concerning sample disposition and decontaminationproceduree. The team members used gloves while taking camples
but no other protective gear or radiation detection equipment wasavailable.

AGRICULTURAL SAMPLING TEAM

Team members were not notified in a timely manner by thePennsylvania Department of Agriculture (See exercise report).They arrived at the dispatch point (Montgomery County EOC) at2300 and 2310 respectively. Since they did not report until just
prior to termination of the exercice no agricultural campling was
demonstrated.

BERKS COUNTY ACTIVITIES

The County Commicelonere. EMC, Deputy EMC and staff promptly
activated the EOC and responded appropriately to the Limerick

iv
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:iuclear Generating Statien emergency. The EMC hae provided.thestaff with comprehensive checkliste to follow to insure that all
response actions are comp 1*ted. The Radiological Officer and hisataff . ave provided -xcellent support through ' training snd-development of procedures. It was noted that during the SiteArea Emergency as well as the General Emergency. that FEMA
requeeted the County to activate the siren and EES system without
providing eufficient time for the County to notify municipalitiesof these actione. The County. realicing the importance of this
ecordinaticn. still notified appropriate emergency workers and
activated the eystem within the required fifteen: minute criteria.The Eeception/ Mace Care Centers and the Decontamination Stationall.provided adequate demonstrations of their respective planfunctions. The Pennsylvania National Guard and the CountyAgriculture Agent did not participate in the exercise. It wasalso noted that the rumor control function was staffed withcompetent personnel who have not been provided training andwritten procedures necessary for the accomplishment of rumor
control functions. Overall, the Ferks County etaff demonstrated
the. ability to implement major portions of their plan and would
be able to accomplish the functions neceesary to protect thepopulace.

AMITY TOWNSHIP

Initial notification was not in accordance with the plan and was
a-concern during the last exercise. The procedures used however.seemed effective and perhaps the plan ehould be adjusted toidentify these initial notification procedures. Publicprotective actions such as route alerting were accomplishedadequately.

BOYERTOWN BOROUGH

This municipal EOC etaff demonstrated many examplee of theirtraining and preparation. The Deputy Coordinator managed the
staff effectively and efficiently; there was cooperation amongall and at no time did delays occur in responding to the
situation. Although back-up power was operational. it wasinadequate to power both lights and radio equipment. The twoprior inadequacies were resolved. Generally, this Borough stafffunctioned with pride and seriousness.,

COLEBROOKDALE TOWHSHIP-

This Township reacted expertly and without problems throughoutthe exercise.

v
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DOUGLASS TOWNSHIP

The Emergency Management Coordinator and the Emergency OperationsTenter staff acccmplishec all assign =ents for ne exercice inaccordance with the Eadiclogical Emergency Response Flan.
EARL TOWNSHIP

A real fire occurred in thir township at the same time the
;
' Limerich Enercice was initiated. A partial crew (those notinvolved in the fire) :f emergency workers set up the EOC andkept it operating until the EMC reported. The EOC eraff are tobe commended for their enthusiaem: however, additional trainingis recommended for all emergency workers in the use of dosimetry

and KI.

UNION TOWNSHIP

The Union Tcunship staff demonstrated the Overall ability toprotect the public and tanage emergency :.peratione. The reutealert and traffic control pointz were not activated. The EMC waswaiting for initiation and coordination of these functions by theCounty. Personnel were available to demonstrate theseactivities.

WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP

Initial notification of the EMC was not accomplished inaccordance with the plan. It was by chance that he learned ofthe incident over his scanner and reported to the EOC promptly.According to the EMC, he does not have sufficient staff toprovide twenty-four hour staffing. Overall, there was effective
management of the response.

CHESTER COUNTY ACTIVITIES

The capability fer responding promptly te an unannounced exercisewas well demonstrated. The Director capably managed theemergency operations, and the staff thoroughly demonstrated theircapability for implementing an evacuation, activating mass careand establishing radiological exposure control for emergency
'

workers. Due to PEMA's lack of guidance, the County demonstratedinconsistent siren activation procedures, thus illustrating theneed for effective etate level coordination of this action.Despite a radio message from the County. there was no indicationat seven municipal EOCs that the etaffs were aware of the second
simulated eiren activation. Workable after-hours telephonenumbers should be identified for all listed transportationsources. Reception / Mass Care Centers and the Emergency Worker
Decontamination Station were well prepared and the facilitieswere more than adequate. The radiological monitoring teams atthe Mass Care Center demonstrated very thorough but lengthy

vi
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:nitoring of evacuees: ore rapid 2:snning. +:r. nim.:e would*

verm : proceccing cf evscuees .r. s reaecnable -ime.

CHARLESTOWN TOWNSHIP

'he IMC .md staff adequatelv demenc: rated neir apab: ity to
implement the Townsnip': +=ergency plan. The staff members were
-rozz * rained s perf:rm all 20C j:bs.

EAST COVENTRY TOWNSHIP

The objective to demonstrate full EOC ::affing was .ot achieved,
as -he radiological :fficer did not participate. The EMC
performed this duty, however, and he and his staff accomplished
the other exercise objectives: and corrected the previous
inadequacy. !t is recommended that the message distriubtion
procedure be modified.

EAST NANTMEAL TOWNSHIP

1perar :ne were carried ~:: properly by a well trained :taff. It
is recommended that EOC recur::7 be tightened.

EAST PIEELAND TOWNSHIP EOC

The 20C personnel did an excellent job and demonstrated that they
were fully prepared to meet the exercise objectives. A new
message handling system was very effective. The previous
inadequacy was corrected.

EAST VINCENT TOWNSHIP

The EOC staff, including the Township Supervicore, were familiar
with their responsibilities and demonstrated the capability to
implement the appropriate actions for notifying and evacuating
211 residents. Although -he EOC was double staffed. Township
;ffi::als indicated -he need for recruiting additional EOC
personnel. A maintenance program enould be implemented to assure
that the emergency generator is operational.

NORTH COVENTRY TOWNSHIP

The capabilities of the EMC, his staff, and the EOC and
facilities were tested and found to be more than adequate to
handle an actual emergency. The two previous inadequacies were
resolved.

vi:
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?HOENIXVILLE E0 ROUGH

'he .:Jective -- demone: rare full staffing was r.:.: :ccer.pliened.
:ue tne absence f -he macical :fficer 'therwice. +mergency

--

pera i;ne w+re ;+zf;rmea we_1. There .: . recemmendas :n :na
.w ; atue : ar: he c. er: 1.:rren : a all timez.

3CHUYLEILL TOWNSHIP

'he +mergency reep:nze was rell :rgani:06. anc all required
act One iecescary O meet the exercise ,bjectivee were
' ccmplianed. The f:-ur ;revious inadequacise were also resc1ved..

IWever. T;wnehip :fficials acknowledged that 1; cal recources are
20t acequate to simultaneously man all TCPe. a problem which
enculd be addressed in the plans and future exercices.

SOUTH COVENTRY TOWNSHIP

The 2taff, capably directed by the EMC, performed the
.pprerriate actions in acecrdance with the emergency plan. No
crcrleme e4re identified. Two prior _ inadequacies w+re corrected.

SPRING CITY BOROUGH

. .x. e o. .corcinator ano star:-- acequately demonstrated taat they could.. . .

1

accomplish the Township's emergency responsibilities. The second
chift personnel were actually called in, but in the process it
was aiscovered that some telephone numberc were incorrect. Three
previous inadequacies were corrected.

UPPER UWCHLAN TOWNSHIP

Emergency operations were generally performed well, but the
-bjective te demonstrate backup electrical power for the EOC was
not met. There was a discrepancy between information in the plan

nd a statement by the EMC at the +xercise regarding the
ex:: ence :f Sear:ng- mpaired and mobility-impairec ree dents.
As a result. the objective to identify and notify such residents
was not teeted.

UWCHLAN TOWNSHIP

The emergency operations were performed properly by the well
trained staff.

WARWICK TOWNSHIP

The EMC and staff thoroughly performed their responsibilities and
demonstrated the capability to accomplich the exercise
objectives.

; viii
;
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WEST PIKELAND TOWNSHIP

Trwnenip officiaic failed to meet two +xercise objectivee. The
IMC aid not demen trate the mann:ng of the traffi: :entrol point
. ing : cal persannel. :-na ne aid not a:r'.vate route alerting f:r
r.e n+arine-impaired. etating nat e iid n .s t tave sufficient
reeeurces fzr inis responsibility. The i?.tter problem repeats a
previcus inadequacy. A cecond previous inadequacy was orrected.

WEST VINCENT TOWNSHIP

'he EMC and etaff adequately demonstrated the capability to
.erform -heir emergency- ;ian responsibilities. All exercise
:bjectives were achiev,ed. but there is a recommendation to adopt
a formal message pro'cedure for enhanced internal coordination.
Ecth inadequacies were corrected.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY ACTIVITIES

The Mentgomery County Emergency Management Coordinator capably-
directed reeponee actions in the EOC. All etaff membere were
4e11 erained and knowledgeable of their responsibilities. A
minimum amount of simulation was. demonstrated during the
exercise. 3hortly after the exercise began. the County was
;pvolved in responding to a real fire which required 13 fire
companies to withdraw from the exercise to assist with the real
emergency. When it was discovered that Lower Pottsgrove Township
had only one staff member at the EOC. Montgomery County staff
members were assigned tasks to insure appropriate actions were
taken to protect the residents of the Township. The County does
not require verification of receipt of pager notifications. If
verification had been required, Montgomery County would have been
aware that appropriate staff had not responded in Lower
Pottsgrove Township. Siren and EBS activations were not
coordinated with the risk counties by PEMA, as called for in the
State Plan. This resulted in an inconsistent siren and EBS
nctivation at 31te Area Emergency. At General Emergency the
Counties coordinated the ciren and EBS activation themselves.
The problems experienced in this area clearly indicate the need
for PEMA to take the lead in coordinating a specific time with
the risk counties for simultaneous siren and EBS activations.
Reception / Mass Care Centers and Decontamination Station were
activated according to the plan. Monitoring of the evacuees at'

the mass care was well demonstrated. The Emergency Worker
Decontamination Station was not equipped to handle female
emergency workers. Only one door was available into the shower
room. Emergency Workers were not sure of when to take KI and
what PAGs for the thyroid are.

ix
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AMBULANCE AND READING HOSFITAL

An ambulance crew demonstrated * ranepe: rting a contaminatedinjured worker 3 ne .wspital. Additional training inRadiological Exposure 'ontr:1 _z needed. S taff at the EeadingHoepital were enthusiastic. No percenant reccrd decimeters wereavailable to hospital etaff.

COLLEGEVILLE BOROUGH

The Cc11egeville Forough +mergency etaff reepended adequately.
Appropriate actions uere taken in a timely manner All fourroute alert teams were activated to demonstrate full coverage of
the municipality. . Additional training and familiarity with theplan criteria in the area of dose limite and KI procedures it
needed fer the' Radiological Officer.

DOUGLAS TOWNSHIP

Overall response wa -dequate. Meeeagee and statue boarde:

reflected timee incidente were claecified oy the utility, not
times the EOC received them. Traffic control pointe were not
activated due to a real emergency. However, no aceistance was
requeeted from the-County. Players in the EOC were not aware ofwho to contact.in the County for verification of unmet needs or
requests for backup assistance or to clarify unclear messagee.

GREENLANE BOROUGH /MARLBOROUGH TOWNSHIP

Overall response capabilities are excellent.
LIMERICK TOWNSHIP

Thic Township performed in an excellent manner. Although routealerting was demonstrated, the County notified the Fire Companydirectly without the EMC's knowledge. The EOC etaff haddifficulty contacting the County by telephone: however. RACES was
used and worked effectively.

|
LOWER FREDRICK TOWHSHIP

1 t
i

\

'
Overall response was adequate. Route alerting was performedtwice; once at Site Area Emergency and again at GeneralEme rgency..

| LOWER POTTSGROVE TOWNSHIP

The overall response capability demonstrated by the EOC etaff was
not adequate to ensure that the health and eafety of theresidents could be protected. 3pecific detalle are included inthe exercise report.

X
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LOWER PROVIDENCE TOWNSHIP

: nit:a1 notification did nat tecur until 2 ACES arr ced at ;S36
=nc informec the Folice ."hief uno was at he EOC. 'vera_1. :ne'

.;;aff Scequately .emonstratec their respense capabi_ities.

LOWER SALFORD TOWNSHIP
l

Adequate response capabilities :ere .. demonstrated. No problem'

areas were noted.

NEW HANOVER TOWNSHIP

This townchip demonstrated excellent capabilities to meet plan
i

requirements.E

PERKIOMEN TOWNSHIP

Activation and staffing cf the EOC occurred in accordance with.
the plan. Management was good but would be improved with
periodic briefings. Additional training :f craff would aleo
help.

| POTTSTOWN BOROUGH

Overall management of the EOC was good; however, message handling
D internally was not timely. The EMC was not given the evacuation

message until 2200. Hearing-impaired alert teams were activated.
Briefing.of Traffic Control Point staff did not include Reception
Center locations or evacuation routes.

ROYERSFORD BOROUGH

The EMC managed overall operations in the EOC effectively. The
public works officer was not available for the exercise.
Radiological officer was well trained and knowledgeable: nowever.
exposure control briefings were not complete. Special evacuation
problems were handled pro =ptly and understood thoroughly by the

L route alert team, the EMC and EOC staff.The PEMA observer
provided training and advice during the exercise.

SCHWENKESVILLE BOROUGH
.

The EOC activation and staffing was very well coordinated. The
Radiological Officer did not participate in the exercise. The
EOC was well equipped. and activities were managed effectively
by the staff. Activation of public alerting and traffic control
functions was promptly initiated. The Medical Officer adequately
demonstrated the use of radiological exposure control equipment.

xi
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SKIPPACK TOWNSHIP
i

| This aae s well run ceeponee nrganizati:n. Foute alerting-
k' . functi:ns were only :mulated.
,

TRAPPE BOROUGH

Trappe- Torough EOC 4taff demonstrated :-xcellen t reepenseCapabilities,
i

j UPPER FREDRICK TOWNSHIP i
I

Overall. excellent capabilities were demonstrated by the EOCetaff. The Township officiale were never notified when to startroute alerting. Plane should be reviewed to clarify Townshipresponsibilities in the area of route alerting.
UPPER POTTSGROVE TOWHSHIP

Overall response capabilitice *:ere adequately demonstrated by-hie IOC staff. The T wnenip misinterpreted the message fortiren and EBS system activation at 2058. The message read "ESS ito follow" They thought they should wait until they received '

the EES message to initiate route alerting. EBS was only.Simulated for this exercise. Consequently. the route alert teams
were not dispatched. Clarification on what is required ofmunicipalities at the time they are advised of siren activation
and the purpose of the EBS message is needed.

,

UPPER PROVIDENCE TOWNSHIP

Three positions were not staffed in thie EOC: the communicationsofficer. the transportation officer and the medical officer. TheEMC displayed outstanding leadership abilities and knowledge ofthe plan: however, performed all functions himself. Some of the.staff that were there did not actively participate. TheRadiological Officer was well trained and knowledgeable but didnot provide a briefing and instructions on radiological exposure
control to the staff.

UPPER SALFORD TOWNSHIP
'

Excellent responee capabilities were demonstrated at this |location.
!
i

WEST POTTSGROVE TOWNSHIP I
tThe staff in this EOC consisted of well trained pereonnel whowere all volunteers. The staff present were professional and

efficient: however. 24-hour etaffing capability is not available.
The Radiological Officer could use some additional training.
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I

SUPPORT COUNTY ACTIVITIES

BUCKS COUNTY

Eucke County adequately demonstrated -he capability :> acecmplishits support role. The graffe :f the EOC, 2eception Center andMaes Care Center rere w+11 trained and i: knowledgeable Sf theproceduree neceeeary te monitor, regieter and provide cengregate:are f r evacueee.

LEHIGH COUNTY
s

_he personnel and facilitiee involved in the Lehigh County
t

operatione were found to be excellent. and the capabil^4+y "r
accomplishing the County's eupport miseion was adeq5atby
demonstrated. Activations of the EOC. Receptien Center and Mass |'are Center were timely, the staffs were well trained, and |
,

demonstrated their respective capabilities for receiving,monitoring, registering and caring for evacueee.

i

l
;l

i

,

1

|

l

)
l
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BACKGROUND

Federal requirement dictate that geriedic Fadiclogical EmergencyFespenee Freparednese +xercieee te :enducted a eupport >fnuclear power plants t: + valuate major portione :f emergencyreepenee capabilities. The exercices :est the integrated
:apability and a majer portion :f the basic elemente -xieting
within emergency preparedneca plans and :.rganizaticne. The
exercieee simulate a coordinated response hy State anc localauthorities, adequate : verif/ the capability to deal with an

i accident scenaric requiring reeponsee .:p to. and including.'

evacuation. This was the third full participation exercice for
the Limerick Generating Station and *he varicue Offeiteorganization. The last full participation exercice wasconducted on April 3. 1986.

The purpose of this report is to record the capabilities of State
and 1: cal governments to respond to an accident at the Limerick
Generating Station based upon actual demonstration :r cimulation
:f their abilities during the April E. 1968 :oint. fullparticipation exercise. Areas Requiring Corrective Action willbe identified from this exercise and actions will be
recommended which would help to improve preparedness and response
capabilities. Areas Recommended for I=provement will also be
identified which would enhance an organization's level of
emergency preparedness.

The exercise was evaluated by a team made up of individuals from
FEMA Begion III, with support from Argonne National Laboratory
(ANL), the Center for Planning and Research (CPR) and theRegional Assistance Committee.

xiv
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| PARTICIPATING JURISDICTIONS

State

Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency, and other Etate;genciee with emergency responsibilities during a radiological
incident.

Flume EPZ Jurisdictions
tBerks County
i

Amity Township
Boyertown Borough
Colebrookedale Township
Douglas Township
Earl Township
Union Township
Washington Township

Chester County
Charlestown Township
East Coventry Township
East Nantmeal Township
East Pikeland Township
East Vincent Township
North Coventry Township

; Phoenixville Borough
i Schuylkill Township

South Coventry Township
Spring City Borough
Upper Uwchlan Township
Uwchlan Township
Warwick Township
West Pikeland Township
West Vincent Township

Montgomery County
Collegeville Borough
Douglass Township

| Green Lane Borough
Limerick Township
Lower Fredrick Township,

Lower Pottsgrove Township
Lower Providence Township
Lower Salford Township
Marlborough Township
New Hanover Township
Perkiomen Township
Pottstown Borough
Royersford Borough
Schwenkesville Borough
Skippack Township

XV
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|

Trappe Borough
Upper Frederich T:wnship
Upper Pottegreve Tcwnship
Upper Providence Townchip
'Ipper Ealford Township
West Fettegrove Tcunship

Suppor Counties
Buch: County
Lehigh County

:t

NON-PARTICIPATING JURISDICTIONS

None.

xvi
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ILIMERICK GENERATING STATION J

RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS EXERCISE
APRIL 5. 1988

EVALUATOR ASSIGNMENTS j

Observer-at-large Josepn McCarey, FEMA
Segional Aseietance Committee
Chairman

State EOC Chric Saricks (ANL), Team Leader

State Media Hugh Laine (FEMA)

BRP Bill Belanger (EPA)

Joint Media Center Jim Sutch (CPR)
EOF Craig Cenklin fSRC)

Sampling Teams
Air Jerry Combe (DOE)
Agricultural Cheryl Malina(USDA)

Eli:beth Post (USDA)Water Fred Carleon (ANL)
ACPe and TCPc Walt Adams (DOT)
Hoepital Fred Gill (HHS-PHS)
Red Cross Field Hg. Dale Petranech, (ARC)

Berks County Bob Shapiro. Team Leader.[ FEMA)
Reception / Mass Care John Albright (FEMA)
Decontamination Station Tom Carroll (ANL)
Amity Township Allen Justus (ANL)Boyertown Borough Steve Melecki (ANL)Colebrookedale Township Dave Thomae (FEMA)Douglac Township Roberta Campbell (FEMA)
Earl Township Al Henryson (FEMA) |'

Union Township Jerry Staroba (ANL)
Washington Townchip Roman Helo (FEMA)

Chester County EOC Steve Hopkins. Team Leader, (FEMA)
Reception / Mace Care George Goforth (CRP)
Decontamination Station Christine Klimezak (ANL)
Charlestown Township EOC Bill Curtis (FEMA)East Coventry Townchip EOC Frank DeGregory (FEMA)
East Nantmeal Townchip EOC Conrad Tome (ANL)

xvii
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East Fiheland Tcunship EOC John Eenn (FEMA)East Vincent Tcunship EOC Woody Brnocowski, Aset Team LeaderNorth Coventry Township EOC Marty Frengs (FEMA)
Phoenixville Borough EOC Darrell Hammone (FEMA'3chylkill Township EOC John T. star (ANL)Ecuth Coventry Tcunship EOC Herb Fish (DOE)Spring City Borough EOC Ray Douglas (FEMA)
Upper Uwchlan Township EOC Bob Nesius (ANL)Uwchlan Townehip EOC Etta Sims (FEMA)Warwich Township EOC Al Lookabaugh (ANL)
West Fiheland Townehip EOC Barbara Gray (FEMA)West Vincent Township EOC Ed Hakala (ANL)
Montgomery County EOC Janet Lamb, Team Leader. (FEMA)Reception / Mass Care Howard Rhude (ANL)Decontamination Station Marty Simonin (ANL)

Collegeville Borough EOC Bill Knoerner (ANL) Ass Team
Leader

Douglass Township EOC John Connolly (FEMA)
Green Lane Borough /Marlboro Guy Brackett (FEMA)

Township EOC
Limerick Township EOC Tom Majuelak (FEMA)
Lower Fredrick Township EOC Frank Wilson (ANL)
Lower Pottsgrove Township EOC Bob Welch (FEMA)
Lower Providence Township EOC Jack Schuback. (FEMA)
Lower Salford Township EOC Bill Smalls (ANL)New Hanover Township EOC Josh Moore (ANL)Perkiomen Township EOC Mike Lasarro (ANL)Pottstown Borough EOC Steve Adukaitis (FEMA)Royereford Borcugh EOC Jacques Mittrani iANL)
Schwenkesv111e Borough EOC Joe Ello (ANL)Skippack Township EOC Eevin Flynn (AFL)
Trappe Borough EOC Ed Robinson (ANL)Upper Frederick Township EOC Bob Linck (FEMA)
Upper Fottsgrove Township EOC Bill Beattie (ANL)
Upper Providence Township EOC Pat Arcuri (FEMA)
Upper Salford Township EOC Nick DiTullo (CPR)West Pottsgrove Township EOC Bill Ludders (ANL)

'

Bucks County EOC Dale Petranech (ARC)Reception / Mass Care
,

Lehigh County EOC Mike Freeman (FEMA)Reception / Mass Care

xviii
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EVALUATION CRITERIA USED
The .:mmonwealth Of Pennsylvania and 1: cal governments' responeeduring ' hie exerciee wae + valuated ;n relatienenip :> -heCommonwealth of Pennsylvania Dicaster Operaticne Flan. Annex E.Fixed Nuclear Facilities, dated November 1981 and theRadicl:gical Emergency Responce Flane for Incidente at theLimerich Generating 2tation for Montgomery, Cheeter and PerkeJeunties, along with the varioue municipal and Jupport CauntyRadiological Emergency 3eepenee Flane. Theee ';1ane :ere 1

;

prepared under the authority of the Fenneylvania Emergency !Management Services Act of 1376. F.L. 1032. and were developed inaccordance with NUREG 0654/ FEMA BEF 1.Rev. 1. " Criteria forPreparation and Evaluation :f Radiological Emergency ReeponseFlane and Freparedneee in Support of Nuclear Power Flante.':lovember 1980.
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OBJECTIVES

1. To demonstrate the timely activation cf state. county, and
tunicipal EOCs.

2. To demonstrate the effectiveness af the deci:icn-makincprocess and the sbility to transmit and. coordinate thedecieione'into emergency response actions.
3. To demonstrate the adequacy of communication eystems amongand within emergency responze organization and between

designated facilities and field activities.

4. To demonstrate that the state and county emergency
management agencies have the capability to provide an alert
signal and informational or instructional meseage to thepublic within- 15 minutee. This demonstration may not,
however, be tied to a protective action order orrecommendation from the Governor. The ability to conduct
route alerting will be demonstrated ander county
coordination. cy a route alert zector team in each riskmunicipali y in Eerks. Chester, and Montgomery Counties.
Each municipality will be prepared to display and discuss
with FEMA evaluators procedures for developing andmaintaining a list of individuals with impaired hearing,
non-English speaking, homebound, and their notification by
route alert teams.

5. To demonstrate the internal message and information flow
(collection, analysis, and dissemination) in the state,
county,.and municipal EOCs.

6. To demonstrate the conduct of an unannounced. after-hours
exercise. For this exercise. the Alert stage. will begin
after 1800 hours (6:00 p.m.) and only the week (not the day)
of the exercise will be identified for all participants.

7. To demonstrate the implementation of state, county, and
municipal emergency plans and the provisions for direction
and control of response and protective actions to ensure
that the public health and safety is protected throughout
the EPZ..

8 To demonstrate the existence and adequacy of emergency
facilities and resources to support the response operation.
Each risk municipal EOC will demonstrate the exietence and
operation of an emergency power source (generator).

3. To demonstrate accident assessment capabilities of the
state and the ability to use the asseeements as a basie foreffective decisions to protect the public.

XX
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10. To demonstrate the ability to coordinate, communicate. and
cooperate in the area of public information. PEMA will
send a spokesperson to the Joint Information Center and
that person will have authority to provide and coordinate
the release of information to the public.

11. To demonstrate the ability to distribute dosimetry /KI from
risk counties to risk municipalities. Storage facilities
for dosimetry /KI will be made accessible for inspection by
the FEMA evaluator. Procedures used for the issuance of
dosimetry /KI to emergency workers and the associated
recordkeeping will be explained. Counties that have
redistributed dosimetry /KI need not demonstrate

distribution.

12. To demonstrate the operation of one reception center and
.one mass care center in each of the three risk / support icounties and in each of the other two support counties. A

volunteer will be evacuated to a support hospital facility i

from one designated mass care center following monitoring
and decontamination. This hospital, selected by PEMA in
accordance with FEMA, GM MS-1 will be observed by the Public
Health Service under arrangements made by FEMA.

13. To demonstrate monitoring and decontamination procedures at -
a station for emergency workers in each risk county. An
emergency worker from one station designated by PEMA will
be evacuated to a support hospital following monitoring and
decontamination.

14. To demonstrate that action locations can alert, notify and
mobilize response personnel in a timely manner.

15. To demonstrate that all EOC positions shown in the county
'

and municipal plans will or can be manned on a 24-hour ;

basis. '

16. To demonstrate the ability to establish and operate rumor !
control in a coordinated manner at the state and county

'

levels.

17 To demonstrate the initial notification procedures from risk
. 1

i

counties to risk school districts when plant conditions |
| escalate after normal school work hours. The initial !
| notification satisfies the objective.
L

L 18. To demonstrate the abilities of state, county, and municipal
'

governments to provide traffic control and control of access
to selected restricted areas. The distribution of barrier
material to and manning of one, selected access control i

'

xxi
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point will be demonstrated by Montgomery ' County. Two PSP
ACP/TCPs per risk county, one municipal police TCP per

support. county, and one municipal TCP per risk municipalitywill be demonstrated.
19. To demon' strate the Department of- Corrections guard

notification procedures through the call-down system:
support' facilities notification; and transportation provider
notification procedures.

20. To demonstrate the ability of the Department ofEnvironmental Resources and the Department of Agriculture
.to take environmental samples and milk samples and
' transport.the samples to collection points..

l

\.

l
-

i
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OBJECTIVES STILL TO BE EFFECTIVELY ACHIEVED '

The following objectives have not been adequately demonstrated by
the action locations listed below. Details are included in the
individual exercise reports.

Objective'1.
Lower Pottsgrove Township.

Objective 2.
Lower Pottsgrove Township

|- Objective 3.
I Water Sampling Team

' Agricultural Sampling Team

Objective 4.
Union Township
Washington Township
Chester County, Partially met.
West Pikeland Township
Greenlane Borough /Marlborough Township
Lower Pottsgrove Township
Skippack. Township-
Upper Pottsgrove

Objective 6.
Lower Pottsgrove Township

Objective 8.
Boyertown Borough, partially met
Douglas Township-
Earl Township
Washington
Upper Uwchlan Township
Lower Pottsgrove Township
Lower Salford Township

| Objective 11.
Earl Township
Collegeville Borough
Lower Pottsgrove Township
Perkiomen Township

Objective 13.
Montgomery County Emergency Worker Decontamination Station,
partially met.

Objective 14.
Earl Township
Chester County, partially met

xxiii
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5 Lower Pottsgrove Township

Objective 15.
East Coventry Township

- East.Nantmeal Township
Phoenixville Borough
Lower Pottsgrove Township
Royersford Borough
Schwenkesville Borough
Upper Providence Township
West.Pottsgrove Township

~

Berks County
Berks County Mass Care-

Objective 16.
b Berks. County, partially met

Objective 18'.
. Union Township
Douglass Township
West Pikeland Township
Douglas Township
Pottstown Borough
Schuylkill Township
West Pikeland Township-
Lower Pottstown Township

Objective 20.
Agricultural: Sampling Team

,

e
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f OBJECTIVES STILL TO BE DEMONSTRATED FOR SIX-YEAR CYCLE
\ i
!

| All objectives for the six-year cycle have been demonstrated
| except for those cb.iectives applicable to recovery, reentry,
!, ingestion pathway and objective 26. requests for federal and/or

other assistance.

|

|

|

I

|

!
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RESOURCES t

State, county, municipal and eupport county EOCs
,

1

Communications systems and equipment

Staffing of facilities

Prompt notification system. including siren eystem and EBS
Route alerting by various fire departments

State and county Media Centers, including rumor control

Field sampling team (agriculture) and equipment

Field campling team (air) and equipment

Field sampling team (water) and equipment

Designated reception and mass care centers

Designated access control and traffic control points
Self-reading dosimeters (both actual and simulated), dose
records, and simulated TLDs and KI for emergency workers

Designated receiving hospital.

xxvi
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SCENARIO AND TIME LINE

;< Unit.1 has been operating at continuous full power for threemonths. All power generating equipment and engineered safety-feature equipment is operational except that control rod driveT CRD) - pump-B is cut for maintenance and low pressure coreinjection (LPCI) pump-C is unavailable due to unacceptablereadings on the motor winding insulation resistor. The LPCIpump was declared inoperable two hours earlier during quarterlyISI pump testing. The wind is from the East at 5 mph and is not
expected to vary significantly over the next 12 hours. The Cn auxiliary boiler is out of service for routine maintenance.! Condenser maintenance is planned at the next outage. Inpreparation for this, scaffolding and other miscellaneousmaterials.are stored in the vicinity of the condensate pumps.
The residual' heat removal (RHR) E-loop was placed in suppressionpool cooling mode early in the day to remove heat resulting from
continuing minor safety / relief valve (SRV) leakage. Thesuppression pool temperature is 85 degrees farenheight. The corespray (CS) 3-loop is aligned to the suppression pool to allowperformance of the quarterly ST pump test. CS pump-B and D arebeing tested.

One of the reactor feed pump (RFP) turbine steam supply valves
loses its packing and creates severe steam leak. The steam leak-causes the feedwater control system to malfunction resulting in
a signal to run the.feedwater pumps at maximum speed which causes
a reactor vessel water level rise. The excess feedwater flowcauses condenser hotwell level to decrease. Level is restoredthrough auto-makeup from the condensate storage tank.
The high-high water level causes an alarm in the control roombut fails to trip the RFPs or close the main turbine stop valvesor-isolate HPCI or RCIC. Reactor water level continues torapidly rise and overflows into the main steam lines. Prior tomain turbine water induction the operator manually scrams thereactor and trips the main turbine. Coincident with this actionthere was a 30 second loss of all offsite power. The fourdiesel generators (DG) start. Loud bangs from the reactorbuilding were heard just before the operator took manual actionand shortly after the DGs started. (Later the loud bangs were
determined to be from water hammers.)

Drywell pressure and temperature start increasing due to a RWCUline crack upstream of valve HV44-C-1F 105, the cause is later
determined to be corrosion related wall thinning. I

Reactor vessel water level is falling rapidly and thesafety / relief valves (SRVs) are operating intermittently
maintaining reactor pressure between 950-1150 psig. The SRV

xxvii
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remains stuck cpen when pressure drops to its reset setpoint.
When the reactor water level drops to 38 inches the HPCI andRCIC do not supply injection water as the systems trip out due
to turbine operation with steam eupply lines flooded with water.
The reactor water level continues to drop to -129 inches where
the MSIVs close and Group 1 containment isolation occurs. At
reactor water level -129 inches. the loop A and 3 core spray
pumps start and run in standby mode; however, the minimum flow
bypass valve for loop A fails closed due to an erroneous control
signal. The A and B RHR pumps start but RHR pump D fails to
start. At this point, the level in the reactor is below ~129
inches and the pressure in the drywell exceeds 1.68 psig.

Alert should be declared based on boundary degradation and loss
of coolant accident.

At 1:10' hours into the incident, the reactor water level is
being restored to normal using the condensate pumps with the
pressure controlled manually with ADS actuation.

The A Core Spray pump and the C Core Spray pump trip on bearing
failure due to operating with no minimum bypass flow. The
control room is then alerted that a major fire is detected in
the condensate pump room. All condensate pump motors are damaged
as a result of the fire, causing all three pumps to stop. The
reactor water level is beginning to drop.

The operator manually reduces reactor pressure to allow use of
Loop B CS pumps to inject water. All attempts for this flow
alignment fail. The Loop B injection valve is failed closed due
to the water hammer event that occurred from voiding of
discharge piping to suppression pool at the time of the momentary
power outage.

The operator further reduces reactor pressure to allow use of
RHR pumps in the LPCI mode to inject water. Pump A starts to
inject and maintains level but pump B injection valve is failed
closed due to water hammer that occurred from voiding of
discharge piping to suppression pool.

1
*

Radiation levels from containment leakage through HPCI outboard
CIV bonnet crack become significant.

At 3 hours into the incident leakage from HPCI outboard PCIV
causes short circuit in motor for "A" RHR pump. Reactor vessel' level begins to decrease.

!

j

At~3 hours and 40 minutes into the incident, the level in the
reactor is below -129 inches and the pressure in the drywell has
reached 10 psig.

xxviii
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Site Area Emergency should be declared due to boundary
degradation, loss of coolant accident, and loss of hot or cold
shutdown capability.

At 4 hours and 40 minutee the stack effluents have reached 10
Uci/cc. General Emergency should be declared due to boundary
degradation, loss of coolant accident. loss of hot or coldshutdown capability and offsite dose levels exceeded.
The core remains uncovered, the drywell pressure continues to,

rise, and the drywell radiation level has increased
significantly.

Repairs to the motor breaker are made to get RHR pump D
functional at 4 hours and 55 minutes and reactor flooding is
initiated. The reactor level is restored and radiation levels
drop.significantly.

|

| A 48-hour forward time shift is introduced so that etabilized
reactor plant conditions will induce consideration of de-

'

escalation of Emergency Classification and possible entry to
recovery mode

The exercise is terminated approXimately 6 hours and 30 minutes
after incident start.

SCENARIO TIME LINE OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Event Projected Actual
Time Time

Unusual Event Unannounced 1800
Alert Unannounced 1807
Site Area Emergency Unannounced 2030
General Emergency Unannounced 2125
Protective Actions

Recommendations 2125
*

Decisions 2133
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STATUS OF PRIOR PROBLEM ARIAS

EXERCISE HELD. APRIL 3, 1988
j

State EOC

1. When edrtas were counded and EBS activated at Site

Emergency, the initiating message from the State EOC was !

awkwardly phrased. The counties were not informed about I

the specific purpose for sounding the sirens, information
that would be a critical part of the EBS broadcast to the

public. A return call to the State from Montgomery and Berks
Counties simply instructed them to have the agreed-upon EBS
test message broadcast. Appropriate individuals should
investigate this breakdown in communications and institute
the proper remedial actions.

Corrected. At Site Area Emergency, this inadequacy was resolved
hotline toby reading of the EBS message text over the dedicated

the three risk counties simultaneously; there was no questioning,

of-the purpose of the (simulated) siren and EBS activation
because its purpose was clear in the message content.

Agricultural Samolins Team
1

2. Team membere expressed concern about their proficiency in

utilising appropriate dosimetry equipment during an actual

radiological emergency. The simulated issuance of dosimetry
equipment to team members does not afford them the

to become proficient in reading the equipmentopportunity
and posting of the simulated readings at specified intervals
on the Dosimetry-KI Report Form. It is recommended that
during future exercises, team members be actually issued

dosimetry in order to provide a more complete learning and
training experience.

Not Corrected. Agriculture sampling team members were not

notified in a timely manner by the Pennsylvania Department of
Agriculture. Therefore, they did not arrive at the Montgomery

County EOC dispatch point in time to receive any dosisetry or a

briefing on its use from the Radiological Officer.

When team members were questioned about their knowledge of

dosimetry. KI, and decontamination procedures, one team member
and had used dosimetry on prior

expressed adequate knowledgeThe second team member was participating in his firstexercises.exercise and had received no training. The only instruction on

dosimetry and KI that had been provided to team members was
copies of the procedures, Attachment B, Appendix 16, from the

State Plan on Dosimetry and KI.

xxx
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3. Initial notification from Eerks County did not proceed on
schedule in Colebrookdale Township, Amity Township andWashington Township. The reason for the delays in
notification appears to be that the Emergene: Management
Coordinators at these municipalities were not at their homes
or offices when the county EOC staff were trying to notify
them of the Alert. Berks County and the municipal Emergency
Management Coordinators should discuss this problem to
ensure that all parties are aware of the specific procedures
to be used for notification of an incident, either day or
night.

Not' corrected. The County followed plan procedures for notifying
the respective municpalites; however in eeveral instances they
could not reach the EMCs. In fact to expedite their own
notification procedures, which reflects the timeliness ofnotifying the municipalities, the County is going through
licensing procedures to obtain the frequency necessary to
activate beepers for County personnel. Some municipalities
experienced problems in initial notification during the April 88
Limerick exercise and these problems are identified in the
muncipal reports. If the County is obtaining beepers for its own
staff, consideration should be given to providing beepers to the
municipal EMCs. If this can not be done, some other method of
initial notification must be developed.

4. The Transportation Officer did not arrive at the county EOC
until 1930. Every attempt should be made to ensure that
critical staff members are present early in accident.

Corrected. The transportation officer arrived at the EOC during
the unannounced exercise in a timely manner.
5. Several municipalities (Amity and Washington Townships) and

Berks County could not receive the EBS station. The County
Coordinator has arranged for other radio stations to monitor
WHUM and rebroadcast messages during an actual emergency.
The problem with reception occurred during the last
exercise. Since important information on protective actions
for the.public and instructions to farmers is broadcast over-

the EBS station, this element needs to be adequately
demonstrated at the next full scale exercise.

Corrected. During a real emergency the EBS stations are
authorized to increase output power to complete geographic
coverage. 6 radio stations are used.
6. Delivery of the radiological exposure control equipment was

simulated during this exercise. This was not in accordance
with the procedures that had been agreed to at the exercise
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planning meeting, wherein at least a sample dosimetry kit
would be available at all jurisdictions. In order to fully
evaluate the municipal capabilities in the area ofradiological expoeure centrol. the county needs to actually
deliver the kits. or pre-position the kits. to each.
jurisdiction for the next exercise.

Corrected. Actual (sampling) distribution of dosimetry and KI
was made to each of the municipalities.

Olev Valley High School - Reception Center
7 This reception center was not activated as called for in the

scenario package. At the next exercise all critical
activities, such as reception centers, should demonstrate
their capabilities as part of the coordinated response
process.

Corrected. This reception center was not used during this
exercise: however, the Reiffton Reception Center was opened and
participated in the exercise.

Bevertown Boreumh E00

8. There was confusion over the number of buses needed for
residents of Boyertown without transportation. The number
requested and the number indicated in the plan as needed
were different. This clearly needs to be clarified.
Furthermore, while the county was requested to send buses,
it was not clear that a specific method had been determined
regarding how to get these people without cars to the buses.
This should be added to the plan.

Corrected. This problem has been resolved. The Deputy
Coordinator clearly knew that seven (7) buses were needed and
that they would be mobilized at the municipal parking lot.

9. The EMC believes that the notification regarding an Alert,
etc., from Berks County would be through the phone lines to
the Boyertown EOC. He thought that he would be informed by
his Communications Officer (a communications person is in

-

the Borough Hall on a 24-hour basis) of the call. However,
the Berks County plan indicates the county will contact the
EMC directly at home or at the office. If notification
during non-business hours will continue to be routed through
the Borough Hall there may be a problem as the phone line
from the Berks County EOC is not in the communications room;
it may be difficult for the Borough staff to hear the phone
ring. This needs to be clarified between the two
jurisdictions.
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Corrected. The initial notification occurred without problems.
Amity Townshie EOC

10. Eecauee the township EMC is frequently not immediately
svallable by telephone but doee carry with him at all times
a radio pager. he reportedly has asked the county to
initially alert Amity Township via the county radio
dispatcher. The Township Supervisors eupport this request.
In this exercise the county did not utilice this revised
approach, resulting in a protracted delay in receiving the
initial Alert. Had the emergency been real, the first
indication the township would have had was the arrival at
about 1730 of the RACES team dispatched by the county,
followed at 1737 by the Police Chief-being advised of the
Alert by the county dispatcher. Negotiated resolution of
the best method to be employed in alerting Amity Township,
agreeable to both parties. is needed.

Not Corrected Notification of the EMC was accomplished by the
police dispatcher notifying the police and fire chiefs and the
police chief then notifying the EMC. The township officials seem
to be more comfortable with this arrangement. If this system
works best then the plan should reflect this procedure.
11. Township EOC staff officers found that telephone numbers in

their SOPS and the Amity Township copy of the county plan
listed for their counterparts in the county EOC had been
changed. This caused delay and some irritation in seeking
guidance and resolving exercise- problems. Instances noted
by the federal observer were medical, agriculture, and
transportation. Smoother emergency operations would be
fostered by immediate notification of other EOCs normally
interfaced of new or changed telephone numbers.

Corrected. Telephone numbers in the plans / SOPS were corrected.

Celebreekdale Townshin EOC

12. In order to fully demonstrate activation of the EOC, staff
participants should not be pre-positioned in future
exercises.

-

Corrected. Participants during the unannounced Limerick
exercise conducted on April 6, 1988 were not pre-positioned and
responded to their assignments in "real time".

13. Notification of the EMC did not take place as called for in
the plan. In future exercises notification of the township
should be accomplished in accordance with established
procedures.
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Mrrected. Initial notification of -:he EMC was accomplished
|
)

during the April 6, 1988 Limerich exercise according to the plan. I

Doualaan Townshim EOC

14. ?rocedures have not been developed for providing additional
transportation staff assistants to guide the drivers of
vehicles sent by the county to augment local resources for
evacuating individuals requiring transportatica assistance..
It would be difficult for drivers not familiar with the area

| to find the scattered 1ccations, particularly at night. The'

townsnip staff feels these procedures are warranted. They
should be implemented as soon as possible.

Corrected. Additional transportation etaff for guading drivers
of vehicles has been identified as the Crime Watch personnel who
know the surrounding area, especially at night.

Washinston Townshie EOC

15. The EOC etaff notification list was not up-to-date and the
EMC founc that telephone numbers for two staff members were
incorrect. The correct numbers were eventually obtained
from other members of the EOC staff. If not already
accomplished, the revised telephone numbers should be
incorporated into the RERP and Implementing Procedures.

Corrected. The same problem arose again but was corrected
during the exerciee. One number on the notification list was
incorrect. Correction was made to Implementing Procedure showing
the right number.

16. The PEMA observer was very active in the EOC operation at
this site. The township plan does not reflect inclusion of
this position in its organization, the municipal RERP should
be revised to include the designated PEMA observer within
the organi:stion chart; otherwise the PEMA observer should
act eolely as an observer at future exercises, as training
of the staff should have been conducted prior to the
exercise.

Corrected. Observer only observed and evaluated, but did not
provide any guidance to participants.,

Chester County EOC

17. In accordance with the plan, the RECALL system was the
primary means for performing the initial notification of the
municipal EMCs. However, three municipalities (Schuylkill
Township, Spring City Borough, and West Vincent Township)
received the initial notification by a secondary means.
While several of these instances appear to be due to pre-
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| positioning :f the EMCs at their EOCs there .is mome
j -indication- that the EECALL system was not properly

programmed. It is recommended that county officials!

[ investigate.to determine if more accurate information for
'

these EMCs.can be programmed into the system.

Corrected. The 3ecall system provided prompt initial
notifications of most municipal EMCs. and there was no indication
that the programmed information was inaccurate.

15. Amateur radio operators (RACES / ARES) were dispatched by
Chester County to the municipal EOCs, to provide a secondary
communications capability. The operators never arrived at
South Coventry Township, West Pikeland Township and West
Vincent Township, and were late at Warwick Township. County
officials, in conjunction with their respective amateur
radio' organizations, hould review the assignment procedures
to ensure that operators are dispatched to, and are provided
accurate directions to, all municipal EOCs.

Fartially Corrected. Amateur radio operators were dispatched to
all municipal EOCs and in all but one case their arrival was
timely. The arrival of an operator at the Spring City Borough
EOC was unnecessarily delayed due to an assignment problem. This
problem is addressed in the Spring City Borough and Chester
County section of this report.

I 19. The report from Spring City Borough indicates that the' lists
| of mobility-impaired and hearing-impaired people contain
| some inaccuracies as to the municipality in which some are
| listed as residing. The problem apparently results from the

lists being sorted according to the residents' cip codes.
As the postal cones do not correspond to- municipal
boundaries, some special-needs residents are not on the
correct community list. County officials, in coordination
with the municipalities, should ensure that accurate lists
of hearing-impaired residents are compiled.

Corrected. Accurate lists of mobility-impaired and hearing-
impaired residents was demonstrated at the Spring City Borough

j EOC. There was no indication of inaccurate lists due to postal
| :one sorting among the municipalities.

.

I

|

|
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-Kennett Hinh School - Mass Care Center

.20. ?bjective 16 called for the' demonstration of the operation
af.one reception center and one masc care center in tsch of.
the support counties. 'This was not accomplished in a
successful manner in this case. Mass . Care operations in
Chester Csunty need to be demonstrated at the next ex<s re is e ,
with simulation kept to a minimum.

Corrected. .The exercise objective which ca? led for the
demonstration and operation of one reception center and one mase
care center in Chester County was demonstrated. A reception
center was cet up at the intersection of Route 100 and Swedesford
Road.. staffed by Fire Department personnel. The mass care center
was activated at the Scott Intermediate School in Coatesville
with personnel from the Fire Department and Red. Cross.

East pikeland Townshin EOC

21. The manning of traffic control points (TCFs) was simulated.
According to the police chief, a recent change in State law
resulted in the abolishment of the township's auxiliary
police force, which were to perform this duty. The chief
reported that his nine member force, augmented by the fire
police, would be~ adequate to cover the five TCPs. This
responsibility should be reassigned and the plan should be
changed accordingly.

Corrected. The manning of one Traffic Control Point (TCP) was
accomplished by a uniformed police officer in a timely fachion.
He .was dispatched by the Chief of Police (Deputy EMCT who
indicated that with his normal complement and augmented by Fire
Police, sufficient personnel are available to adequately mar.the

^

designated TCPs.

North Coventry Townshie

! 22. North Coventry Township officials failed to dispatch route
alert teams to notify the hearing-impaired, as required by
the plan. Township officials should review the plan
proceduree for performing this function; the capability to
perform this activity should be demonstrated in future,

exercises.

Corrected. Township Officials dispatched a route alert team to
notify the hearing-impaired twice, at Site Area Emergency and
General Emergency.

23. The North Coventry Township EOC staff were not aware that
the plans provide for the activation of the primary alert
and notification erstem (which includes route alerting of
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-he . hearing-impairedi .t time grier . The General*

L 1mergency ~ shace. Appropriate tcunsnip officials enould
review the plan to assure themselves that this action can be
*aken.as.early as the Alert stage..

Corrected. The EMC is.we:1 nware that the eiren ; system may be
activated at any -.t ime that the State and/or County wishee to
provide a message over E35.

South'Coventry Townshie=EOC

24. The Radiological Officer was not aware of the maximum dose
<nue can receive without authoriestion. Furtner training'in.

I this area is warranted.
1

Corrected. The Radiological Officer was ' fully knowledgeable of
the maximum allowable dose without authorization for emergency-
workers.

25. No one person was given the task to monitor' the radio
transmissions: therefore, an important message notification
of Site Area Emergency) was missed because no one was in the
radic room. Frocedures relative to the Site Area Emergency
were delayed by one-half hour. In the future, a specific
individual- should be responsible for monitoring
communications traffic at all times.

Corrected. An individual was assigned to monitor radio
transmissions as a full time duty.

Schuvik111 Townshin EOC

26. The initial notification of the EMC occurred by a' method
other than the EECALL system (a township police officer was
contacted by police radio, located the EMC at.the township
EOC, advised the EMC to contact the county EOC). As a
result, the EMC felt that the system was not accurately
programmed. This is addressed further under the Chester
County section of this report.

Corrected. Both the EMC and his deputy received notification via
the Recall system at 1830.

'

27. The capability to establish a full second shift was not
adequately demonstrated, as there was no defined second
shift roster. Additional personnel should be recruited and
trained, if necessary; the staffing lists contained in the
plan should be amended accordingly; and the capability to
provide round-the clock manning of all positions should be
demonstrated in future exercises.

Corrected. Capability for around-the-clock staffing was
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demonstrated by a combination of double staffing of positions and
. presentation of a roster.

j

28. Townehip officials acknowledged that, after arrival of the I

county-provided transportation resources at the township |

EOC, there were no prepared plans regarding how the vehicles
would be dispatched. The plan should be further developed
regarding the procedure for collecting transit-dependent
residents.

Corrected. The plans have been amended to include procedures for
the dispatch of buses, vans and ambulances for mobility-impaired
and transit-dependent residents.

29. The Radiological Officer distributed self-reading dosimeters
and KI, but a sample TLD. record form and instructions were
not provided to the EOC staff, and a system for monitoring
emergency worker exposure was not evident. The Radiological
Officer should receive additional training.

Corrected. A complete Dosimetry and KI kit was available for
demonstration. The Radiological Officer simulated the
distribution of this equipment. Adequate instruction was given
to all staff members individually.

Warwick Townshin EOC

30. Instructions concerning the use of dosimeters and KI had
reportedly been provided to EOC, fire and ambulance
personnel prior to the exercise, and were not demonstrated
by the Radiological Officer. The ARES volunteer, who had
not been included in the earlier briefings, was provided
both dosimetry and KI without instruction. Procedures
should be implemented for the RO to review the use of
radiological exposure control materials with all personnel
to whom it is provided, regardless of whether or not they
have been previously instructed.

Corrected. The RO issued Dosimetry, KI, and record forms to all
appropriate personnel, and provided them with a thorough briefing
that included all recent information. A chart including this
information was also posted, for their reference.

West Pikeland Townshin EOC

31. According to the plan, transportation resources dispatched
by the county are to report to a staging area within the
township. The township officials did not have prepared
plans regarding the procedure by which the intended
passengers would be picked up. The plan should be further
developed to address the procedure for collecting transit-
dependent residents.
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procedures for collecting
The Township plan includes transportation resources ICorrected. usingresidents.transit-dependent

dispatched by the County EOC. ;

need to mobilize |Although the EMC was aware of the possibleof eiren failures (actually a32. route alertingroute alert teams in the eventhe did not activate. d as

purpose of notifying hearing-impaired resi ents, Appropriate township officials shouldadditional
county responsibility),
for therequired in the plan.
review the plans concerning this function;

this activity.' if .

i

resources should be identified to performthe capability to perform route alerting fordemonstrated in
necessary, and residents should be
the hearing-impaired
future exercises.

EMC did not activate route alerting for thespecified inThe residents asNot corrected.purpose of notifying hearing-impairedAlthough there was a list of
the plan and exercise objectives. not have sufficient

the EMC stated that he did
Additional resourcessuch residents.perform this responsibility. should be demonstrated

resources toshould be identified, and this capability
in future exercises.

Heat Vincent Townshin EOC the EOC prior to the Alert declaration,

and first learned of the emergency at 1640, when he
33. The EMC arrived at Because

intercepted a Montgomery County fire radio message. work (the numbers
he was at the EOC, rather than at home or the EMC did not

into the system),However, the EMC reported,are programmedfor which
receive the RECALL notification. that the RECALL notification

home, either. This matter isafter checking with his family,
was never received at his Chester County EOC section ofwithin thefurther addreesed
this report. the Recall

The EMC received initial notification viain accordance with the procedures.Corrected.
pager system, instructions provided toexposure control and KI were

The radiologicalthe emergency workers at the time the dosimetrythe significance of dosimeter34.
not address Township officialsdistributed, did

readings and allowable exposure levels.should assure that such information is provided to emdistribute dosimetry
ergency

a need to
workers whenever there is
equipment. were

control instructionsdosimetry and KI
Corrected. Radiological Exposure

of theThe discussion
detailed and correct.

packet was excellent.
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$srina City Boroush EOC

05. Due to pre-position ng :- f the EMC at the EOC. Initial

notification did not occur as specified in the plan. The
under the misimpressien that the EOC phone was alsoEMC was

programmed into the County RECALL eystem. The Mayor

initiated a call to- the county EOC upon learning, via a
scanner, that the Limerick Fire Department had received an i

Thus initial notification of the borough was |
Alert message.
not accomplished until 50 minutes after the Alert was

declared. Township officials should avoid pre-positioning

in future exercisee.

Corrected. Borough officials promptly received initial

notification via the Recall pager system, in accordance with the
procedures.

36. Route alerting of the Borough's hearing-impaired residents
was not performed at the epecified time. The fire chief

shortly after the sirens were sounded that he
statedbelieved route alerting for the hearing-impaired should have
been activated at that time. He was over-ruled by the EMC,

who determined that they should wait for the county to

notify them to perform route alerting. As a result, it was

not until a call was received from East Vincent Township
that borough officialsrequesting route alerting assistance

| realized their mistake and implemented route alerting for
the hearing-impaired. This did not occur until 70 minutes

after the- sirens had sounded. Borough officials should

which charges them with responsibility to
review the plan,
implement route alerting for the hearing-impaired residents;
the capability to perform this action in a timely manner

should be demonstrated in future exercises.
Route alerting was activated at the appropriate time.Corrected.

37. A list of mobility-impaired and hearing-impaired residents
of Spring City Borough was not shown to the observec, and

borough officials acknowledged that the list they had

received from the county was not accurate. The list had
sorted on the basis of residents sip codes.

i
reportedly been

i - As the postal cones- do not correspond to jurisdictional

boundaries, the Spring City list included people who were

not actually borough residents. Borough officials, in

coordination with the county, should ensure that accurate
lists of hearing-impaired and mobility-impaired residents

The lists should be maintained at the boroughare compiled.
EOC, and made available to the observer at future |

exercises.

Corrected. An accurate list of mobility-impaired and hearing-
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the ECC.impaired residents was demonstrated at

Rant Omventry Townshin Khc
route alerting for

not initiate
The tcunship officiale didhearing-impaired when the eirens counded atOS.
notification of as they should have. Rather they

Site Area Emergency, receiving the General Emergency declaration to
The appropriate officials shoulduaited until

activate this function.
-

review the plan, and demonstrate the proper activation of

route alerting for the hearing-impaired during future
[

exercises.
i

the EMC directed the

Corrected. During the Alert Fhaee, Township hearing-impaired
review the

list and contact by phone those individuals to verify homeTransportation Officer to

addresses. Upon sounding of the sirens during Site Area

Townehip Route Alerting for
Emergency, the EMC initiated the

contacting the hearing-i= paired. One Route Alert team was

actually demonstrated.

East Vincent Townshie EOC
specified in the plan, did not occur

Full EOC staffing, as
as the position responsible for performing the Fire ServicesThese functions39.

and Radiological functions was not manned.
to two other staff members who

were assigned (one apiece)
. < '

already had two functions to perform. Furthermore, the
second shift.capability for a

township did not have themembers should be recruited, as necessary, f'

and trained; a full first shift and capability for a fullAdditional staff
second shift should be demonstrated in future exercises. .

'
!

and cecond shift staff as outlined in the plan
Corrected. First
participated in the exercise.

on the stafftelephone numbers were noted
The EMC should ensure that this list is40. Several incorrect

notification list.checked periodically and kept current.

Staff notification list was accurate.Corrected.

41. Staff members, particularly the EMC and acting RO, were

unfamiliar uith their respective tasks. The EOC staff

should receive further training.
l

All staff members displayed adequate training and

Corrected.knowledge necessary to perform assigned tasks.
activate route alerting for the '

' 42. Township officials did not
hearing-impaired residents following the initial siren

activation (during Site Area Emergency) as the plane
-

'
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specify. Rather, they incorrectly delayed this action until
the second (simulated) siren activation during the General
Emergency. Appropriate township officials should review the
plan procedures for implementing route alerting for the

i hearing-impaired. The capability to correctly activate this
function should be demonstrated in future exercises.

|

| Corrected. Route alerting for hearing-impaired was adequately
demonstrated.

| 43. Township officials did not demonstrate or simulate the
activation of the five traffic control points identified in
the plan. Officials reported that they did not have
sufficient personnel or equipment to perform this task. The
Township should obtain the resources necessary to establish
the traffic control points for which it has responsibility.
Proper activation of this capability should be demonstrated
in future exercises.

Corrected. TCPs were activated and manned appropriately by the
Police Department.

Great Valler School District
44. There was no demonstration (or simulation) by Great Valley

School District of the capability for dealing with traffic
caused by parents attempting to pick up their children. In
future exercises school district officials should perform
all functions required by the emergency plan, including
arrangements to establish traffic control.

Not Corrected. This was not an objective of this exercise. It
will remain an open item until schools are required to
participate during the next six-year cycle.

Montromery County EOC

45. The Transportation and Agriculture positions were not
represented by the individuals designated to fill those
Positions, although other individuals were assigned to
assume these responsibilities. In the case of the former.

- in discussions with the EMC, the federal observer was
informed that the Transportation Officer participated out-
of-sequence during the school exercise. FEMA was expecting
this function to take place during the evening exercise and
was not informed differently prior to the exercise.
Thus,the function of this critical position could not be
observed. All primary staff, or their designated backup,
should participate in future exercises.

Corrected. Both positions were staffed during this Exercise.
.,~
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46. Some RACES operators were at the municipal EOCs. prior to the
Alert, and thus prior to the time municipal EOCs would be
activated. Future exercises should avoid the pre-
positioning of EOC staff.

Corrected. There was no indication of pre-positioning during
this exercise.

Doualass Townshin EOC

47. The Public Works Officer did net participate in this
exercise. Although his responsibilities were assumed by
other individuals, full staff capability, as decksnated in
the plan, should be demonstrated at the next exercise.

Corrected. Public works representative participated in the
exercise.

48. Lists of impaired residents are available at the EOC. This
data has not been tabulated for ease of route alerting, and
some information is reported by the staff to be inaccurate.
Steps should be taken to organice the materials for route
alerting teams, especially concerning hearing-impaired
individuals. Also, if there is a concern over the accuracy
of the lists, the township should meet with other
appropriate individuals to resolve the problem as soon as
Possible.

Corrected. The EOC Recalled a Route Alert Team at 2045 and sent
them out earlier than was instructed. The Route began at 2058
and was finished at 2118. The team was sent out early but by
chance it corresponds with the time of the official activation of
the teams. An active / accurate list of the hearing-impaired is
available.

Lower Balford Townshin ICC *

49. The township EOC heard status changes over the police band
but did not receive notification authentication until RACES
messages were received (about a 5-6 minute delay). Thus,
the township EOC was not the official, first point-of-

~

contact for the county EOC. The emergency response plan
states that " incident classification and protective action
information will normally be provided by the county via
RACES and confirmed by a county-initiated telephone call."
This was not the case. An attempt should be made to closely
coincide messages being broadcast over different
communications networks.

Corrected. This inadequacy was fully eliminated by installation
of the Montgomery County Emergency Management Radio System
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(MCEMRS), and improved procedures relating to the uses of RACES
after all RACES operators are in place. All status changes were
received by MCEMRS or RACES none over fire or police radio.
50. The list of EOC staff members in the township's emergency

response plan.was not current, i.e., did not match up one,

| for one with the list the EMC used fer activation.
! Corrected. The Lower Salford Township Emergency call-up list for

EOC staff members was current and used to activate the EOC and
the second shift players.

New Hanover Townshin EOC

51. The RACES equipment presented some communications
difficulties. Outgoing message traffic was difficult to
receive at other locations. Appropriate steps should be
taken to resolve this problem.

Corrected. Township installed outside antenna-which converted
the inadequacies-no problems with communications were witnessedi

during exercise.

52. The EOC staff was pre-positioned at the start of the
exercise. Future exercises should demonstrate realistic
activation procedures, as called for in the RERP.

; Corrected, No activity was noted at the EOC until 1835-there was
no pre-positioning.

Upner Frederick Townshin EOC

53. The delayed arrival of the EMC highlighted several potential
problem areas. A backup or second shift EMC did not
respond, leaving persons unfamiliar with up-to-the-minute
changes and details in charge for over 1 1/2 hours.
Although sufficient information on proper procedures and
lists of hearing-impaired and persons requiring evacuation
assistance was available at the EOC, no one knew where this
information was. The most current plan and detailed
instructions for other key responders were not labelled, and
therefore were not found and used. Better organization and-

labelling of this documentation would be an appropriate and
Prudent way to correct this confusion. Also, a key to the
filing cabinet where this information and the telephones
were stored should be clearly identified and be available in
the township office above the EOC. These procedures are
especially important due to the EMC's job being located in
Philadelphia, a considerable distance away.

Corrected. EMC received a call initiating EOC activation at
1816. The EMC arrived at EOC at 1830 and the EOC was completely
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;taffed at '.901. The nearing-impaired and evacuation assistance
6, list are ready .available and up-to-date.

54. 20C personnel exhibited some ccnfusicn cencerning ?.he proper
use of II. both in appropriate doses and when II should be
taken. Instructions were given for the route alert
personnel.to take EI immediately after its dispersal, not
waiting'for the Health Cecretary's instructions.

L Corrected. EI instructions were posted.and information also was
verbally given.i

Unter Pottsurove Townshie EOC
|

55. Individuals should not be pre-positioned at the EOC. This
prevented a realistic notification process to the township
EMC from being accomplished, including the activation of the
EOC staff..

Corrected. Staff notified by alerting paging system.

56. Although the township EOC staff felt that the one hearing-
impaired individual would be' notified of an emergency at
Limerick by a relative with which she resides, the township
should .take an active role in ensuring the individual is
notified as the relatives may not be home at all times. The
EBS station should be monitored as called for in the
township's plan.

Corrected. Current up-dated 1987-1988 (C) list of hearing and
mobility-impaired individuals is on hand in the EOC.

Heat pottnarove Townshin EOC

57. There needs to be a clarification both in the West
Pottsgrove Township plan and in the minds of the EOC staff 'l
about the ecmmunications system. Prior to the exercise it
was thought that the primary means of communication would be
the telephone and that RACES would provide backup. It is
recommended that all appropriate plans be revised to simply
reflect the available communications systems.
Prioritization of the system is not a necessity. This gives
emergency responders the flexibility of utilising the,

equipment as they see fit.

Corrected. This issue has been clarified and resolved. RACES is
the primary means of communication and telephone is the backup.
This is in the operating procedures known to all personnel !

involved. j
i

l
J
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( Pottstown Boroush EOC
E :

l I

38. A Borough police sergeant was designated as the EOC j
communications representative for this exercise. A backup '

L individual, however, was not assigned for this position nor
forL the Emergency Management Coordinator's position.
Twenty-four hour coverage for all EOC responsibilities
should be established.

Corrected. Back-up individuals for EOC communications and the
EMC were designated and present during the exercise.

E9. According to the borough Police Chief, twenty-four hour
fire / police representatives are available to man the 17
identified traffic control points. However, training has
yet to be provided to this staff resource as the. borough
plan had not been approved until recently. Training
concerning traffic control point responsibilities, reception
center location and personal protective actions should be
provided to these persons.

| Not Corrected. Eriefing of TCP Officer was generalized and did
not discuss specific evacuation routes, procedures or destination

| points (reception centers). Training is necessary. This.

|
'nadequacy was not cleared by this exercise.

60. The mailing poll recently conducted within the borough
indicates a total of 5 hearing-impaired persons and 15,

| mobility-impaired individuals. These numbers are
| significantly different from those cited in the plan. The

plan should be updated to reflect the current number of
special needs persons.

I

Corrected. Plan was up-dated 2/88. List of these individuals
i was verified through actual placement of phone calls during the

exercise.

Collereville Borouah EOC

61. EOC staff contact lists were not available at the EOC as
they were reportedly being updated at an EOC staff person's

| home. A 1983 telephone directory was used instead in order
to obtain telephone numbers for EOC staff. Measures should
be taken to ensure that a call-down list is available at the
EOC at all times.

Corrected. An apropiate typed list with up-to-date telephone
numbers is available to the EOC staff to contact appointed EOC
personal.

|

X1vi
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Greeninne Borourh/Marlborough Townshin EOC

62. The individual newly positioned as the EMC had been active |

in this role for approximately one month at the time of the
exercise. The local plane should be revised to identify
this individual as the designated EMC.,

Corrected. The local plans have been revised to identif/ the
EMC. This inadequacy no longer exists.

Roversford Borouah EOC

'63. Confusion over the accepted method of notification to
Royersford Borough from the county led to a delayed
activation of the EOC. If the tone alert radios are to be
used for EOC staff mobilization, the cause of the non-
activation of all appropriate radios should be determined
and corrected, and this means of staff notification should
be incorporated within the plan. If notification was to be
accomplished by some other method, the appropriate officials
at the borough and county levels should discuss how this
problem can be resolved.

Corrected. Emergency Management Director notified by pager
arrived within 5 minutes of notification.

64. The Public Works and Police Chief were not represented at
the EOC. Full representation of all EOC positions should be
demonstrated during exercise activities.

Partially Corrected. Police Chief represented. Public Works not
present during exercise.

Schwenkeaville Borouah EOC

65. Two of the EOC staff did not participate through the entire
exercise. The Public Works Officer arrived at approximately
1900 hours, and the Transportation Officer arrived at about
1700 hours and left by 1730. Although the Deputy EMC was at
the EOC the entire exercise and assumed these
responsibilities, future exercises should demonstrate full
staffing throughout the exercise.

.

Not Corrected. One staff member was absent during drill.
Medical service staff filled in for the Radiological person.

66. The police department is responsible for manning 2 traffic
control points using 5 staff persons in the plan. However,
they currently have only 2 police officers and have to rely
on the fire / police to fill the outstanding staff

| requirements. This staff resource for TCPs should be
identified in the plan.
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: lot Corrected. One Police Officer was manning one control point,
remaining control point manned by Fire Police staff.

67. A predetermined reorganization of the route alert sectore
(ueing i vehiclee instead of 2, as identified in the Flan)
was utill:ed during this exercise. This change in
procedure enould be incorporated within the municipal plan.

Corrected. Plan has been up-dated.
~

I

Layit Frederick Townshio EOC

68. Door-to-door notification to the hearing-impaired was not
initiated in coordination with the activation of the sirens
as indicated in the township plan. Further exercises should
demonstrate the notification of the total general public
upon decision to activate the ESS system.

Corrected. Route Alerting was demonstrated twice during the
exercise.

Lower Pottsarove Townshie EOC

69. In demonstrating EOC activation and etaffing activation, the
call list did not appear to be up to date. There was some
problem in staffing the EOC: the primary Medical Officer was
involved in an actual emergency and the backup Medical
Officer could not be located. Measures should be taken to
ensure the manning of all positions at the EOC at the
appropriate time during the next exercise.

Not Corrected. Written call list was available, staff did not
respond to notification from the County.

70. There was no plume EPZ map posted. A plume EPZ map should
be acquired by the township and posted within the EOC for
reference purposes during future exercises.

Corrected. EPZ map was posted.

71. No activities were demonstrated concerning route alerting of
the hearing-impaired. These activities should be simulated
at a minimum in future exercises, to include the
notification of appropriate staff who would be assigned
these functions.

Corrected. This activity was demonstrated.

Lower Providence Townshio EOC

72. The Emergency Management Coordinator and the EOC staff were
pre-positioned and notification and mobilization procedures

xlviii
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were therefore not observed. However, the police dispatch
center is manned 24-hours a day which potentially provides
for the rapid notification of staff. Mobilization
procedures chould be demonstrated in future exercises.

Corrected. Staff were not pre-positioned and mobilization
procedures were observed.

73. Due to township financial concerns, the Public Works
position for this exercise was not manned. Future exercises
should provide for the staffing of all EOC positions.

Corrected. All EOC positions were staffed.

74. Notification of hearing and mobility-impaired individuals
was initiated following the evacuation order, received at
2014. The township plan, however, calls for the dispatch of
route alert teams to notify the hearing-impaired if the
public alert system is activated. In this exercise, the
alert and notification system was activated during Site Area
Emergency at 1940. Additional training should be provided
to township EOC staff to ensure timely and appropriate
contact with identified hearing-impaired individuals.

Not Corrected. Confusion still existed over actual plan
procedures. Decision was made not to do route alerting based on
the information received.

Skinnack Townshie EOC

75. The EOC staff, in objectively discussing available local
resources, indicated that all roads could not be kept open
should an evacuation occur during a heavy snow storm. To
overcome this, the Public Works Officer intends to canvas
the township for volunteers with snow plow attachments on

.

their vehicles. Assistance would also be requested of
PennDOT. When procedures are finalised they should be
incorporated in the plan, including provisions for providing
any volunteers with the necessary radiological exposure
control equipment.

Corrected. Volunteer back up equipment has been identified for
emergency call up if needed. Depending on how bad the weather.

is, this could always be a problem at any site.

76. The EOC staff believed that dosimeters were to be read only
before and following a field mission. Gimilarly, the staff
was not aware of maximum allowable exposure without
authority. This information is set forth in the major
portion of the plan, but not in the procedural portion of
the plan. The EMC agreed that this was a potential
oversight and indicated an intention to revise the plan.
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This would involve incorporating -his information in the
procedural eection or referring to the plan page number. A
card could be. placed in the dosimeter boxes reminding

I workers of dose limits and how aften to read their
dosimeters. Once the determined actions have been decided,
the accepted revicions should be incorporated into the
township scrivities. Also, additional training should be
provided to EOC staff to ensure awareness of this
information.

Corrected. The information has been included in the plan. Early
in the drill the dosimetry material was inventoried and general,

I radiation information was included. The Radiological Officer
briefed all the pertinent EOC staff regarding the use of the
dosimetry material and appropriate radiation levels which trigger
additional measures.

' Perkiomen Townshin EOC

77. The township has not received instructions in what to do for
the hearing-impaired Leyond going to their residences. It
is recommended that further instructions be given to the
staff in this area.

Corrected. The hearing-impaired are now to be given a written
message that informs them of the emergency and instructs them on
what corrective action needs to be -taken. To insure that the
hearing-impaired individuals fully understand the message the
dispatcher should wait until the message is read and an
acknowledgement of understanding is conveyed by the individual.

78. The maximum dose allowed without authorization was
incorrectly identified as 40 Rem (rather than 25 Rem as
listed in the Flan). It is recommended that exposure limits
be reviewed by staff.

Not Corrected. The new radiological officer needs to review and
learn the recommended exposure limits.

Perkiomen Valley School District

79. The absence of a RACES operator at the school district
office resulted in significant impact to response.

operations. Since the order to evacuate was distributed
over RACES, the Superintendent was not advised that an
evacuation was in effect. (Fo31ow up conversation with
county staff indicated that the RACES operator assigned to
the district office went instead to a district school and,
therefore, never arrived at the district office.) The
Superintendent did not communicate by telephone with the
county as to the statue of sending an operator when it was
apparent that no RACES representative had arrived, nor were

1
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00mmunications' initiated with tne county to receive updates
in status of the zituation. The Superintendent should-
confer with the county in order to determine the cause forthe miclocation Of the EACES operator. . and take theneceseary measures to ensure that this does not cccur infuture exercises.,

1

i -Not Corrected. 'This was not an exercise objective. This issuel will remain open until schools are again ested within the sixyear cycle.
|

Bucks County

30. 'The county had reportedly been directed by the State not toman the mass care center with monitoring / decontamination
teams. Future exercises should demonstrate full activation
of the mass care center to include monitoring anddecontamination actions.

Corrected. Monitoring and decontamination teams were available
at the mass care center during this exercice.

51. Although " evacuees" were available at the mass care center,
a registration table was not established for approximately
one hour following center activation, and inappropriate
procedures were used to register these persons. Registration
procedures should be demonstrated at future exercises.

Corrected. Proper registration procedures were followed. All
staff were knowledgeable and well trained in theirresponsibilities.

.
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EXERCISE REPORTS

i ,

PENNSYLVANIA STATE EOC

.
The State EOC demonstrated timely and complete activation and

L staffing with no observed pre-positioning. All responee teams

I and operations staff were fully in place by 2006. Operations
' management by the PEMA Director and his operations officer was

generally efficient and thorough, assisted by large display
screens that projected key readouts (checklists, maps, message
files and logs) from networked personal computer ecreens. The
preeence of both the Lieutenant Governor and the Governor during
portions of the exercise was highly commendable. This exercise
represented the first operational test of a software package for
Emergency Information Management that the Commonwealth has
procured, and the package shows great promise of facilitating and

| expediting the Commonwealth's emergency operations and
notification responsibilities under Annex E of the State Plan.

Facilities in the State EOC are excellent, with the display
| screens being a noteworthy and very beneficial improvement.

Primary communications were demonstrated to be adequate except at
General Emergency notification when it was not possible to access
the dedicated telephone. Individual notification calls had to be
placed, making it impossible to efficiently coordinate siren and
EBS activation, and rendering call verification back from the
counties difficult. Participation by RACES an ARES in backup
communication activities was also noted and was effective.

I The Governor is responsible for making Protective Action
Decisions and for authorizing the activation of the Alert and
Notification System. PEMA is responsible for coordinating the
siren and EBS activation among the risk counties. The Alert and
Notification System (sirens and EBS) was activated twice during
the exercise.

At 2048, the State instructed the risk counties to activate the
sirens and EBS system immediately. This resulted in an
uncoordinated siren and EBS activation among the risk counties
(See County reports).

|

The second siren and EBS activation occurred in conjunction with
the General Emergency declaration and protective action
decisions. As noted above, the dedicated telephone was not

! available and the State had to revert to backup commercial
| telephone to notify each risk county separately. Therefore,

|
siren and EBS activation was not coordinated by the State.

, Two key breakdowns led to critical interface problems with the
| risk countieis shortly after the 2125 declaration of General
'

Emergency by the utility. At that time, the Governor of
Pennsylvania was in the EOC receiving a briefing on both event

| 1
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status and general radiological assessment procedures from the
Director of PEMA and a representative of the Eureau of RadiationProtection. There was a delay in the preparation and signing of
a State of Emergency Declaration during the Site Area Emergency.

| This declaration became available to the Operations Room
| simultaneously with the General Emergency (2133). At that time

it.was discovered that; a. the dedicated telephone to the risk
| counties and the utility could not be accessed and b. the hard

copy transmission device was being held up possibly by excessive
| message traffic elsewhere. Moreover, it was at this point that

staff entering message traffic into the computerized master log
y became unable to do so due to an unanticipated problem with the
| automated system. For all these reasons, notification to the

risk counties was delayed. Furthermore, the text of the
Governor's declaration of a State of Emergency could not be
transmitted in hard copy until after 2000. Due to the lockup of
the computerized system, the EOC fell somewhat behind in
fulfilling all action items on its General Emergency checklist.
It should be noted that due primarily to this same system, all
outstanding action items and unmet needs were resolved prior to
exercise termination.

'

All agency response teams operate in a remote location from both
the operations room and the Director's decision center. At
times, this prevented timely feedback of information to the
Director about the notification times of field offices and
operations by response team agencies at the EOC. In at least
two instances this resulted in delayed notification to deploy
field activities (See Access and Traffic Control and Agriculture
Sampling Team reports).

PROBLEM AREAS

1. The State EOC informed the risk counties to activate the
siren system "immediately" at Site Area Emergency and
General Emergency. This resulted in an inconsistent siren
and EBS activation at Site Area Emergency (see County
Reports). The Counties themselves coordinated siren and EBS
activation at the General Emergency. The risk counties must

'

advise all emergency workers at municipal EOCs prior to
activation of the System. It is important that the State
take the lead in coordinating siren and EBS activation
among the risk counties, as stated in the State Plan. A
specific time for this to occur should be set by the State,
thereby insuring simultaneous activations.

2. The dedicated telephone, which is used to inform risk
counties simultaneously of protective actions and to
coordinate siren and EBS activation among the risk
counties, was not available during a critical point in the

2
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exercise.. Efforts should be undertaken to assure that thededicated line is' available 'at all times, and that
backup hard ' copy transmission- capability is also in place.
If this.is not possible. the Commonwealth should work with
-the risk counties to_ insure that backup notification
protocols are understood.and acted upon at all levels.

3. While the computerized Emergency Information' tracking and
display system ehows great promise of being an outstanding
aid to timely emergency management response at the PEMA EOC,
it did' not fully succeed in drawing the various agency
response team cells' into .the critical information flow

I needed by -the Director and the Operations Officer, and it
H broke down at a very important point.in the scenario. .The
o system-itself should be fully " debugged" prior to its next

utilization, and should include the capability to bring in
to operations control (by additional display or-otherwise)
key notifications and message . traffic originating from the
response team cells in the EOC. This may necessitate adding
additional display screens in the operations control area.

.
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EMERGENCY OPERATIONS FACILITY

The Emergency Operating Facility (20F1 was activated at 2020.EOF personnel +stablished contact with the Eureau of RadiationProtection (BRP) at the State EOC at 2030. Numerous briefings
ind exchanges of information occurred between the EOF and ERP.
Discussions were held on worsening plant conditions and potential
protective action recommendations. The liceneee declared aGeneral Emergency at 2125. The General Emergency plus
recommended protective actione were conveyed to the BRP at the
State EOC by 2127. At 2140 BRP informed the EOF of the
Governor's protective action decision to evacuate 360 degrees out
to ten miles. The EOF was also informed that sirene and EBS
would be activated (simulated) at 2200. The sirens and EBS were
activated by offsite officials at 2145. It is unclear why the
EOF was given the wrong time.

The ERP representative arrived at the EOF at 22?O (see note). He
was promptly briefed and actively involved in appropriate
discussions. The unannounced objective for this exercice was
adequately demonstrated; there was no evidence of pre-positioning
by either licensee or BRP pereennel at the EOF.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. The EOF was notified by BRP that sirens and EBS would be
activated at 2200; when in reality they were activated at
2145. Care should be taken to insure that accurate
information is provided.

Note: This was an unannounced, after-hours exerciee; therefore
travel to the EOF was played in real time. Travel from
Harrisburg to the Limerick EOF requires approximately 2 hours.

4
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BUEEAU OF EADIATION PROTECTION

Bureau cf Radiation Protection scrivities were conducted from
.ne State EOC. While this .ccatien is conducive to interface
with FEMA much of the benefit of BRP's Fulton Building 1ccation
has been lost. In particular. ERP lacked their detailed plant
drawings which allowed plant :enditions to be asseesed. The
computer graphics supplied are less detailed than would be
optimum. 3RP's dedicated telephonee and dose prediction ecmputer
are also still at the Fulton Building. The 3 tate EOC location
requires BRP to use offices which are normally occupied by others
which precludes rearrangement cf furniture. posting cf maps and
drawings, etc. While ERP's performance was adequate, the
facilities available in the Fulten Building would have improved
it.

The problem in dose assessment from the October 1987 TMI exercise
has been resolved. Throughout the exercise, 3RP was up-to-date
cn plant conditions and releases, and made the proper
recommendations for protective action, although the decision to
authorize EI could have used more thought. In this exercise,
there was little release of iodines, yet emergency workers were
told to take KI. While circumstances at the time did not warrant
KI, it is possible that future conditions could have developed
which would justify the use of KI, therefore, the decision could
not be called categorically incorrect. However, since KI can
have adverse side effects, more careful thought should go into
its authorization.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. While working out of the State EOC is more conducive to
interface with PEMA, many of the benefits of ERP'e Fulton
Building location has been lost. It may be worthwhile to
reexamine both facilities in more detail to assure that
future ERP needs are met.

2. Emergency workers were authorized to take KI although there
was little release of radiciodines. Since KI can have

I adverse side effects, more careful thought should go into
its authorization.,

|

|
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PECO HEADQUARTERS EMERGENCY NEWS CENTER

The PECO Headquarters Emergency News Center was activated
following notification from the plant in accordance with the
plan. The initial notification was received while several

| officials were still in the office and. according to the plan.
'

' hey became the activators' of the plan. Staff arrived in a
timely manner and assumed their positions and responsibilities,
exhibiting enthusiasm. knowledge and prior experience in their

! duties. The Emergency News Center and the Media Eriefing Rooms
| were declared operational at 2000. The Director of the News

Center conducted periodic updates of the staff. onsulted with
the State Representatives and with the technical staff from the
plant, prior to issuing press releases and/or conducting press
conferences. A minor problem. which has been reported in prior
exercises was the lack of a public address system in the News
Center to quickly call the staff together for internal briefings,
announcements. or other required contacts.

Office facilities, communications equipment and administrative
support were more than adequate to conduct the exercise and carry
out the assigned responsibilities, i.e., informing the public
regarding conditions at the plant. A rumor control function was
operated by PECO to answer calls from the public concerning plant
conditions and what to do about them. Several press briefings
were held which were informative and presented timely reports
about plant conditions. All objectives of the exercise were met.

The term Joint News Center is somewhat of a misnomer in this
instance. Although PEMA representatives present, were
professional and competent, the Pennsylvania State Plan requires
that the State Media Center will be located at the State EOC in
Harrisburg and that all releases to the public generated by the
State originate there. The PEMA Representatives consulted with
PECO officials prior to the release of PECO news releases, took
part in briefings at scheduled press conferences and answered
questions related to the State operations. However, their role
was to serve as liaison between the State Media Center and the
PECO Headquarters Emergency News Center.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. There was a minor problem assembling the News Center staff
for internal updates and briefings. Plans are in progress
for a Public Address system to be installed to overcome this
problem. This has been documented in prior exercises. The
system should be in place within 60-90 days.

I2. The physical arrangement of the office space is not
conducive to the general exchange of information. The area
is normally used for office space, consequently exercise
responders are eegregated in separate offices which limits

6
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I
the general exchange of information that takes place in aless compartmented environment. As mentioned previously, -

the PA cystem should help. An additional aid would be to
locate the status board in a more prominent place and to
insure that it is kept current.

3. A recommendation for improvement aould be te record thePress Conferences to provide a means of verifying statements
given to the prees and to provide a vehicle for training in
preparation for future exercises or actual incidents.

I
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STATE MEDIA CENTER

The FEMA Media Center in the State EOC was activated in a timely
manner in accordance with the State plan. Representatives of the y
Governor's office and the Lieutenant Governor's office and five
State agencies were present to assist the PEMA Fublic Information
Officer. There was adequate Coordination between the FEMA Media
Center in Harrisburg, the PECO Headquarters Emergency News Center
in Philadelphia, and the three risk county EOCs.

One press briefing has held in the new State Media Center in the
Capitol Complex. The Lieutenant Governor, the PEMA Director and
the FEMA Public Information Officer participated. No media
representatives were present as this was an unannounced exercise.
Staff members played the role of media representatives.

Rumor control telephone numbers were publicised for the risk
counties and for'the Governor's Action Center, which' serves as
the rumor control center during disasters.

The etaff of the State Media Center displayed their usual high
I degree of enthusiasm and professionalism during the. exercise.

Both the Governor and the Lieutenant Governor spent a great deal
of time at the EOC, participating in decision making and
discussions.

PROBLEM AREAS'

|

| None identified.
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ACCESS AND TRAFFIC CONTROL

The Pennsylvania State Police. Limerick Barracks fully
demonstrated their sbility to respond to an emergency situation
at the Limerick Generating Station as required by the off-site
emergency plans. However, notifications from the State Police
Representative in the State EOC to Limerick Barracks. were not
timely. Upon notification of an Alert status, troopers from each
of the risk' counties were eummoned to the Limerick PSP Earracks -
.and arrived. within a half hour. The Troop Commander briefed all
participating officers. The briefing addressed access and
traffic control duties: reception, mass care and emergency worker.
decontamination centers; radiological exposure control;
dosimetry, record keeping, KI, protective clothing, respiratory
protection.

After being briefed, the officers were instructed to report to
their aseigned posts. .Each post was manned promptly and the-
officers individually understood their responsibilities.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. Although an Alert was declared at 1813, the -barracks
received their -first indication of an incident from Chester

.and Montgomery County- radio notices at 1837 and 1839
respectively. Official notification from the State Police
Representative in Harrisburg wasn't received until 1852.
Similarly, Site Area Emergency notification from the
Pennsylvania State Police in Harrisburg was not received
.until 2110. More timely notification from the PSP
Representative in-the State EOC would facilitate a much
quicker local PSP response.

..
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AIR SAMPLING TEAM

The Air Sampling Team arrived at the Montgomery County EOC at
2105. The team departed the EOC at 2130. Doeitetere and
instruments were checked in the vehicle. Instructions were
received via radio from ERP in Harrisburg to report to the first
campling location (W-1). While In route, the controller
instructed the team to perform plume verification procedures. A
background radiation measurement was made and the team reported
the test was inconclusive.

At 2000, the team was instructed to incorporate Iodine Packet.The team reported exercice inject of <57 counte/2 minutes iodine
concentration. This was later changed to (correctly) a uCi/cc
number. Location W-1 was not located. The team was then i

directed to the next location (W-2) at 2237. Upon arrival, the
'

team was told to stand by. Dosimeters were read every half hour
and reported to the controller. Radio transmission was clear and
timely.

The actual time that was spent taking camples was abcut one
hour, 15 minutee- Most of the time was spent driving.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. Additional training and experience is needed. The team was
unfamiliar with sampling locations and the vehicle:
unfamiliar with radio procedures; and were not sure of
radiological emergency procedures.

i

|
1
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WATER SAMPLING TEAM

Two. water sampling teams were mobilised in a timely fashion
using an established call-out cystem. They reported to theMontgomery County EOC and were given a briefing on dosimetry use
; and recordkeeping. Although they had no specific operating
- procedures for taking camples during radiological. events such as
this exercise, they were well equipped to obtain samples and were
familiar with sample points. Both vehicles were equipped with
two-way radio which is used day-to-day but communications were
not established with them by the EOC, partly because the EOC did
- not realize the teams had radio equipment. The teams

i communicated with each other and used a commercial telephone to
! call their supervisor for directions as to disposition of samples

and whether to report to decontamination station upon leaving-the
EPZ. In short, they were not controlled by the EOC. The teams
were not equipped with any radiation monitoring equipment
although they had dosimeters and TLDs and had a briefing on the
reading and recordkeeping required. They were equipped with KI
and briefed on its use. The team members used protective gloves
while taking camples but had no other protective clothing or
respirators. No control was exercised to obtain samples from the
desired locations at a particular time to maximise the usefulness
of the sample content. One station to be sampled, that of the
Citizens Utility Intake, was locked and not available for
sampling.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. The water sampling teams were not fully briefed on the
plume conditions and had no protective clothing,
respirators, or radiation detection equipment. Also, they
were not trained specifically for obtaining samples in a
radiation situation / environment.

2. There was no obvious control of the time the samples were
to be obtained to assure they represented the radioactivity
which would have been deposited in the river; i.e., to
maximi =e the usefulness of the data obtained.

4
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AGRICULTURAL SAMPLING TEAM
1

The initial ;otificati:n of -he two members of the Agricultural
Campling Team was ceceived -ia telephone at their respective
.omes at :115. : Notification was made by the State Department of
Agriculture representative at the State EOC in Harrisburg. The
initial message was that an Alert had been declared and team
members were to stand by.

At 0230 team members received a second call from the State
| Department of Agriculture representative directing + hem to report

tc the dispatch point at the Montgo=ery County EOC. Team
membere arrived at approximately 2300 and 2310 respectively.
The exercise terminated before team members could receive any
dosimetry or demonstrate any sampling procedures.
However, once team members arrived at the dispatch point, an
interview was conducted by the Federal Evaluator and the
following information obtained.

The current system for mobilicing Agriculture field teams begins
with PEMA calling the State Department of Agriculture. State
Agriculture notifies the Regicnal Agriculture Coordinator. The
/arious Agriculture divisions provide personnel for the
Agriculture teams. One two-member team is comprised of State
Milk Sanitarians familiar with the affected counties. The
Bureau of Radiation Protection advises State Agriculture of
sampling locations.

Team members did have the proper equipment for taking milk,
water, feed, pasture and vegetation samples. Included in this
equipment were scoops, plastic collection bags, plastic
containers, writing materials, knives, identification labels and
disposable lab coats.

Since team members did not arrive at the dispatch point until
just before the termination of the exercise, no dosimetry was
issued and no procedures for taking agricultural samples were
demonstrated.

PROBLEM AREAS
.

1. Agricultural Sampling Team members were not notified in a
timely manner by the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture
to report to the dispatch point at the Montgomery County
EOC. Since team members did not report until the
termination of the exercise, no agricultural sampling
procedures could be demonstrated. Also a prior inadequacy

12
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regarding team members use of dosimetry cannot be cleared
since a demonstration of proficiency was not performed.

|

|
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BRANDYWINE HOSPITAL

The aospital communicaricns system operated well during the
-

txercise. They received word about Alert status and etandby
over the radio in the Emergency Room. At 2108 a EACES Operator,
dispatched from Chester County EOC. arrived to establish
::mmunications with the EOC. The nospital did not have means for
nim to convert his racic eo ne monitored calls from his car.
However. :he ER was aware of what was going en. The General
Emergency was heard over the radio at 2138.

The hocpital has phone and radio ecmmunications with cengregate
care facilities, has low-band PATCH radio communications with
ambulance intransit, and phone com=unications with radiologist,

.

radiology department, and health physicists. Nurces in the ER I

did not know if they had communications with the EOC but they
claimed they could communicate with the EMS and Fire Band. No
official word was ever received from PEMA about the drill. Over |the radio the ER did learn that there was contaminated victimts) ;
and injured but did not receive word about number. status, etc. ifrem ambulance personnel until 2242 when the ambulance was only
four minutes from the hospital.

The Brandywine Hospital performed well and should be
complimented. They have two separate procedures for treating
contaminated patients, depending on the seriousness of the
injury. The patient in the exercise was not seriously injured
(laceration) and was treated in a secured hallway with access to
a shower. The housekeeping department was responsible for
covering the floors and walls prior to the arrival of the
patient. They started laying paper on the floor and then were
told to lay plastic down first and then a paper runner from the
front door; this was corrected. The staff did not adequately
secure the area to treat the contaminated victim. They did
dress properly, however, some of the protective coveralls had
cleeves that were too short. The response team met the ambulance
outside and checked the ambulance crew and ambulance prior to
dismissing them. The ambulance crew should not have gone into
the hospital. They should have been checked outside with plastic
bags to contain their discarded protective wraps. Throughout the
decontamination procees the crew did not keep cotton swabs for
laboratory testing, during c1 canning and after decontamination.
The response team did not undress properly after the patient was
decontaminated and removed from the ER. The plastic bags for the
clothing were not labeled " Radiation".

14
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PROBLEM AREAS

1. The ER staff did not know if they could communicate with the
EOC. or what the EOC was. Staff should be aware of what
and where the EOC is and how to contact it.

C. The hospital staff were told four minutes before arrival
that the ambulance was bringing in a contaminated victim. iAdvance notice should be given to the hospital early on so
they can prepare to receive contaminated patients. If thepatient in the exercise had a cerious injury requiring
treatment in the trauma room, the hospital would not'have Ibeen prepared to receive the contaminated patient.

3. Proper procedures to limit the spread of radioactive
contamination were not used consistently. The secure area
was not properly marked and roped off, door handles on the
front doors- were not covered, protective clothing did not
fit emergency workers. swabs of wounds and contaminated
areas were not kept and cent to a laboratory for analysis,
protective clothing was not removed in the proper order.
Additional training on proper procedures for minimiring the
spread of radiological contamination is needed.

AMBULANCE AND CREW

The ambulance crew called the hospital only four minutes prior to
arrival time at hospital. The crew of two were properly dressed
but did not wear masks. They wore dosimeters but did not have a
survey meter. The ambulance was lined in plastic and the patient q

'

was wrapped in plastic to prevent spread of contamination. Upon I
arrival at the hospital, the ambulance gurney was removed andtaken into the hospital; the ambulance crew followed.

PROBLEM AREAS
I

i1. The ambulance crew chould have a survey meter with them in
the ambulance.

,

2. The patient should be transferred to hospital gurney outside
if possible.

'

!

3. Ambulance crew should stay outside, be monitored, able to jstrip the protective gear into protective plastic bags jmarked Radiation and then shower if necessary,
i
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RED CROSS FIELD HEADQUARTERS

The Re'd Cross was alerted by means of a beeper rystem provided by
Montgomery County. Upon notification, Red Crees Chapter
officials called the Red Cross Liaison, who reported to the
County EOC. The Liaison then contacted the Field Headquarters.

After calling the Montgomery County Liaison. the Red Cross called
other Red Cross locations in accordance with their plan and call I

down lists. In some cases, (particularly support counties) the
Red Cross was notified prior to the County EOCs official
notification. Only normal, anticipated delaye were encountered,

i. The Eastern Operational Headquarters staff did not physically
| respond because of the unannounced nature of the exercise. There

was not sufficient time to travel from Alexandria, Virginia, to
the exercise area. Nevertheless. telephone communications were
established.

PROBLEM AREAS

|1. Because of the unannounced nature of the drill, the Red
Cross Headquarters personnel were unable to confirm receipt
of unmet needs (cots, blankets, USDA food, etc.). The
ability to fill unmet needs should be demonstrated. Some
means should be established to contact after hours Red Cross
backup suppliers.

|

I
.

i
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BERKS COUNTY EOC

Berks County was advised :, f the Alert statue at the LimerickGenerating Station from the Pennsylvania Emergency ManagementAgency (PEMA) via the dedicated telephone at 1817. Staffnotification procedures were implemented and the EOC wasoperationally staffed by 2030. Representatives from theNational Guard and the Department of Agriculture did notparticipate on the EOC staff. 24-hour staffing was demonstrated
by either double staffing or the presentation of a posted roster
of additional staff. The etaff demonstrated excellent knowledge
of the plans as well as the ability to respond appropriately to
the emergency.

The County Commissioners were effectively in charge of the
response and were aptly supported by the Emergency Management
Coordinator (EMC), the Deputy EMC and the support staff. The
staff members had comprehensive checklists developed for their
respective responsibilities which ensured that all procedures
were implemented.

The County maintains a list of the special needs of the mobility
and hearing-impaired persons within their County. The
responsibility for meeting these needs rests with the
municipalities.

PEMA advised Berks County of the Site Area Emergency at 2035 and
that the siren and EBS system activation be accomplished
immediately. Knowing the importance of coordinating these
actions prior to implementation, the County notified all the
municipalities prior to activation of the system, which was
accomplished at 2050. When the General Emergency was declared,
PEMA notified Berks County at 2136 and directed that the siren
and EBS system be activated immediately. Again, knowing the
importance of coordination, the risk Counties got together on the
telephone and coordinated these actions. The end result was that
the municipal notifications and siren and EBS activation was
accomplished by 2145. The municipalities were notified via RACES
and telephone.

The Berks County facility is located in the basement of the
Agriculture Building. The staff can boast of very spacious
accommodations with such amenities as a kitchen with separate
dining, sleeping capabilities, showers, multiple office space,
good ventilation, lighting, etc. With the exception of a
population distribution map, all other appropriate maps
depicting evacuation routes, relocation centers, access control
points, etc. Were conspicuously displayed for use by the staff.
There is sufficient primary and alternate means of communication
available to enable the County to coordinate with those
organizational representatives intended to provide support.
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Since no calls were placed tc the Rumor Control function to test
the etaff's capabilities. an interview was conducted. The Rumor
Control function is staffed with very competent pereonnel. yet '

they have not been provided eufficient training and appropriate
checklists. Hard copy news releases, which are important to this
function. were not available and should have been provided by the
media center. If the same people are provided with training,
6neckliste and hard copy news releases, this function would prove
more valuable to the County.

1
I'The Radiological Officer and his staff have provided the County

with an excellent program through the development of training
courses and procedures. This etaff is very professional and
strive to improve their already outstanding program.

Overall, the County displayed the ability to respond to the
simulated emergency-according to their plan and to provide the
neceesary protection to the residents of the County. The etaff
should be complemented on their demonstration.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. Rumor. Control was not really tested. No calls were received
by. that office to ascertain -if they could be handled
properly. Personnel manning the operation were not aware of
the basic procedures such as obtaining the telephone number
and name of the caller especially should further research be
necessary to satisfy the inquiry. Hard copy press releases
and EBS messages were not provided to the rumor control
staff. Having copies of this information would greatly
facilitate response to basic questions which may be asked by
the public. Additional training and development of a more
complete checklist would also have a positive affect.

2. Full staffing as called for in the plan was not
demonstrated. The National Guard and Department of
Agriculture were not represented at the EOC during the
exercise. The County EMC should stress the importance of
full staff participation for future exercises.

.
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RECEPTf0N CENTER

- The activation of the Reception Center by the Reiffton FirePolice personnel demonstrated the unit was well trained and
prepared for thie type of emergency. The eite was highly visable
to travelers, being marked with flares and flashing lights. The
officers were prepared to control traffic. Evacuees would havebeen. presented with information and directions to the Mace CareCenter. The center received excellent communication eupport by
the Reading Radio Club.

Problem Areas

None identified.

MAES CARE CENTER

The Mount Penn Fire Company activated upon notification and eetup
the registration-monitoring center in the Mount Penn High School
lower level. The Red Cross activated the congregate care center
in the gymnasium and cafeteria.

Evacuees, upon arrival at the school, were registered by the
Mount Penn Fire Company, then monitored for possible
contamination, using a CDV-700 monitor and standard procedures.
Contaminated individuals were taken to the boys shower room for
decontamination. Contaminated clothing was stored in special
containers fcr later disposal. A data form was completed for
each evacuee monitored. Those individuals not needing
decontamination proceeded directly to the congregate care center.
The Red Cross had provided sleeping accommodations in the gym
for the evacuees. The school cafeteria had been activated by the
Red Cross to provide meals. The Red Cross had standby provisions
to provido additional food. A registered nurse was available for
medical aid. A service to provide information to relatives and
to reunite families was available.
PROBLEM AREAS

* None identified.

EMERGENCY WOREER DECONTAMINATION STATION

The decontamination station for Emergency Workers was established
at the Daniel Boone High School in Birdsboro. This facility has
also been designated as the relocation center for emergency
workers from other risk counties.
The facility is large and adequate for the dual designation. Italso has an abundance of parking around the school.

19
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.The' school gym and'1ocker areas are designated for reception,
monitoring and decontamination of emergency personnel. TheBirdsboro Volunteer Fire Department has the responsibility for L

establishing and operating. the- decontamination station. Thefiremen were knowledgeable and proficient in preparing the area
for reception of' contaminated workers. 'The contaminated area and
paths were well defined and separated. Monitoring stations were ;
located.before the registration area and exit from showers. Clean '

clothing was available upon exit from showers. After re-
monitoring personnel were routed to designated holding areas. The
complete procedure of registration, monitoring, decontamination,
routing to holding area was adequately demonstr.ated by using two
students as contaminated workers. All essential equipment and
protective clothing was properly utill:ed. Dosimetry hits did- ;

|

I not contain- logs for recording of names and . numbers when
'

| distributing the instruments.
|
L The staff procedurally described the vehicle decontamination

procedures adequately. The area projected for washing of Vehicles
'is on .the crest of a sloping: parking lot and wash water will
drain to an open low area.

PROBLEM AREAS

i 1. Dosimetry kits did not contain logs for recording who-has
been assigned what dosimeter, etc. The log and

i instructions, which are on one form, are being developed.
l Once this form is completed, it should be included in the

dosimetry kits.

|
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AMITY TOWNSHIP EOC i

..

The initial noti-fication of the Emergency Management Coordi-
tator tEMC) did not occur in accordance with tne plan. Accord- '

ing :s the plan. 2erks County c to notify tne EMC and Lince this
was difficult to acec=plien. they. notified the Fire and Police !
Chief at 1815. Actually, this method seems to be more expedient !

|' and consideration snould te made to changing to -his method in ,

| the plan. The end result still was that the EOC was activated i
promptly. j

1

The. EMC managed the EOC effectively and provided frequent
briefings to the staff to ensure they were aware of the status of
the simulated emergency. The staff demonstrated- an excellent
knowledge of the plan as well as the ability to implement it.

Twenty-four hour staffing is possible with a roster of personnel
who can be called upon'to provide this coverage.

The 200 has sufficient amenities such as space, furniture,
lighting, . telephones, etc., to support the staff while they
respond to.an emergency. The staff made adequate use of posted
maps and- charts during their response to the simulated Limerick
emergency.

It was noted that the 2 KW generator when made operational, would
prodace a great deal of noise in the operational area of the EOC.
If.the generator was relocated further away from. the building,
this noise could be minimized or possibly eliminated.

Ovarall, the Amity Township emergency response staff demonstrated
the ability to implement procedures to protect the health and
welfare of the citizens of that township.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. The initial notification, though not in accordance with the
written plan, was timely and probably superier to the writt-
en plan. It is suggested that the written plan be changed
to reflect the timely procedure demonstrated.

2. An area for improvement would be the placement of the 2KW
.

generator further from the EOC building due to its noise
during operation. Additionally, it would have
been preferable for the Police representative to have been
seated with the other EOC staff. These changes should be
included in the plans for the construction of the new EOC
building.
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BOYERTOWN BOROUGH EOC

after notification of the drill. the staffing and activation of
*he EOC occurred quickly and smoothly. The facilities as to
- lighting, ventilation, desks and phones for the staff to perform'
- their duties and the management of the EOC and adequate training
af the-staff was demonstrated. The first-ehift staff, under the
direction of the Deputy Coordinator, accomplished the initial
duties of notifying local industries, hearing-impaired andhandicapped individuals from current typed liste. The request to
3erke County for dosimetry and' potassium- iodine was made. A
sample' unit was delivered, the briefing and instructions to
emergency workers was concise and complete. The actual

o dispatching of the route alert teams and the manning of the
I. traffic centrol point occurred in a timely . fashion with telephone
L confirmation that their duties were accomplished. The
L demonstration of backup power occurred successfully, but the size
1 of the generator was inadequate to power both electricity'and
! radios.
|

| PROBLEM AREAS

| 1. When the generater was tested it worked but it could not
i- supply power for both electricity and the radios. The! generator has only 3.5 KW. Attempts should be made;to

procure a generator large enough to supply the total needs
of the building.

|

.

|

i
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GOLEDROOKEDALE TOWNSHIP EOC

The Emergency Management Coordinator was alerted by the RACES
^perator by telephone at '.340 and arrived at the EOC at 1847. |Activation was immediate via call-down and etaffing was completed '

at 1900. It is interesting to note that an Alert was received
via the Fire Radio at 1308 and the Radiological Officer responded
to that Alert before RACES contacted the EMC. The Fire radio
consistently gave notifications or evente prier to RACES
throughout the exercise. Round-the-clock staffing was
demonstrated by the presentation of a roster.

The EMC was in complete control throughout the exercise. Staff
briefings occurred frequently and messagee were appropriately
logged and posted. Little discussion was necessary at crisis
pointe because each staff member was thoroughly trained and the
staff of the EOC reacted as a team. Area security was etringent
and one observer whose name was not verified by the County EOC
was barred from entry. The Township's handling of this situation
was admirable despite tremendous pressure being exerted on the
EMC by the alleged observer and his sponsors.

The facilities were spacious, well lighted and adequately
furnished. Living facilities were not available but were not !deemed necessary under these circumstances. A backup generator |
was available and tested. Once a general evacuation had been

'

completed, the EOC would be relocated to the Earl Township Fire
Company where more complete facilities are available. All
appropriate mapping was posted and clearly visible.

EOC communications consisted of telephone lines, fire band radio
scannere and two-way walkie-talkies, AM/FM radio for EBS
monitoring and RACES. All worked well. A backup system of
actual physical contact and notification was avai1~able through
police and fire personnel.

A sample kit of dosimetry equipment and KI was received at 1929.
The kit had examples of all pertinent equipment and documents and
was competnetly demonstrated by the Radiological officer.
Instructions on the dissemination and use of dosemitry and KI
were followed precisely. Distribution of this equipment was
simulated by the Radiological Officer. The Radiological Officer '

was questioned on decontamination procedures and locations and
exhibited a remarkable knowledge of the program.

Public alerting was accomplished by telephone and route alerting
when necessary and in accordance with the plan. At 2106 the

,

'

County EOC notified the EMC that sirens in sector 17-D did not
sound. Route alerting was activated at 2114 and completed by

i 2142. At 2211 schools, factories, etc were notified by
1 telephone.
|
|
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Prompt response to protective action decieions was observed.
Persons with special problems were actually called and
arrangements for transportation were made and dispatched
fsimulated).

Media inquiries were eiinulated by the Evaluator and referred to
the County EOC in accordance with instructions.

PROBLEM AREAS

None identified.

.
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DOUGLASS TOWNSHIP EOC

The initial notification of the Emergency Management Coordinator
(EMC) and the activation of the Emergency Operatione Center (EOC)
staff was accomplished in accordance with 'the County's responseplan. Both shifts were activated for this exercise. The EMCeffectively managed the EOC operations and used the expertise of
his staff to accomplieh all tasks. The EOC communication systemwas adequate, however, the facility did not include any kitchen
area that might be needed in an extended operation. This may be
helpful in that the EOC is located in a remote location. Abackup generator was available but not demonstrated during the
exercise.

i

-The fire Services / Radiological Officer performed her duties in an
effective,: timely manner and required that the route alert teams
were given KI in case the authorization for its use was received
when the teams were out of the EOC.

j

The Township wished to conduct a route alert but could not usethe personnel which were designated in the plan. According to
the plan, Amity and- Boyerstown Fire Departments are to complete

)route alerting in Amity Township but were unable to accomplish|
'

this because they were responding to a real fire. The EMCrequested assistance from Berks County but were told the County
did not have any available personnel to perform route alerting so
the EMC activated the Crime Watch patrol who responded

,immediately and promptly executed the assigned task of route '

; alerting. The EOC monitored the EBS radio station and informed'

the hearing-impaired with printed direction cards during the
route alert procedure.

,
.

The general evacuation was conducted in accordance with the
y Township's plan and a current list was provided of special'

evacuation problems.

The Radiological Officer had all emergency staff complet'e a
Dosimetry-KI Report Form and requested all emergency workers to
read their dosimeters at 30 minute intervals.
PROBLEM AREAS

4

1. The EOC does not have a kitchen area. Since thie EOC is
remotely located, a kitchen might be helpful during extended
operations

2. The backup generator was available and tested monthly;
however it was not tested during the exercise. Actual
demonstration of the generators was an exercise objective.
This item should be demonstrated at the next exercise.
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EARL TOWNSHIP EOC

The incident at tne Limerich Cenerating 2tati:n ccurred
coincidentally with a real fire emegency in Earl T0wnship. TheTownship Fire Chief, uho is also the Radiological Officer heard

L Sver tne fire radio that the Limerick exercise nad started.Although many people premptly reported to the EOC. all but three
:f these people were needed to respond to -the Fire. TheRadiological Officer, who was in charge of the response to the
real fire, assumed the direction and control of the EOC Response
Team as well. Attempts to reacn the EMC were unsuccessful for

g over an hour. The Deputy EMC was ill and :culd not participate.
The IOC did not become fully staffed until 2045. However,
activation was accomplished as best as could be expected. Round-
the-clock staffing was eventually demonstrated with both
presentation of a roster and double staffing. Personnel-wereknowledgeable of- basic emergency response procedures but lacked
detailed knowledge of dosimetry and KI. When radiological.
training was conducted in this Township, the fire personnel were
responding to another real fire and could not attend the
training. Although *nere was always someone effectively in1
charge of'the EOC. they were not always those designated in theplan.

The plan and adequate instructions were available and messages
and logs were handled and distributed appropriately. The EOCfacility was satisfactory although no bunks or showers were
available. Backup power was available but not tested during the
exercise. It was used while responding to the real fire.Communications consisted of the telephone and RACES. Protective
action recommendations were adequately carried out. Only two
route alerting teams are required. Public alerting and
instruction was effectively completed. Protective action
procedures were adequately demonstrated (simulated).' Radiological equipment is available for all emergency workers;
however, as stated previously, detailed knowledge of dosimetry
and KI procedures were lacking.

PROBLEM AREAS

i1. The EMC could not be reached for over an hour after initial
notification. The Deputy Coordinator was seriously ill and
could not be contacted. The Radiological Officer, who is
also the Fire Chief, and was in charge of responding to the
real fire, assumed the direction and control of the EOC
response team until the EMC arrived at 1930. It is
recommended that a pager system be provided to the person
responsible for activation of the EOC (EMC) to backup the
telephone system notification in case the person can not be
reached by telephone.

26
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C. Knowledge of docimetry and K: procedures was lacking by the
Radiological Officer and the EOC staff. When training uae
being provided in -hic municipality. staff = embers were|

involved in an actual response te another fire and could not
attend the class. This training should be :escheduled as l
soon as possible.

3. Backup power was available but not tested. It was used
during the response to the real fire. This item was an i

exercice objective and should be tested during the next
ccheduled exercise.

.
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UNION TOWNSHIP EOC

Activation cf the Unicn Tcunship EOC was completed at 1940 after
-initial. notification to the EMC at 1840. Several duplicate etaff
were'also present. Double staffing was demonstrated by an up-to-
date roster with zeveral back-up pereennel present. Thedesignated -Emergency Management Coordinator was effectively in
charge and held periodic informative updates to the staff.
Access to the EOC was also centro 11ed. Copies of the plan were
available and a checklist for each agency was followed.Messages were handled efficiently. The facilities were adequate
and large enough to support emergency operations. Back-up power
generation was also demonstrated. Communications were good.

The Radiological Officer was very knowledgeable in dosimetry
principles ~and techniques, and briefed all workers and staff
periodically. One set of dosimetry was delivered by the County

( and procedures for its use were adequately described. TheTownship physical and manpower resourcee were judged to be
| adequate to keep evacuation routes clear and handle special
L evacuee problems.
1

L According .to the EMC of Union Township, the EOC did notparticipate in public slerting/ instruction functions (route
| alerting) or TCP demonstration, as these were to be initiated by

.the County EOC by radio to the Fire Department.
1

|- PROBLEM-ARIAS

None identified.

.
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WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP EOC

The initial notification of the EMC was not accomplished
according to the plan. The EMC heard the Alert notification on'his personal scanner. He arrived at the Townehip EOC at 1930,
activated the EOC and called the Eerks County EOC to verify the
Limerick plant etatus. Full first shift staffing wasdemonstrated and completed by 1935. One problem was evident with
the notification list. The telephone number for the Medical
officer was incorrect.

The EOC operations were effectively managed by the EMC, who
demonstrated complete control at each action level. The EOC and
facilities, including the communications equipment were adequate
to support operations. A backup generator was available and
demonstrated.

At 2153. the Pennsylvania Department of Health instructed the use
of K! for emergency workers. The radiological- officer was
directed by the EMC to take necessary actions for the initiation
of record-keeping by emergency workers taking KI. The
Radiological Officer was knowledgeable of exposure control
procedures and had sufficient dosimetry available.

The Township EMC was instructed by the Berks County EMC not to
perform public alerting and instruction (route alerting) and not
to evacuate the EOC when evacuation of the general public was
completed.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. Initial notification of the EMC was not in accordance with
the plan. The EMC learned of the emergency via his personal
scanner and responded promptly to the EOC. Initial
notification procedures need to be reviewed by Berks County
and Washington township. Both parties should agree on these
notification procedures and then plans should be changed to

i reflect the procedures that will be used to notify'

Washington Township emergency management officials.

.
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CHESTER COUNTY EOC

'EOC activation and staff mobilization occurred promptly. and as
-specified in the plan ;roceduree. RECALL, a computerized
automatic dialing and paging system, provided an effective andtimely meane for notifying the county staff and the municipalEmergency Management Coordinators (EMCs). The EOC staff
responded promptly, the EOC was fully staffed, and the capability
for continuous operations was demonstrated.

The Director of Emerg.ncy Services capably managed the County's
emergency operations. The staff were well-trained anddemonstrated the capability to thoroughly perform theirrespective duties at each emergency classification level.
Internal coordination was assisted by an effective message
system. The County Commissioner demonstrated good eupport
'through their participation at the EOC.

The adequate EOC facilities included multiple back-up power
cources and excellent communications capability. Amateur radio
operators provided a secondary means of communication for allEOCe and other appropriate locations, but a dispatching problem
resulted in an operator arriving late at one municipality. Inaddition, the County EOC personnel repeatedly used the wrong
telephone number when calling this EOC.

Siren and EBS activation (simulated, in accordance with theobjectives) occurred at the Site Area Emergency and General
Emergency stages. Due to PEMA's failure to establish a specific
time for both events, the siren activation procedures
demonstrated by the County were inconsistent, and the municipal
EOCs were not notified in advance of the first sounding, as they
should have been. Although the County transmitted a radio
message several minutes prior to the second simulated siren
activation, there was no indication in seven of the municipal
EOCs that the staffs were aware of the fact. The Public
Information staff drafted appropriate EBS messages on both
occurrences, as part of the simulated activation of that part of
the Alert and Notification system. The Fire Group activated
route alet teams within each municipality following the first
siren sounding. This was done in accordance with the objectives.

- to demonstrate the procedure for dealing with siren failures.
The procedure for notifying schools, businesses, and other
institutions via telephone was demonstrated following each change
in emergency status.

The staff performed their respective procedures thoroughly and
with a minimum of simulation, thereby demonstrating their
capability to implement the evacuation. Health care facilitieswere contacted, and suitable arrangements were made for their
evacuation to the designated host locations; the municipalities
were polled to determine their unmet needs; traffic and access
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control, and impediments to evacuation were addressed: and
,r

! arrangements were made to obtain and deploy the necessary bus and
ambulance transportation. In attempting to contact the bus
companies identified in the SOPS, the transportation coordinatorfound that appropriate after-hours phone numbere had not beenlisted for most of them.
The Chester County EOC is well beyond the 10-mile EPZ boundary,
precluding the necessity for dosimetere for. the staff. Thedosimetry /KI kits for the municipalities had been redistributedin accordance with the plan. The Radiological Officer and his
assistant were knowledgeable of all appropriate aspects ofradiological exposure control, and provided instructions andguidance to the municipal EOCs at appropriate times.

The Public Information staff demonstrated the capability for
providing information to the news media, via telephone calls and
news releases. A press briefing room was available and
appropriately equipped. Rumor control was also demonstrated.
PROBLEM AREAS

1. Following the Site Area Emergency notification, the Director
was instructed by PEMA to activate the public Alert and
Notification System immediately. This was done, but it did
not provide for the County to notify the municipalities
prior to siren activation. Following the General Emergency
declaration, the County received the same instruction - to
activate the siren system and EBS immediately. This time,
the County Directors coordinated among themselves, and
established a mutual siren activation time which allowed
Chester County to broadcast a radio message notifying the
municipalities in advance. Neither course of action by the
County Director is considered incorrect. These incidents
illustrate that the siren activation procedure is more
consistent and more effectively coordinated when PEMA takes
the lead in establishing a specific time for the risk
counties to activate their siren and EBS system.

2. In seven municipal EOCs, there was no indication that the
staff were ever aware of the second simulated siren*

activation (following General Emergency) despite a radio
message which included that information. The radio message
also advised of the General Emergency and the evacuation.
All municipalities received this latter information, yet the
Charlestown Township, East Coventry Township, East Vincent
Township, Phoenixville Borough, South Coventry Township,
Spring City Borough, and Upper Uwchlan Township EOCs were
not aware of the siren activation, which was part of the
same message. County and Municipal officials should
investigate to determine the cause of this communication
failure, and implement appropriate measures to correct the

1
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problem.

3 In several instances staff members in the EOC did not have
correct telephone numbers to contact key recource providers
and municipal EOCs (Spring City Borough). Telephone lists
should be updated and plans and SOPS changed to reflect
correct information.

'

A greblen :ri th -hs 1111:cr =+= t :! an A?ES :perator.

| unnecessarily delayed the establishment of this secondary
I means of communication at the Spring City Borough EOC for'

two and a half hours. The operator who lives in the Sorough
was reassigned (by the ARES organization) to another
municipality and a replacement operator was assigned who had
to travel 30 miles. Chester County and ARES officials
should coordinate the assignment of operators to assure that
operators are assigned to their home communities or nearby
municipalities whenever possible.

CHESTER COUNTY RECEPTION AND MASS CARE

The notification of personnel and activation of the reception
center and mass care facility were accomplished in accordance
with the plan, and adequately demonstrated the objective.
Personnel at the reception center were well-trained and
knowledgeable of the SOPS, and demonstrated their capability to
perform all appropriate actions. Monitoring of evacuees at the
mass care center was performed thoroughly by fire department
personnel. However, it is recommended that they spend less time
per person, in order to complete evacuee monitoring within a
reasonable time. The mass care facility was activated, and
provided adequate capability to accommodate the planned capacity
of 2500 evacuees. There are plans to open additional ehelters as
required An immediate food supply was available, and additional
supplies, including food, can be obtained in a short period of
time. A nuree was available at the mass care facility.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. Radiological monitors at the mass care center demonstrated
thorough, but lengthy monitoring of evacuees (NUREG-0654
recommends 90 seconds per person). At the rate they were
monitoring (12 persons per hour / team) it would take two
teams nearly 100 hours to accomplish the task. The monitors
should perform a more rapid scan of evacuees. It may be
warranted to assign additional monitoring teams to perform
this function.
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EMERGENCY WORKER DECONTAMINATION STATION I
l

Activatien of the emergency worker decontamination staticn atthe Lionville Fire Ccmpany was timely, and the center was staffed
by well-trained personnel. The decentaminatien team thoroughlydemonstrated t. heir capability to properly monitor incoming
personnel, vehicles and equipitent . to determine the need fordecontamination. Appropriate instruments and decontamination
procedures were demonstrated. Station personnel wore protective
clothing and respiratory protection, and the center was properly
eet up, including signs, barriers, and paper coverings, to
minimize the spread of contamination. The staff described
adequate procedures for handling radioactive wastes, including
contaminated washwater.

PROBLEM AREAS

None identified.

1
1
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CHARLEETOWN TOWNSHIP EOC

The initial notification cf an incident at Limerick was received lat 1340 by the Aseietant Deputy EMC and the EMC via telephone lpager. The Assistant Deputy EMC promptly activated the EOC and
notified the etaff in accordance with the township plan. The EOCwas fully staffed by 1905. The EMC managed the EOC operations
effectively, and the staff demonstrated their capability for
performing their- responsibilities. Each staff person was cross-
trained in the duties of every position in the EOC.

During this exercise the EMC used the Townwatch to man oneAccess Control Point. The EOC facility was adequate for this
exercise, and includes kitchen and shower facilities. A backup-
generator was available and tested during the exercise. Theadequate communications system consieted of telephone and UHF
radio, backed up by local Townwatch-owned radio system and ARES.
Route alerting was demonstrated by activating the Iveal ivolunteer fire service. This is also backed up by the local
Townwatch.

The EOC staff were aware of all residents with special needs in
the event of protective actions. Complete detailed lists were
consulted and appropriate transportation arrangements were made
for their evacuation. The EOC is located just outside the EPZ,
but adequate dosimetry equipment and KI supplies were available
for the staff. At the direction of Chester County, the EOC staff
demonstrated only one set of dosimeters and KI. TheRadiological Officer was versed in the use of these items. There
were no problem areas identified during this exercise and the EMC
and his staff functioned well and performed their
responsibilities in accordance with the plan.

PROBLEM AREAS

None identified.

I
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RAST COVENTRY TOWN 8 HIP EOC

The activation and staffing cf the East Coventry Township EOC
was- accomplished in a timely and efficient manner with staff j?. embers fully-knowledgeable of their dutiee and responsibilities.
However..even though all staff members were notified. full EOC |

;

staffing.'was never completed. The Emergency Management
Coordinator and Deputy did an excellent job in the management of
the EOC. operations. They were very familiar with the Flan and
made good use of the guidance provided in the Township EOC
implementing procedures. The message handling procedures were-
considered adequate, with all major evente properly logged and
posted, except that the staff were not always provided copies of
applicable messages. The EOC facilities were adequate for this

ioperation, but some improvements in graphic displays of essential
data and key events' would enhance the operations. A backup
generator was available and demonstrated. The communications
systems utilized for initial notification, staff activation, and
EOC operations (including pagers, telephones. radios and ARES)were adequate. There are plans to upgrade the Township's
communication equipment by acquiring two-way radios for the
police and emergency workers. This additional capability will
further enhance an already successful radiological- response
operation, particularly as the population density increases and
response time becomes even more critical. The EMC was well aware
of the actions necessary to accomplish public alerting and
notification, and effectively dispatched the Route Alerting and
-Traffic Control Point teams. The evacuation protective actions,
including coordination of transportation resources with the
County, and radiological exposure control procedures and
equipment were implemented properly in conformance with the
Township plan.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. The exercise objective to demonstrate staffing cf all EOC
positions was not demonstrated. The Radiological Officer
and alternate were contacted, but did not participate.
Although this duty was performed during the exercise by the
Deputy EMC, he was neither trained nor certified. Full*
staffing of all EOC positions by trained and qualified
personnel should be demonstrated in future exercises.

2. Messages were properly reproduced and logged, but not
always distributed appropriately. Although a copy of each
message was given to the person posting all major events,
the EMC and other staff members were not always provided
copies of appropriate messages regarding their functional
areas. It is recommended that the message distribution
procedure be modified to assure that all appropriate staff
members receive copies.

|
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3. The graphic wall map depicting Traffic Control Points (TCPs)
was not current,.and- many;of. the features' were fading and
' indistinguishable. The staffing. directory was available but
never posted on-any display board. It is recommended that
an accurate, legible map and staffing' list be posted.
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EAST NANTMEAL TOWNSHIP EOC I

Activation and staffing of the EOC was quick and orderly, andcompleted according to the Township s emergency plan. Allpersonnel were knowledgeable and capable of carrying out their
duties. Emergency operations management was effective and under
the direction of the Emergency Management Coordinator. Thefacilities were adequate but not capable of extended operationsdue to the lack of a food preparation area, showers, or bunks.EOC cecurity has handled by the EMC rather than a staff member.
Good communications capabilities and message handling weredemonstrated. The status board was displayed and kept up-to-date, Charts, maps, and other information was available and'recently updated but not posted. A backup generator wasdemonstrated during the exercise. Public alerting, performed
with public address systems on vehicles, was properly activated.
Information cards containing details of the evacuation were
available for the hearing-impaired. All traffic centrol points
were manned by the State Police, and this was verified with theCounty EOC. Evacuation arrangements were well planned.
Transportation needs, including ambulances for evacuating the
mobility-impaired individuals, were coordinated with the County.
Good Radiological procedures were demonstrated, including the
appropriate dosimetry equipment and KI.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. An EOC security officer was not present. The EMC acted as
the Security Control Officer, which took him away from theoperations area at times. It is recommended that a
separate staff member be assigned to control EOC access.

.
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EAST PIKELAND TOWNSHIP EOC

The initial notification to the EMC .via RECALL) and subsecuent
notification-of EOC staff occurred in accordance with the plan.
Full first-shift etaffing was completed- promptly snd the
tapability for second-ehift staffing was also demonstrated. TheEOC operations were conducted in an efficient and professional
manner with periodic staff briefings, and key messages poeted
.promptly. The facilities and support equipment. including all
communication devices were excellent and in good working order,
The emergency generator was- put on line for one-half hour and
provided adequate power for building operations. A etaff
briefing was conducted by the Radiological Officer which
adequately covered all aspects of the use of dosimetry equipment,
record forms and the use of Potassium Iodide (KI). Public alert
teams (3) were dispatched (two route alert and one hearing-
impaired). None of the teams completed the appointed rounds in
the recommended 45 minute time frame due to road construction anddetours. One TCP was activated by local police. The staff
notified zehools and businesses, and reported transportation
needs for evacuation to the County. Lists of mobility-impaired
and hearing-impaired _ residents were available. During this
exercise, message handling procedures were implemented. These
procedures worked well with adequate logs kept and prompt message
dissemination to affected support groups within the EOC. The
entire staff exhibited enthusiasm and knowledge of their
assigned tasks.

PROBLIN ARIA 8

1. Due to road construction and detoure, none of the
Township's three demonstrated route alert teams completed
their rounds within the recommended 45 minutes. It is
recommended that, due to construction, routes be temporarily
re-configured, and/or additional routee added, in order to
shorten the route alert time to no more than 45 minutes.

.
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KAST VINCENT TOWNSHIP KOC

Activation and staffing :f -he EOC was completed in a timelyfashion and :taff membere reported promptly after they were
notified. Although the EOC pocitione as specified in the planwere double etaffed. the E.MC etated that there were net enough
perconnel for a full second shift.

The new EMC (formerly the deputy) was effectively in charge of
EOC operations. All three Tcunship supervisors participated at
the EOC throughout the exercise. The staff members demonstratedadequate knowledge of their responsibilities, but messagehandling could be improved. The EOC facilities were eufficient
and the communications capability, including RACES. was very

|good. An emergency generator was available, but would not etart.
The staff placed notification calls to the special facilities
(euch as day care centers and camps) as specified in the plan.
Those that could not be reached were designated for direct
notification by the fire company route alerting teams, upon their
activation.

The capability for manning traffic control pointe was
successfully demonstrated by the police department. The EOC
etaff had lists of hearing-impaired and mobility-impaired
residents. Suitable transportation arrangements were made forevacuating the latter group, as well as transit-dependent
residents.

The person responsible for radiological exposure control for theTownship emergency workers was very knowledgeable concerning his ,

'

responsibilities. Adequate supplies of dosimetry and KI were
maintained at the EOC. Evacuation of the EOC to the alternate
location outside the EPZ was simulated.
PROBLEM AREAS

1 Operation of the emergency generator was not demonstrated,
as it could not be etarted. The Township officials should
implement an inspection and testing program for allemergency equipment; operation of an emergency generator
should be demonstrated in future exercises.-

2. Pessage handling procedures could be improved. Somemessages were not consecutively numbered, and come of the
event times posted on the status board did not match the

; times on messages received. It is recommended that message
procedures be improved to avoid these problems.

39
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BORTH COVENTRY TOWN 8 HIP ECC

The EMC was notified by Chester County by the pager system at
1830. This notification was verified at 1840 via telephone from
the Township EOC. Complete etaffing- was accomplished within 35
minutes and 24 hour capability was demonstrated by a combination
of double ~ztaffing and roster presentation. Adequate primary and
secondary communications were demonstrated using' telephone, UHF
radio and the ARES network. Backup electrical power, in the form
of a 2000 watt generator, was demonstrated. The capabilities of
the EMC and his staff were clearly tested and found to be more
than adequate to handle an actual emergency. The EOC facilities

| were aleo adequate. It ehould be noted that reporters were
present in the EOC.

1

i

Route Alerting and notification of the hearing-impaired were )demonstrated during Site Area Emergency and again when I
Evacuation was ordered. All TCPs were manned according to the I
plan in a timely manner. Up-to-date lists of all mobility j
impaired, hearing-impaired, and others needing transportation
were available and utilized by the staff during thie exercise.
Unmet needs (buses, ambulances, ARES operator, and police
support) were coordinated with Chester County and requested at
the at: opriate times. 46 complete dosimetry /KI kits (mid-range
and high-range dosimeters, a TLD badge, KI, and a record card),
enough for each staff member and fire department volunteer, were I

available at the EOC. While distribution was simulated, the use
of each item was adequately demonstrated by the Radiological
Officer.

PROBLEM' AREAS

None identified. j

.

1
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PHOENIXVILLE BOROUGH EOC
accomplished through the

Initial notification of the EMC was

notification procedure described in the plan. Subsequent

staffing of the EOC was accomplished in accordance with the

provisions of the plan. Full first shift staffing was not

demonstrated, however, due to the absence of a Medical

Representative. Twenty-four hour staffing capability was

demonstrated by a combination of double staffing and presentation
of a roster.

effectively
The Deputy EMC, who was acting EMC for this exercise, held, with
managed EOC operations. Periodic briefings were

appropriate etaff input. Copies of the basic plan, along with
prepared checklists, were available and referred to by all

present. Message logs were kept, and message handling was

efficient. A status board, listing current classification, was _

|g
maintained and updated appropriately. ||operations.
The facilities and equipment were adequate to support
Backup power was available and demonstrated.

Up-to-date lists of persons requiring special transportation
of hearing-impaired residents were

services, along with lists

maintained. According to responsible officials, ongoing efforts
Route alerting and TCP manning

are made to update these lists.
were properly demonstrated. Transportation arrangements were

made for transit-dependent residente, and those with mobility
impairments. The knowledge, equipment and procedures necessary

to implement effective radiological exposure control were

demonstrated.
an understanding of their

Overall, Borough personnel displayed and were knowledgeable of
individual emergency management roles,
their individual duties and responsibilities.

PROBLEM AREAS
staffing of all EOC positions

1. The objective to demonstrates the medical representative was not
was not demonstrated,
present for the exercise (his/her duties were assumed and
accomplished by the EMC, Radiological Officer,

Transportation Officer and Fire Representative). Fu1L.

staffing of all EOC positions by trained and qualified
personnel should be demonstrated in future exercises.
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SCHUYLKILL TOWNSHIP EOC

Emergency operations at the Schuylkill Township EOC wereconducted in an excellent manner and were well organized. !nitial
notification was received at 1830. The EOC was declaredoperational at 1934. Full staffing and capability for a second
shift were demonstrated via double staffing of many positions and
presentation of a roster with primary and backup staff. This
resolves a prior inadequacy. All staff had a good understanding
of their roles. The EOC staff made the best use of cramped and
noisy quarters at the EOC. Backup power was successfullydemonstrated. Communications eystems (emergency radio, phone and
RACES) performed well. The Township conducted route alerting,
but it was not initiated until 2212, about an hour late. This
was due to the fact that the responsible fire department was
responding to an actual fire at the time. The EOC staff placed
telephone calls to all public facilities in the Townehip during
the Site Area Emergency, and police were dispatched to echools.
TCPa in the Township were established during Site Area Emergency,
but the EMC reported that there were not enough resources in the
Township to man all TCPs simultaneously. The EOC staff contacted
all mobility-impaired individuals during the exercise to double
' check their transportation needs. The Township maintains
computerized lists of mobility-impaired, hearing-impaired, and
transit dependent individuals. Transportation requirements were
identified by the EOC staff and reported to the County.
Procedures were in place for the dispatch of transportation
resources. One complete set of dosimetry /KI was available at the
EOC for the exercise. The radiological officer demonstrated the
distribution of dosimetry to all staff. Adequate instructions
were provided to staff, which resolved a previous inadequacy.

4

PROBLEM AREAS

1. According to the EMC, local resources are not adequate to
simultaneously man all TCPs in the Township. This has not
been identified in the plan as an unmet need, nor was it
reported to the County EOC as such during the exercise. The
plan should be amended to identify the TCPs which the
Township can not man, and the Township staff should request
the County to provide the necessary resources during future
exercises.
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SOUTH COVENTRY TOWNSHIP EOC

,The South Coventry EOC was activated at 1930 with.a limited
staff, as several volunteers were enroute from their places of
employment. By 2000 the EOC was fully staffed in accordance with

ithe plan. Several positions were represe.7ted by two persons |

thereby affording an excellent training opportunity. Operations
at the EOC were effectively directed by the Emergency Management
Coordinator and his Deputy. The Chairman of the Board of
Supervisors was present and another Board member was closely
involved in the decision making process. Available etaffing
rosters demonstrated a capability for a 24-hour operation. The
EOC facilities were adequate, with appropriate displays, maps and
status boards kept current and referred to with respect to route
alerting and evacuation. Radio communications were carefully
monitored with message flow permitting timely implementation of
protective actions.

Since the Ridge Fire Company serves both East Coventry and South
Coventry and is located in East Coventry, dispatch of a team-for
Route Alerting and TCP manning was initiated by radio to the Fire
Company and was accomplished in an orderly manner. Requirements
for meeting the objective for transportation needs for the
homebound and non-institutionalized mobility-impaired residents <

was expertly handled. Radiological protection with appropriate .' y ,
dosimetry, TLD and KI was demonstrated. The' availability of a m 7,
backup generator and its use was demonstrated. J17.

Mi.ti.
PROBLEM AREAS 2""
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None identified.
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SPRING CITY BOROUGH EOC

The initial notification of municipal EOC personnel occurred
according to the plan. The staff began arriving promptly, and
all positions were manned within 45 minutee of the Alert
declaration. The capability for continuous operations was
demonstrated by actually calling in the second shift. However,
problems occurred in notifying the second shift personnel due to
the telephone numbers being incorrect on the roster. The EOC
facility was adequate, and the backup power generator was
demonstrated. Several communications-related problems were not
the fault of the Borough staff. A problem with the assignment of
the ARES operator unnecessarily delayed the establishment of this
secondary means of communication at the EOC, and the Chester
County EOC repeatedly used the wrong telephone number when
calling the Spring City EOC.

Management of the EOC operations was excellent throughout the
exercise, and all personnel performed their assigned duties
professionally. The Mayor conducted briefings throughout the
exercise to update the staff as appropriate. Implementing
procedures color-coded to the emergency classification were
available and used by the staff.

The capability for activating traffic control and route alert
teams was properly demonstrated. An accurate list of hearing-
impaired residents was available, and route alerting for the-
hearing-impaired was performed at the apropriate time. The
Borough also had an accurate list of mobility-impaired residents,
and transportation arrangements for their evacuation, as well as
for transit-dependent members of the general population, were
coordinated with the County. The appropriate dosimetry equipment
and KI was available, and the Radiological Officer was
knowledgeable of the various aspects of exposure' control for
emergency workers.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. In order to demonstrate the capability for continuous EOC
operations, the second shift was actually called in. In the
process it was discovered that the listed telephone numbers
for these personnel were incorrect. Borough officials
should compile an accurate notification list for second-
shift personnel, and ensure that it is updated on a regular
basis.

2. A problem with the assignment of an ARES operator
unnecessarily delayed the establishment of this secondary
means of communication at the Borough EOC for two and a half
hours. The operator who lives in the Borough was reassigned
to another municipality, and a replacement operator was
assigned who had to travel 30 miles. Chester County and
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ARES officials should coordinate the assignment Of cperators
to assure that aperators are assigned to their home
communities or nearby municipalities whenever possible.

3. Chester County EOC craff membere did not initially have the
correct phone number for the Spring City Borough EOC, and
failed to make the correction repeatedly during the
exercise. Chester County officials should revise the plans
and implementing procedures to reflect the correct Sorough
EOC telephone number.

,
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UPPEP ffWCHLAN TOWNSHIP ROC I

Initial notification of the IMC did not occur via the RECALL |eystem, as the plan specifiee, but by the Townehip Police, who ireceived a radio message concerning the Alert declaration. {Nevertheless, responee was prompt. and etaff notification and EOC
!activation did occur in acccrdance with the plan. Full staffing )was complete in less than an hour.
{

The EMC who was designated in the plan was effectively in charge.
Staff were involved in decision-making and periodic briefings
were held. Security to the EOC was well maintained by Township
Police.

An addition to the building provided the EOC with new toilet
facilities and much more space. Back-up power was notdemonstrated due to the generator reportedly being stolen.

The communications eystems. including ARES, performed well. The
plan etated that there are three residents who require special
assistance in the event of evacuation, and one hearing-impaired
person. However, no names or addresses were on file at the EOC.
The EMC stated that those people no longer lived in the Township.
This precluded a demonstration of special alerting procedures and
evacuation transportation arrangements for such residents.

The staff made telephone calls to notify schools and businesses
at each change in emergency status. Route alerting for a
simulated siren failure in the Township was performed by the
Ludwigs Corner Fire Department, under direction of the County
Fire Board. According to the plan, the Township has not been
assigned responsibility for manning any of the ACPs or TCPs
within the jurisdiction; this duty is divided between the State
Police and County Sheriff's Department. The Sheriff's Department
did activate and man ene of their designated TCPs within the
Township during the exercise.

All required dosimeters, KI, TLDs and record forms were on hand,
and distributed to the staff. The Radiological Officer was well
trained and provided appropriate instructions. Following the
simulated evacuation of the Township's general population, the
evacuation of the EOC and relocation te. the alternate location
outside the EPZ (as stated in the plan) was also simulated.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. Lists of hearing-impaired residents and residents requiring
special assistance in the event of evacuation were not
available at the EOC during the exercise, although the plan
states that there are four such residents. The EMC stated
that these people no longer resided in the Township, which
precluded any demonstration of special procedures for-
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alerting and evacuating such residente. This discrepancy
should be resolved, and the plan revised, as appropriate.
Continuing efforts should be made to identify special needs
residents, and if any are residing within the Township at
the time of future exercices, the EOC staff should
demonstrate how they would be notified and evacuated.

2. The objective to demonstrate backup electrical power for the
EOC was not met, due to the unavailability of the Township's
generator (it hau reportedly been stolen). The Township's
plan to obtain a replacement generator shodld be completed
as soon as possible, and this capability should be
demonstrated during future exercises.
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ifWCHLAN TOWNSHIP EOC

Initial notification of tlus EMC was ccmpleted as specified in the
plan, and he arrived to activate the EOC within 45 minutes of the
County's receipt of the 'lert notification. Overall, the EOCi
facilities were adequate, although space was limited. An
emergency generator was available and demonstrated for backup
power. Access to the EOC was controlled. Adequate radio andtelephone communications, including ARES. were available.

Effective management of emergency operations was demonstrated by
the EMC.. Route alerting, performed by the Lionsville Fire
Company, began at the appropriate time, as directed by the County
EOC. Up-to-date' lists at the EOC identified sight and hearing-
impaired persons and residente needing special assietance in the
event of evacuation. These persons with. epecial needs were
notified, and arrange =ents for their evacuation were made.
Traffic and access control functions were performed by the police
department. According to Township officials local resources were
adequate to cover all control points.

The appropriate dosimetry /KI and related equipment were
available, and the Radiological Officer demonstrated adequate
. knowledge concerning its use, and exposure control procedures.

PROBLEM AREAS

None: identified.

.
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WARWTCK TOWNSHIP EOC

The activation and ::affing -f -he EOC were acermplizhed in
acccrdance with the plan. The EOC was fully staffed with some
.ositi:ns double staffed. The etaff members demonstrated
adequate training and knowledge of their jobc.

The EOC was managed very effectively by the EMC. He kept the
staff updated concerning emergency activities -hrcughout the
exercize.

The EOC provided adequate space, furniture, lighting. *elephones
and communications capability, and could eupport extended
operations. Backup power was available an'd was successfully
demonstrated during the exercise.

The route alerting teams were given the proper radiological
equipment with instructions for their use prior to leaving. Two
sectors were alerted during this exercise, and both teams
finiched well within the 45 minute guideline.

In addition, route alerting for the hearing-impaired was
demonstrated. This was completed within ten minutes.

One traffic control point (TCP) was demonstrated at Route 23 and
Trythall Road. Appropriate instructions were given to the team
members, along with proper radiological exposure control
equipment. Barriers at the TCP were simulated.
The EMC was knowledgeable of mobility-impaired individuals
needing epecial assistance, and proper arrangements were made to
assist them in evacuating.

The EOC has an adequate supply of the specified dosimetry
equipment, including KI. The Radiological Officer demonstrated
an adequate working knowledge of its use and procedures. The EOC
staff simulated moving to their alternate location outside the
EPZ after evacuation of the general population was complete.

PROBLEM AREAS

None identified.
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WEST P!KELAND TOWNSHIP EOC '

The initial notificatiec of the Emergency Management Coordinator
(EMC) and. hie subeequent activation of the EOC and .rtaff were I
acccmpliehed in accordance with the plan. The call notification
list used:to contact the etaff _ as up-to-date. A double chiftw
reported to the EOC. demonstrating the capability for centinuous
operations. The EMC managed the EOC operations effectively. A
copy of the plan was available for reference. Message logs were
kept and meseage handling was efficient. Accese t.o the EOC was
controlled.

The EOC is located in the basement of the EMC's home. While a
status board, maps, and a generator for backup power were
available and demonstrated. The space was limited.

The communications _ at the EOC were adequate, consisting of
telephone and radio, including ARES. Route alerting was
performed in the Township in response to a simulated eiren
failure. As the fire company responsible is not located within
the Township, the EMC coordinated this activity with the County.
The EMC did not- : activate route alerting for the purpose of
notifying hearing-impaired residents (according to the plan
_there are four such residents). According to the EMC, the:
-Township does not have sufficient local resources to perform this
responsibility. This repeats an inadequacy from the previous
exercise.

Township officials were aware of the responsibility for local
police to man one TCP. but the location was not manned, and the
exercise objective was not met. A list of mobility-impaired

|residents has available at the EOC, and arrangements to obtain '

suitable transportation for their evacuation were coordinated
with the County EOC.

A complete kit of dosimetry equipment and KI was available at the
EOC. Instructions pertaining to the procedures to be followed
were posted. The Radiological Officer also demonstrated adequate
exposure control knowledge. Prepackaged equipment for each staff
member is stored at the EOC.

t
PROBLEM AREAS

*

1. Although Township officials were aware of the responsibility
for local police to man one TCP, as specified in the
emergency plan, this was not done, and the exercise
objective was not met. If the Township lacks the resources
to perform this duty, officials should report this unmet
need to the County, and the plans should be revised
accordingly. The manning of TCPs within the Township should
be demonstrated by the responsible organization in future
exercises.
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2. The EMC did not activate route alerting for the Hearing-
|: impaired, etating- -hat he did not have sufficient resources
| to perform this responsibility. This repeats an inadequacy
'

from the previous exercise. Additional resources should be
identified to perform this function. and the capability to
perform route alerting for hearing-impaired residents should
be demonstrated in future exercises.
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WEST VINCENT TOWNSHIP EOC

The West Vincent Township EMC received initial notification by
' '( pager, activated _ at the Cheeter County EOC. All EOC staff were

promptly mobilised, using written procedures and current call
lists. Double staffing was demonstrated, with all prescribed

v organizations represented in the EOC. including the three
Township supervisors. The EMC was effectively in charge as
designated in the plan. Periodic briefings were held and
emergency operations management was effective. .The EOC
facilities were adequate. and backup power was demonstrated.
Adequate maps and a status board were utilized. and the available
communications systems were also , adequate. Internal
coordination and information would be enhanced by the adoption of
a formal procedure for transcribing, logging and distributing
messages.

Route alerting was performed by the Fire Company in accordance
with the plan. Activation of the teams was coordinated with the
County EOC. The EOC staff was aware of the names and locations
of hearing-impaired and mobility-impaired residents. The
capability to implement the evacuation was demonstrated. and
transportation needs were coordinated with the County. Although
the plan assigns responsibility for manning one of the TCPs to
the Township, this is identified as an unmet need, and was
appropriately referred to the County.

Radiological exposure control was capably demonstrated. The
specified dosimetry and KI were available, and the staff were
thoroughly briefed. After the arrangements- were made for
evacuating the general public, the EOC staff simulated
evacuation to the alternate location.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. A formal method of transcribing, logging, and distributing
messages was not in evidence. It is recommended that a
message procedure be adopted in order to enhance internal
EOC coordination and information sharing.

. .
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY EOC
t-

L Activatien and staffing of the Montgomery County EOC occurredpromptly and in accordance with the plan. A pager zyetem was
| used to notify all EOC staff, other, agency personnel and

municipal EMCs. Individuals were instructed not to call the EOC
for verification but to report directly to assigned locations and
then notify Montgomery County. All-locations were reportedly
manned in a timely r.a n n e r . However, at 1930 the Evaluator at
Lower Pottsgrove Township centacted the Evaluator at Montgomery
County to report that the EMC and other staff members had not
acknowledged receipt of the pager notification and never reported
to the EOC. (Lower Pottsgrove Township had advised the County
that the EOC was activated at 1840.) The only pereon preeent was
a police officer who was on duty at the time.

The Montgomery County EOC was fully staffed, except for the
National Guard Representative, and the ability to provide 24-hour
operations was demonstrated by double etaffing of all positions.

The emergency management operations were capably and efficiently
managed by the Emergency Management Coordinator and his
Operations Officer. All other staff members were well-trained
and demonstrated excellent knowledge of their assigned tasks.

Shortly after the exercise at Limerick started, Montgomery County
was involved in response to a real fire within the County.
Twelve-fire companies had to withdraw from the exercise to assist
with the real emergency. However, the Fire Representative very
capably provided the support necessary to cover both events.

As stated previously, the Lower Pottsgrove Emergency Management
Coordinator and most of the EOC staff never responded to the
pager notification. When the Federal Evaluator at Montgomery
County advised the EMC of the situation in Lower Pottsgrove
Township, he immediately held a meeting with key staff members
and decisions were made quickly on how to handle the situation.
One staff member was assigned the task of reviewing the Township
plan, and attempting to locate Township Officials and staff. He
was able to contact one Township Official, a fire representative
and two other staff members who reportedly arrived at the EOC*

after Site Area Emergency was declared. In addition, all
mobility-impaired individuals living in Lower Pottsgrove and all '

schools, business, etc. within the Township were called. The
Montgomery County Fire Representative took steps to insure route
alert teams were available for the Township. Overall adequate
steps were taken by Montgomery County to insure that response
actions were completed for Lower Pottsgrove Township.

Facilities were more than adequate and included multiple
communications systems, backup power sources, ample space and
appropriate resources for 24-hour operations. All necessary
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charte. maps and status Soards were available. pested and
updated throughout the course of the exercise.

Two- eiren and IBS setivations were demonstrated during the
axercise: one at Site Area Emergency and one at GeneralEmergency.

At 2048, the County was advised by PEMA to activate sirens and
EBS immediately. The County EMC, following his plan, made a
decision to provide appropriate notifications to all municipal
EMCs firet. He advised these locations that eirens and EBS would
be activated at 2058. PEMA did not coordinate a simultaneous
siren and EBS activation-among the three risk counties.

At 2136, Montgomery County was contacted by PEMA via commercial
telephone and given the General Emergency, Governor's Declaration
of Emergency and Protective Action Decisions and were advised to
activate cirens and EBS. immediately. The Montgomery County
Coordinator immediately contacted Chester and Berks Counties and
the EMCs, themselves, coordinated siren and EBS activation for
2145. All municipalities were advised of the General Emergency,
Governor's Declaration of Emergency and Protective Actions;
however, they were not informed of the siren and EBS activation.
Many municipalities were confused by this and did not activate
route alert teams in conjunction with siren and EBS activation.

Minimum amounts of simulation were demonstrated during this
exercise. Staff members actually made calls to school officials,
health care facilities, ambulance companies and transportation
resource companies. Access and traffic control procedures were
adequately demonstrated. This function was coordinated through
State Police, Sheriff's Department and Police Services
Representatives in the EOC. Route alert team dispatch.was
efficiently coordinated through the Fire Services Representative.
He worked directly with the Fire Departments in the
municipalities. Consequently some municipal EMCs were not aware
that route alert teams had been dispatched.

The Montgomery County EOC is located within the 10-mile EPZ;
therefore, radiological exposure control is necessary. The

-

Radiological Officer is well trained and knowledgeable of his
responsibilities. In-depth briefings were provided to all staff
members. In addition, the staff were advised every half hour to

iread dosimetry equipment and to record findings. Dosimetry and 1

KI have been pre-distributed to each municipality. The EOC is ;located underground in a protected building. '

Public information tasks were handled in an adequate manner. An
actual press briefing was provided. Rumor control numbers were
publicized and the staff were adequately trained. General
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information and updates in status were provided to the rumor
control staff to assist them in answering queries from the,

public. Copies'of news releases were received from FEMA.

PROBLEM. AREAS

1. Lower Pottsgrove Township EMC and most staff = embers did not
respond :: the pager notification. However, Montgomery-
County was not aware of a problem:cecause a police officer

-on duty- reported the EOC activated at 1840. The County
should reconsider their procedures- to not require
verification of receipt of pager notifications. In this
instance they would have been aware that appropriate staff
had- not replied to the page when verification was'not
received from the Lower Pottsgrove EMC.

2. The Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency did not
coordinate siren and EBS activation with the risk counties
as the State Plan calls for. At Site Area Emergency,
Montgomery County was instructed to activate sirens and EBS
immediately. The Coordinator, following his plan, waited
-until staff members completed appropriate notifications to
County etaff, field workers and municipal EMCs. This is not
considered a bad decision. Sirens in this County were
activated at 2058, which was not simultaneous with the other
risk Counties. Again at 2136, Montgomery County was
instructed to activate sirens and EBS immediately. This
time, however, the risk Counties coordinated siren and EBS
activation themselves, at 2145. These problems clearly
indicate the need for PEMA, as addressed in-the~ State Plan,
to take the lead in coordinating a specific- time with the
Counties for a simultaneous siren and EBS activation. PEMA
should consider the notifications the County must make
before establishing a specific time for this activation.

3. The Fire Representative at the County dispatched route alert
teams directly through municipal. fire stations, consequently
some of the municipal EMCs were never aware that teams had
been sent out. Procedures should be established and
understood between involved responders to insure that
municipal EMCs are aware of actions taken within their
jurisdictions. This problem occurred in Limerick Township,
Green Lane Borough /Marlborough Township, Lower Providence.

Township, Pottstown Borough, and Upper Fredrick Township.

4. The messages advising the municipalities of the General
Emergency, Governor's Declaration of a State of Emergency
and Protective Action Decisions did not advise the
municipalities of siren and EBS activation times
Consequently many municipalities did not initiate routs'
alerting. Care should be taken to insure all information is
included in important messages to the municipalities.

>
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- RECEPTION AND MASS CARE

The Recepti:n Center use manned by a facility manager and a
- person from the Second Alarmers organization. The only function
:f the Reception Center was to direct evacueee .o the Mass Care
Center. The evaluator nas-informed that two evacueee had already
been directed to the Maes Care Center. A map and directions were
provided.

PROBLEM AREAS

None identified.

MASS CARE CENTER

The Mass Care Center was already activated when the evaluator
arrived at 2000. It was well organized and well staffed. All
participants were quite knowledgeable of thei2- responsibilities.
Two radiation monitoring teams were available. Overall, the Mass
Care Center was.very well organized and functioned smoothly.

PROBLEM AREAS

None identified.

EMERGENCY WORKER DECONTAMINATION STATION

The Emergency Worker Decontamination Station was located at the
Red Hill High School. The Station was manned by the Red Hill
Volunteer Fire Department and the Police. RACES was the primary
communications system with the Montgomery County and local EOCs.
The RACES operator was conscientious and professionally handled
all communications with the Station. However, he p'erforned his
duties outside of the school building.

Only personnel monitoring was demonstrated. The survey was very
thorough. Instructions were posted along the wall in the
monitoring area. Showers were available; however, there was only
one entrance. Since women may

|
well have to be decontaminated, privacy in the shower area,

'

female monitors, and a place for monitoring them after showering
must be considered.

i
An adequate dosimetry kit was available with all kits maintained i

at the ~ County EOC. The personnel were not sure of when to take
KI nor when the thyroid level is too high. The disposable
coveralls were too small for some workers and one did tear.
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. PROBLEM AREAB

1. The shower trea used for decontamination of personnel had
:nly cne door which means that after snowering a person.
would have to walk sver a contaminated area. In addition.
- separate showers were not available for women. nor werefemale monitors. Officials should review the facilitiesand resources necessary and make appropriate changes to
adequately provide for the monitoring and decontamination of
all possible emergency workers.

2. The Decontamination team was not sure when to take KI and
what the PAGs for the thyroid are. Additional training
should be provided to the teams.

AMBULANCE

Two ambulances are available from the Upper Perkioman Valley
Ambulance Service. One was brought to the Decontamination
Station. The inside of the vehicle was professionally covered
with plastic to prevent the spread of contamination. The rear
doors were not covered. Adequate communications systems were
included on the vehicle. Only one person was provided with a TLD
badge and one 0-20R dosimeter. The amublance team were not sure
how frequently they should read their dosimeters. The gloves and
disposable coveralls used by the team were too small.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. The ambulance team stated that the dosimeter should be read
every hour which is not in accordance with the plans.
Additional training should be provided.

READING HOSPITAL

The hospital adequately demonstrated proper procedures for
handling a contaminated patient. The staff were enthusiastic and
excellent security was demonstrated in the parking area. Two
registered nurses, a doctor and a radiation physicist were
involved in the exercise. The patient was monitored with two GM
radiation monitoring instruments, and both small radioactive'

sources were eventually detected. No permenant record
dosimeters were available for the staff.
PROBLEM ARIAS

1. Permanent record dosimeters were not available for the
hospital staff involved in handling the contaminated
patient. Permanent record dosimeters are required for all
emergency workers. '

l
)
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COLLEGEVILLE PORODQH Eoc

3taffing and activaticn :< f the Collegeville Sorough 20C were
timely Full staffing. as dccumented in the plan. Ocneisted of
fire response agencies and Sne elected efficial- and was
30mpleted in lese *han :ne hcur. The Emergency Management
Coordinator maintainea excellent control during the exercise and
had scod support from EOC staff members. The-original activation
notification was' received ss an ,:nueual -event. When EACES
activated and received a ecpy of initial notification the message
was correct, Alert was verified. The EOC and facilities,

| including the communications equipment, were adequate to eupport
operation. An emergency generator was demonstrated during the
exercise. Knowledge and distribution of dosimetry were'
adequately demonstrated, however, awarenees to specific plan
criteria was weak. A traffic control point and rcute alerting
procedures were successfully demonstrated. Mobility-impaired
lists were updated during the exerciee. Route alerting was
notably demonstrated in Collegeville Borough, four *eame were
2ctivated to demonstrate the fu111 route alerting capability for
the municipality.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. The radiological officer was not aware of specific plan
criteria in the area of dose limits (FAGS) and authorization
to administer KI. Additional training is needed.

.
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DOUOLASS TOWNSHIP EOC

The EMC arrived at 1920. He was' notified via his pager st 1310and he began centacting hi: etaff. ~4 hen etaff arrived they also
began centacting area echocis. hoepitale and induetriee to notify
them cf the alert. Full staffing'was achieved within one hour
with the exception of the EACES operator who arrived at 1950.

Communication systeme include EACES, four commercial telephones,
a County radio system and a fire radio system. The EMC used the
telephone mostly when keeping in touch with the County but had
problems with busy lines. The EMC conducted his etaff in a very
orderly manner and his staff was familiar with their duties.

The EMC readied a route alert team at 2045. The route alert
began- at 2058, when sirens were sounded, and was finished at
2118. The team was able to complete the route within 20 minutes.
The team has a list of the hearing-impaired maintained in the
EOC. Traffic Control pointe were not demonstrated due to an
actual emergency.

The EOC has maps posted which indicated all evacuation routee and
relocation centers. Updated lists of backup EOC positions were
available. The EOC was adequately furnished and was able to
sustain a staff on a 24 hour basis, including several backup
generators which were demonstrated. A board was kept updated as
to the series of events and upgrades. It should be noted that
the board reflected the actual time of each event but failed to
note the time that each message was received.

Dosimeters were demonstrated in a professional manner and an
adequate supply was on hand.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. Communications were basically conducted through the
telephone system which proved to be inadequate for lines
were mostly busy. Communication should also utilize the
radio systems.

2. The EMC was not able to demonstrate the TCP as a real
emergency requiring police diverted their attention. The
EMC did not demonstrate a backup method to man the TCP and
did not request assistance from the County EOC.

3. The EOC staff did not demonstrate a working knowledge of
contacts with the County EOC. They did not verify
transportation or request backup for the TCP. This is an
issue that the Township and the County should coordinate.

l
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GREEN LANE BOROUGH /MARLBOROUGH TOWNSHIP EOC

The initial notifica icn.cf 'he EMC and his notification of the
staff was efficiently accomplished in accordance -with the plan.
All positions were double ctaffed with a shift :hange being
demonstrated during the dinner hour. The EMC was very familiar
with his duties and led a well trained staff in accomplishing the
EOC cperations. The new municipal -building provided very
adequate facilities to support the staff. Backup power
capability was. demonstrated. Communication support was more than
adequate with radio and telephone available for all needs. The
use of dosimetry and EI was handled competently by the EOC staff
Snd emergency workere. .The EMC was unable to demonstrate route
alerting because of a failure to be instructed to do so by.the
Montgomery County EOC. The EOC is prepared to provide evacuation
assistance to the mobility and hearing- impaired residents.
Elected officials were deeply involved with assigned duties.

PROBLEM ARIAS

None identified.

-
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LIMERICK TOWN 8 HIP EOC

The notification of the EMC and activation of the EOC was!mplemented in a timely manner as designed in the Township plan.
The1 EOC. uas fully staffed and demonstrated round-the-clock
staffing capability by double staffing of all positions. The EMCdemonstrated that he.was effectively in charge and staff members
had and consistently used their copy of the implementing
procedures. Logs, message handling and access were well handled.
The EOC and facilities were adequate for the~ exercise. A backup
generator was available and tested. The status board and
applicable maps were all well displayed and kept up to.date.
Communication hardware was excellent. Along with 6 telephones
the Township had available a " RACES" radio, a County emergency
radio network. fire radio. and police radio. .For a back-up the
Township also had a cellular phone. At various times the EOC had
problems talking to the County by phone; however, the transition
to radio communications proved to be excellent backup to bypass-
the busy phone lines. Route alerting was demonstrated; however,
the' Fire Company was notified directly by the County to route
alert without the Township's knowledge. A TCP was demonstrated
and the EOC^ did have enough resources and staff for all-
identified TCPs. The EOC was aware of all individuals.needing
special assistance and arrangements were demonstrated. fori

L notification and transportation. The Radiological Exposure
Control was well handled with the staff displaying good knowledge
and excellent implementation of the plan. Dosimetry and KI was
available for all identified staff. Dosage, decontamination
procedures and decon station were all identified properly.

PROBLEM AREAS

None identified.
|
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. LOWER-FREDERICE TOWNSHIP EOC
a

The initial notification of the EMC'and his suosequent activation
of the EOC and staff were accomplished in accorcance with theplan. Facilities and equipment. which incluced an emergency
generator, unich was tested, were adequate. The EMC generally j=anaged the EOC operations affectively. Communications netween -

the Township and County EOC were ':y RACES and telepnene.. All
I ather communications were by telephone. The facility is adequate
! .for round-the-clock operations. The public alerting isprincipally done by route alerting after EES and strene have been

activated. .A route alerting team demonstrated its system twice,
once at Site Area -Emergency, taking 35 minutes to accomplished.
and again at General Emergency, taking 25 minutes to complete.The message was pre-ecripted and read over a FA system. 'The

h radiological and equipment exposure control system was activatedand implemented according to their plan.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. The EMC had problems trying to verify initial activation
because of telephone probleme. Either no one was at the
County.EOC or the Townenip had the wrong phone numbers.

2. The message form used in the exercise gave the operator a
problem because of unfamiliarity with the form. Some
training is needed.

|
|
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LOWER POTTSGROVE TOWNSHIP EOC

The initial notification of Emergency Operations Center staff and
activation of the EOC were not accomplished in accordance with
the plan. The Emergency Operations Center was never fully
staffed and therefore specific functions and objectives of the
exercise were either not met er were simulated at best. The law
enforcement representative to the EOC did his best to maintainthe management of the EOC and chould be commended for displaying
the insight he possessed of the local plan. The facility was
more than adequate, complete with the proper maps and boards, and
quite comfortable. However, for the exercise, etaff of the EOC
could not demonstrate the use of backup power source and also ran
into problems with adequate local resources to handle traffic and
access control functions. Communications between the EOC and
Montgomery County were handled mostly by RACES and except for
notification of the Alert phase, all communications appeared
smooth. Written call lists for activation and staffing were used
only by the lau enforcement representative. The absence of such
procedures was due to the fact that there were no other members
of the EOC mobilized. Round-the-clock staffing was not
demonstrated due to the problems in notifying EOC staff members.
Those members of the EOC who arrived later, with the exception of
the Fire Representative, did not display adequate emergency
operations training and knowledge. Periodic briefings in the EOC
were non-existent simply because there was no staff to brief.
The Law Enforcement Representative did his best to execute
emergency operations in the absence of staff and an Emergency
Management Coordinator. Backup power was not available. The
diesel generator that was to serve as the backup source was
actively involved in a local oil spill emergency. The Fire
representative briefed a member of the staff concerning
dosimetry and KI. There was little evidence of any EOC briefing
on this subject and there was not a briefing or monitoring of
emergency workers. The Fire Representative did poseess the
training and knowledge necessary to perform this task.
Procedures were available to alert the public as to the nature of
the incident. However, due to lack of staff, this function was
not executed. After being questioned, the Fire Representative
detailed for evaluators the procedures to be followed in
conducting route alerting. This simulated action strictly'

followed the guidelines set forth in the Lower Pottsgrove
Township Plan. The manning of the traffic control point at High
Street and Pleasantview Road was to be demonstrated. However,
there was a local problem that required the use of local law.
enforcement resources. It should be noted that this function was
satisfactorily simulated in accordance with the local plan.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. The overall response capability demonstrated by the Lower
Pottsgrove Township EOC ctaff was not adequate to ensure
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hat the nealth =.n d eafety cf the residents rould beprotected. The Emergency Operations Center was neverproperly staffed. Those staff members that did arrivelater, except for the Police Representative. FireRepresentative and the EACES Operator, did not display
adequate emergency operations training and knowledge. Dueto this lack of trained and knowledgeable staff, specific
functione and 7,bjectivec appli:able to -his localjurisdiction were either not met or were simulated at best.Those staff members that did arrive after Site AreaEmergency was declared did so only because the EMC and
staff at Montgomery County cere successful in getting one
public official and eeveral other staff members to report tothe EOC. It is imperative that the County and officials
from the Township recruit and train staff members who will
be available to respond in an emergency. The Township
should demonstrate a capability to protect the health and
safety of its residents as soon as possible.

i
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that the- health and. safety of the residents could beprotected. The Emergency Operations Center was neverproperly staffed. Those staff members that did arrivelater, except for the ?olice 3 representative. FireRepresentative and the 3 ACES operator, did not displayadequate emergency operations training and knowledge. Dueto this lack of trained and knowledgeable. staff,~ specificfunctions and objectives applicable to .this local' jurisdiction were either not met or were simulated at best.Thone etaff members that did arrive after Site AreaEmergency was: declared did so only; because. .the Federal
Evaluator contacted 'the Federal Evaluator at the MontgomeryCounty EOC. The EMC and etaff at Montgomery. County were
successful in getting one public official and several other
staff members to report to the EOC, It is imperative that
the County and officials from the Township recruit-and train.
staff members who will' be available to respond in anemergency. The Township should demonstrate a capability.to
protect the health and safety of its residents as soon as.Possible.

.
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LOWER PROVIDENCE TOWNSHIP EOC

Townenip was first notified of an Alert by the arrival of the
FACE 3 operator at 1332. 2 ACES eperater stated that he _ earned of
the Alert via his personal monitor at approximately 1325. No
verification call was observed. At 1901. the EMC was given a
message that an Alert communication was received on County radio
frequency at 1851. The Police dispatcher contacted the EOC staff
via telephone and personal pager. Call list was up-to-date and
effective. The EOC was fully staffed at 1930. All positions
were manned.

All staff had a solid working understanding of both their
individual responsibilities and the overall group function. The
Emergency Management Coordinator went round-the-table at each
upgrade stage for a review of specific duties of each staff
position. All staff members communicated very well and
effectively managed the incident. Decisions and areas of
confusion were discussed. Staff had considerable understanding
of emergency management in general. More aggressive activity in
obtaining and clarifying information could improve their
effectiveness.

Facilities mnd communication were adequate. A generator to
provide backup power systems was available and demonstrated.

The Township has organized a volunteer civilian force to
accomplish route alerting. This enables fire department
personnel to remain available for firefighting and rescue
operations. The volunteers assembled at the EOC and were
competent and well-organized. The Organiser/ Leader of the
volunteer force was considerably well-versed in the principles of
emergency management. However, there was some overall confusion
among the entire EOC staff as to when to activate route alerting
in accordance with the plan.

Protective actions were adequate. Computerized listings of
hearing-impaired and others who might need special assistance are
maintained. A traffic control point team was dispatched as a
demonstration.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. Notification of the Township occurred by the arrival of a
RACES Operator dispatched by the County. No message was
received on County radio until 1851. Notification

,

verification was not observed. The EMC is the Chief of l
Police: however, and is therefore likely to be easily '

accessible at all hours. Nevertheless, notification should
occur as outlined in the plan.

1
'
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LOWER SALFORD TOWNSHIP EOC I

The initial notification of the EMC and his eubsequent activatien
of,the EOC and staff were Accc=plished in accordance with theplan. Full first shift staffing was demonstrated as was a second
.chift call-up using an up-to-date call-up list. The EMC managed
EOC operations effectively and. involved his etaff in the decieion-
making process as well as keeping them informed as to the current
situation through short, regular briefings.

The EOC furnishings and equipment, including communications
equipment were adequate to support operations. Backup power was
available and demonstrated.

Emergency workers assigned route alerting, traffic control and
ambulance (transportation of the handicapped) duties were
equipped with appropriate dosimetry /Ki equipment. Instructions
for use of the dosimeters were given at the base station for the
services involved. Instructions for using the KI were repeated
by emergency service radio fo11 cuing instructions from the
Secretary of Health for its usage.

Route alerting was necessary in one area when a siren failed to
operate. The route alert vehicle- completed its mission in 23
lainutes.

A traffic control point (TCP) was established to asssist in an
orderly evacuation. Mobility-impaired individuals were contacted
by phone and an ambulance made a trip to one mobility-impaired
individual's home when no one responded. This also provided a
time in travel check for the dispatcher.

Dosimetry equipment was available for all Township emergency
workers and EOC staff. Chargers, record-keeping cards and TLDs
were available as was an adequate supply of KI. Instructions for
the use of the dosimeters were available with the dosimeters and
also posted on large charts on the EOC wall.

The Lower Salford Township Emergency Management Organization
operated well as a team and showed the results of a recent
tabletop exercise. The EMC is enthusiastic, knowledgeable and
dedicated and the operation of the EOC in this exercise showed

-

his leadership.

PROBLEM AREAS

None identified.

]
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NEW HANOVER TOWNSHIP EOC

The Townehip EOC was activated at 1935, after the Alertdeclaration at 1317. Staffing at the EOC ras ::mposed :f all
etaff listed in the Township plan. There were 15 individualsrepresenting nine disciplines. Emergency management :perations
in the EOC were under -he leadership cf the emergency management
:oordinator. All activities were closely coordinated withTownship elected officiale. Changes in +mergency classification
were effectively oordinated among staff membere and theMontgomery County EOC.

Communications utill:ed during the exercise included thecommercial telephone. Township radio and RACES as backup. All
systems were operabale during the exercise.

The EOC facility was adequate in eice and well arranged. Charts, !

Tables, and operational mape were prominently displayed.
New Hanever Township activated and staffed one TCP by local
police department staff after receiving notification from thecounty EOC. The officer was knowledgeable of evacuation routes.
location of cheltere and dosimetry equipment procedures.
The Township activated route alerting on one route. The Firecervice performed this activity with a vehicle, voice speaker and
sirens. The route was started at 2202 and ended at 2238. There

1was a prescripted message that was used. The Township has 17 '

vehicles with speakers / sirens and two hand held speakers.
Printed material is available for non-english speaking residents.
Two fire departments have the responsibility for monitoring
vehicles and personnel. Decontamination was not witnessed but
during an interview, the fire personnel all were knowledgeable of
the methode and equipment to perform this function.

4

i

A separate room at the EOC is available for news briefings, which
is the responsibility of the Township Manager or her designee.
Backup power was demonstrated by the use of battery packs,
capable of supplying power for 90 minutes. Generators are
available and can be in place within 15 minutes.

PROBLEM AREAS

None identified.
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PEREIOMEN TOWNSHIP EOC

| The initial notification of t.e EMC and his eubsequentk
1 activaticn.f the EOC and staff vere accomplished in acccrdance with theplan. Generally, the management of the EOC was good, but could j
i le improved with the zcheduling :f periodic briefinge an thestatus cf key ?. tions ?.nd events and with better preparation ofkey ztaff (additional training). The facilities were adequatefor efficiently conducting emergency responee duties. Agenerator for backup power was demonstrated. On occaeion, radio

communications were interupted by noise (staff communications) in
t.he RACES room. Communications, public alerting and instructionand protective action procedures were handled in an efficient; manner. The lack of proper training seems to be the cause ofI problems noted with radiological exposure control.
PROBLEM AREAS

1. The traffic noise in the RACES room can reach levele thatimpede effective c0=munications. This was discueeed duringthe exit interview and the RACES operator suggested that
wearing head phones would alleviate the problem. Anotheralternative would be to move the RACES operations intoanother room at the EOC facility. The back room, althoughcrowded now with posters and operations materials, could be
used for this purpose. The crowding in that room can bereduced by moving the EMC operations to the location now
occupied by the RACES operator. In any event, the statusboard should be moved from the back room to a more visiblelocation.

2. Periodic briefings on the status of key actions and eventswere not demonstrated. General management of the EOC would
be improved with the scheduling of such briefings.

3. Tho Radiological Officer did not demonstrate knowledge ofexposure limits and an ability to operate and interpret
self-reading dosimeters. Training should alleviate thisproblem.

.
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P0TTSTOWN BOROUGH EOC

The initial notification of the EMC and the activatien of the EOC
were accomplished in accordance with the plan and in a timely
fashion. Twenty-four heur staffing capability was demonstrated
through double staffing of all positions including ine EMC and
EOC communications staff. The EMC conducted operatiens in an
effective manner. Internal message handling was not timely; |problems in message logging- and distribution often resulted in
the EMC receiving important information in a delayed fashion,
e.g., the EMC did not receive notice of the 2145 evacuation order
until 2200. The EOC and related support facilities, including
communications, were adequate. Backup power was demonstrated and
the generator worked. The Borough did not dispatch a route i
alerting team and stated they were awaiting orders to do so from
the County EOC. Alert teams to contact the hearing-impaired were

,' dispatched at 2223 after the 2145 evacuation order: the Fire |Chief explained the procedures to be used in notifying these
individuals and produced the pre-scripted notification card. One
police officer was dispatched to man a TCP: the briefing of that
officer was generalized and did'not discues specific evacuation
routes, procedures or destination points. The Transportation
Officer was very cognicant of people requiring assistance for
evacuation and had his staff call all the people on the list for
the purpose of updating that list. Radiological exposure control
was handled in an exemplary fashion. Supplies were correct in
content, adequate in number and the implementing instructions
were excellent.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. Internal message handling was slow at times and resulted in
the EMC receiving delayed notification of important
information. Important messages (changes in classification
level or the issuance of protective action) should be given
to the EMC immediately and then entered into the formal
system.

2. The briefing of the TCP Officer was very general. Future
briefings should contain specific information concerning

. responsibilities, reception center locations and evacuation
routes and procedures.

|
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ROYERSFORD BOROUGH EOC

The initial notification-cf the EMC and the eubeequent c.ctiva tion
and staffing :,f the IOC was accomplished .rwiftly and
professionally. Full staffing was not demonstrated. due *o the-.

inability to contact the Public Works Representative. The EMC. managed the operations effectively, but the briefings were not as
frequent and methodical as other aspecta of the operations. Thefacility and communications were of high quality, including
backup power source which was demonstrated. The public alerting
system was demonstrated satisfactorily. The evacuation andaccess control was demonstrated, but adequate towing was not
available. These recources were not demonstrated. The special
evacuation probleme were handled promptly and understoodthoroughly by the route alerting team and the EMC and etaff. The
radiological' exposure control was demonstrated but instructions
to the route alert team were incomplete.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. The Public Works Officer and his backup were unteachableduring the exercise. All positions in the plan should be
staffed.

I

2. The EMC did not hold briefings with all staff present. He
die discuss topics individually with staff. The EMC should
hold hourly, or when appropriate round-table briefings.

3. The Radiological Officer demonstrated adequate knowledge of
dosimetry and exposure limits, but did not effectively
convey this information to the route alerting team. The
instructions to all emergency workers should be expressed
throughly and understood by the workers before eending them
out.

4. The FEMA Observer provided advice and training to the staff
throughout the exercise. Observers should be there to
observe. Training should be complete prior to the exercise.

L
.
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SCHWENKESVILLE BOROUGH EOC

The EMC and:EOC z:aff nobill ation wae accomplished in accordance
with the plan. The first shift staffing was demonstrated
althougn ene etaff member did not participate. All staff I

displayed adequate training and anowledge and st all -imee were
available to perf:rm specified actions of the plan. The staff
discussed emergency situations such as how' to proceed in the
event f further required actions. EOC =eesage handling and
communications were adequate. Backup power capabilities were

| demonstrated. Fre-arranged route alternatives, and public
alerting were handled as specified in the plan. Dosimetry
equipment was sufficient and an individual was aware of-proper
dosage and procedures. All incoming communications were handled
by RACES and confirmed by phone. One siren in the 73-A area of
Schwenkeev111e Borough was not activated. A Route alerting
procedure was performed in that area. The EOC was evacuated to
the County library and the Fire Department to the Indian Valley
High School.

PROBLEM AREAS

" The Radiological Officer did not participate in the,

exercise. Although the Medical Services Staff performed his
duties adequately, staffing should be completed in.
accordance with the plan.

| 2. The Police Department is responsible for manning traffic
control points. However, the Borough has currently only one
police officer and rely on fire and police staff personnel
to fill in. The plan should reflect the personnel who are
actually assigned to fill the responsibility. If assistance

i is needed in this area, the municipality should request that
| assistance from the County.
L
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- SKIPPACK TOWNSHIP EOC'

- The EOC was adequately staffed. both first and second shift, and
'

conccienticuely =anagea by -he EMC. The facilities were more
than adequate for thie level. of support (bath. kitchen and'
sleeping facilities). Emergency generating equip =ent was tested.
The~communicaticne eyetems consisted of phone linee with radio
backup. Route alerting is thorough and up-to-date with adequate
- emergency vehicles available. Route alerting was only cimulated.
Updated liste of hearing-impaired, ambulance dependent, and
transportation dependent evacuees are maintained. Vehicles with
FA systems were available. Traffic control and access control
were activated and deployed. The relocation of .the EOC was
simulated. Evacuation and traffic control can be handled by
Township etaff. Under excessively bad weather conditions
volunteer, backup .from the community will be utilized. The
Radiological Exposure Control supplies and information are
adequate. Pertinent staff members were briefed regarding the use.
of dosimetry material and the significance of radiation levels.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. Route alert. team dispatch was only simulated. According to
the ' objectives.- each municipality was to demonstrate one
actual route. This objective should be demonstrated during
the next exercise.

.
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i TRAPPE BOROUGH EOC
1

| The EMC arrived at the EOC at 1925 and the deputy EMC arrived at
! '830. They had been notified by pager activated frtm the County
| EOC. Steps were immediately taken to set up tablee, chairs, get

the telephones ready, portable radios cut and in general fellow
the plan to ready the EOC for operation. The EMC used an
automatic dialing system to notify the balance of the staff. The
system was backed up with pagers and portable radies. A security
position was established at the main entrance. All personnel
entering the EOC signed in before being allowed into the EOC.
All the organizations designated in the plan were present and
each position was double etaffed which showed the capability for
24 hour operation. The staff was enthusiastic and knowledgeable
of their roles. The EMC was in charge of the EOC operations and
worked well with the staff. As messages were received he would
brief the staff on the content and if necessary disc"es with the
appropriate staff member on what was to be done. T' deputy EMC
was also very knowledgeable about the plan and v. / helpful in
the EOC cperations. Communications were received by a RACES
operator and then given to the message flow operator, who in turn
distributed the meseage to the EMC. It was at this period in
time that the EMC would read the message to the entire staff and
then it was placed on the status board. The EOC staff were
notified of the status at the plant in a timely manner and took
the necessary actions to protect the public. The facilities are
adequate to sustain 24-hour operations and a generator is
available which was demonstrated to provide for backup power.
In case the primary generator failed, they also have generators
on the fire trucks which are capable of running all equipment in
the EOC. The status board was visible and kept up-to-date;
however, it is suggested that the writing should be Isrger so
that it can be read from anywhere within the room. The primary
communications available are highband portable radios, commercial
telephone and RACES. The decision to use KI was authorized at
2120 and recieved at the EOC at 2145, at which time the
appropriate action was taken. At 2210 the fire chief received a
call from the County EOC explaining that a siren did not work and
that the EOC staff should implement route alerting. They chose
to run both routes which would cover the entire Borough. The
route alerting was started at 2214 and completed at 2244, which
is within the established time guidelines. The capability does

-

exist to keep the evacuation routes clear of snow, stalled or
wrecked cars. There is adequate personnel and resources
available for traffic and access control. The EOC has
confidential lists of the mobility-impaired available and were
aware of the special needs of these people. The necessary
dosimetry was available for distribution to all staff. The Fire
Chief, who is the designated Radiological Officer as per the
plan, was very knowledgeable of what had to be done. Due to the
entire EPZ being evacuated, the Trappe Borough EOC moved to the
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alternate EOC at Montgomery County Library (zimulated) e'+~ o ' " O '.he e.MC notified the Ccunty of this action by radio, ~~~

PROBLEM AREAS

!1one identified.
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UPPER FREDERICK TOWN 8 HIP E00

The initial notification of the EMC, and his subsequent
activation of .the EOC and staff, were in accordance with the
plan. Double staffing was used to demonstrate round-the-clock
capability. . The EOC doubles up assignments and should be able to
function with a staff of three (e.g., the EMC also is assigned
law enforcement functions, the fire services person also handles
the radiological function. This is per the plan.

The EMC is contacted by the County via beeper; in turn, he
contacts his staff. All staff members have a current staff
roster. The EOC and facilities, including communications, are
adequate to support operations. Backup power capabilities were
available and demonstrated. There was a problem with the base
station radio in that it would not send messages.

The prior inadequacies concerning the EMC's arrival, backup
. shifts, and special evacuation needs have been resolved. The EMC
arrived at the EOC fifteen minutes after notification by the
County and the EOC was staffed completely at 1901. Special
evacuation needs lists are readily available and current.

.

The EOC commenced route alerting on its own based on its decision
that the sirens in Sector #5 had failed to operate. Route
alerting started at 2202 and finished at 2250. The County's

,decision to sound sirens was made at 2050, received by the
Township EOC at 2056, and sirens were simulated at 2058.

.::
Activation of TCPs took place at 2202. Th~e Township fire / police
has a vehicle which can be used to assist stalled or wrecked
vehicles. The Township believes that all traffic and access
control functions can be covered.
Special evacuation problems are adequately addressed. The EOC
has a current file listing hearing-impaired and those in need of-
transportation. '

: f-The EOC has adequate supplies of dosimeters and related equipment "

;
as well as KI. The prior inadequacy cancerning proper use of KI.
has been resolved. KI use instructions are posted and ' ?%ft

. . . .

information on its use also was given verbally. J '$['I.
"

bsPROBLEM AREAS }_ , _sn ,_
None identified. ' :. % x u l
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UPPER POTTSGROVE TOWNSHIP EOC

The Upper Fottogrove Townehip EOC.was activated and staffed as Ioutlined in the RER Flan. All primary emergency eervicee staff !reported to the EOC with the exception of the Transportation
Officer', who was replaced by his deputy. Communications,amenities and emergency power demonstrated) were sufficient-to!

support the EOC facility. The . route alerting demonstration was! never conducted due to a misinterpreted message. Personnel
i responsible for this activity were present and knowledgeable with

!sufficient vehicles to conduct the alerting. Radiological
I exposure control operations were conducted by the EMC and hisdeputy with instructions properly given to etaff membere. TCPmanning at. three locations was demonstrated by the TownshipPolice and the County Sheriff. One of the Township police cars

- was involved in an accident prior to the exercice start.
Evaeustion and alternate EOC relocation was simulated withhandicap transportation provided as requested.

PROBLEM AREAS
,

1. The Township misinterpreted the message at 2058 "EBS toFollow" as if they were to wait until they received the EBS.

message. EBS- was only simulated for this exercise.Clarification on what is required of the municipalities at
the time they are advised of siren activation and thepurpose of the EBS message is needed.

.

a
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UPPER PROVIDENCE TOWNSHIP

The initial notification :f the EMC. EOC staff and electedefficials was performed as cutlined in the plan. The EOC was not
fully etaffed as delineated in the plan. Staffing of the secondshift was demonstrated by the presentation of a roster. along
with the telephone calling of come of the individuals. The EMCwas the person effectively in charge. In addition to hismanaging and coordinating the EOC speraticne. he .actually
performed the list of actions necessary to implement the plan.

{
The furniture, space, lighting and communication equipment were
sufficient to support the EOC activities. There were no shower
facilities or sleeping accommodations available. Backup power
was available and demonstrated. Status boards and maps were
clearly posted.

Route alerting was demonstrated for sectors 4 and 1 (aleo knownas J and E). The demonstration was completed successfully in 26
minutes.

Although the activation of the sirens and EBS was simulated, the
message stating that the sirens would sound at 2058 with the EBS
message to follow was received at the EOC at 2052.

The EMC simulated the calling of the individuals requiring the
following: transportation, ambulances and special assistance.
However, because of his familiarity with the individuals, it was
realised that the lists are in need of revision. For example, a
person reflected on the list had passed away.

Activation of traffic control points was demonstrated.
Discussions with the EMC and Police Services Officer covered
expected traffic volume. disabled vehicles and inclement weather
conditions.

EOC staff was not briefed by the Radiological Officer. However,
when questioned on the use and distribution of KI and the
dosimetry, he was aware of the proper procedures. It should also
be noted that the EMC was very knowledgeable in the area of
radiological exposure control.

4

PROBLEM AREAS

1. The positions of Communications Officer, Transportation
Officer and Medical / Ambulance Officer were not filled. The
duties associated with these positions were assumed by the
EMC. Consequently, the EMC was too intricately involved
with executing the objectives of the plan. It is noted,
that the absence of the three individuals did not hinder the
overall operation. The EMC displayed outstanding leadership
ability, while performing the required tasks of the

77
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additional EOC staff. 3tepe should be taken :: insure thatp
' these. critical ataff members are available during the next

exercise.
|-
| C. The knowledge :f the participating staff could not be

ascertained as the playere were not activel'/ taking part.
The EMC performed the majority of the objectivec as detailed
in the plan in a timely and efficient manner. If
individuals are aesigned a responsible position in the plan,
they should be trained and able to fulfill the
responsibilities of that position.

3. The Radiological Officer was well-trained and knowledgeable
of Radiological Exposure Control; however, he did not
provide a briefing and instructions to the rest of the
staff. This should be considered a part of the role of the
Radiological Officer. It is important that all staff
members-understand the importance of the equipment.

.
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UPPER MALFORD TOWN 8MIP EOC

The initial notification to activate the EOC was received by the
EMC-at 1822 from the Montgomery County EOC via radio beeper. TheTownship EOC was subsequently activated in accordance with the-
Township' plan. The EOC was fully staffed with exception of a
3 ACES operator at 1917. The 3 ACES operator arrived at 1951.Round-the-clock staffing capability was demonstrated by
presentation ef- a roster. The EMC demonstrated adequate
knowledge of smergency management procedures and effectively

| managed the EOC staff. The staff was kept informed by periodic
briefing as the exercise developed.;

The EOC facility is adequate for emergency operaticns. However,-
there are no bunks, showers or kitchen facilities. A 2KW

i portable generator was available and demonstrated for. emergency
' power. Communications equipment available and demonstrated are

adequate to eupport emergency operations. Route alerting was
:! accomplishediby Township Fire personnel within the 45 minute

guidelines. Local resources are not adequate to cover all
traffic control points. State police personnel are required to
man two. of the three control points. The EOC etaff de aware of
the transportation-requirements of mobility-impaired individuals

; and this information is periodically updated. The EOC is located
L within the 10-mile EPZ and dosimetry equipment and KI was
! available for the staff. The Radiological Officer was

knowledgeable in the use of the equipment, KI and record keeping
forms. All of the -exercise objectives for the Township were
demonstrated satisfactorily.

PROBLEM AREAS

None identified.

.
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WEST POTTSGROVE TOWNSHIP EOC

The EOC was activated and staffed in approximately 23 minutee of
the Alert notification fr:= the County. The etaff :encisted of
well-trained personnel who were all volunteere. Although the
ctaff was professional and +fficient, there would be difficulty
in maintaining round-the-clock staffing due to a lack of
additional volunteere. The EMC was motivated and competent and
kept the staff appriced cf actions in a smooth manner All
neceeeary emergency plans were on hand. Staff checkliete and an
exceptionally good Implementing Procedure list were available.
Incoming and outgoing messages were properly maintained and
meesage control was efficient. The eite was not involved in
major decision-making since thie was generally done at the County
level or higher. The facility was equipped with eufficient
furniture and equipment, and had appropriate lighting to support
emergency response activities. Sleeping accommodations and
showers were not an integral part of the EOC, but were available
nearby; and if necessary, could be made available for round-the-
clock staffing. The EOC has a backup generator which can be put
into use immediately and operatien of this unit was demonstrated.
The generator is in good condition and well maintained. Charts
and maps were posted depicting evacuation routes, relocation
centers, control points, etc. The only chart not kept up
accurately was information on the plume EPZ and ingestion
pathway, but information on this was not provided from the County
EOC. The primary means of communications was RACES with
commercial phone as backup. If necessary, police and volunteer
fire nets could be used for significant events alternatives.
Communications response to actions were somewhat slow, apparently
due to heavy communications traffic. The site demonstrated route
alert procedures and dispatched a vehicle on an assigned route.
Personnel, equipment and procedures for this went very well. A |

,

traffic control point was set up by the local police department
and evacuation was simulated. The EOC maintains exceptionally
good lists in regard to physically-impaired persons and thoce
requiring transportation assistance in the event of an ;
evacuation. Radiological exposure control measures were l
demonstrated according to procedures. Although the Radiological
Officer was trained in radiological control activities, this
important area could be enhanced by some refresher training for
the Radiological Officer and several other involved personnel..

Overall, good team spirit and efficiency existed at this site
throughout the exercise.

PROBLEM AREAS

1. 24-hour staffing capability was not demonstrated. Most of
the staff is volunteer. There are not sufficient volunteers
to meet 24-hour staff requirements. It is recommended that

t the EMC continue efforts to recruit additional volunteers
| through churches, fraternal organizations, newspaper ads,

80
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etc.. to obtain the additional help necessary to operate the
EOC.

SUPPORT COUNTIEL

BUCKS COUNTY EOC

According to the meesage lage, the County EOC was fully activated
by 1340. County etaff. Fire. Police, RACES and Red Cross |representatives were present. To conform with the agreed upon
window. Reception and Relocation Centers were activated earlier
than called for in the plan. The EMC was clearly in charge. TheCounty showed flexibility when it learned that the primary
exercise Mass Care Center would not be used because of a " lockout." The County notified PEMA, requesting a Governor's State of
Emergency Declaration, which would give the County the authorityto take over the school. Because of the exercise status. no take
over was.actually conducted. The County elected to use one of !its -backup facilities for the demonstration which proved
satisfactory. There were sufficient communications available atall levels and qualified personnel exhibited good procedures in
manning the equipment. The Government Radio was supplemented
with EACES and ARES personnel and equipment. They also performed
in an outstanding manner. No problems were noted in thisdiscipline. There was sufficient equipment to support the county
plan and the supervisors' staff'had an excellent understanding of
the equipment and procedures.

RECEPTION CENTER

The Reception Center was established in the parking lot of the
.Neshamminy Mall. County Sheriff's Department had sufficientpatrol vehicles and traffic control devices, i.e., day flow

cones, to effect control of traffic. As cars were processed
through the lines, they were given a trip-map and instructions to
proceed to the Mass Care center. The windshields of the vehiclewere marked with a Mass Care Designation Code. The operation was
under control at all times and no problems were encountered.
RELOCATION CENTER

The Fairless Hills Fire Station #1 was used as the Relocation,

jCenter when the primary facility could not be used. Themonitoring and decontamination personnel provided an excellent'

demonstration. They had the proper equipment and the knowledge -of its use. They were forced to simulate the use of the commodestalls as showers as no real showers were available. The forcedchange location also curtailed the number and speed in which the
;

monitors could accomplish their duties.
The Lower Bucks Chapter of the American Red Cross directed theMass Care operations. They have a capability to use computersfor registration and record-keeping. This improvement in
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1registration and record-keeping chould be added to the plan. RedCrose staffed the smaller facilit:r az they would have staffed'he primary center. The staff were knowledgeable of their

.

?.ssigned duties and no problems were observed.
1

PROBLEM AREAS
)

None identified. |
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LEHIGH COUNTY EOC

Activation and etaffing ,f this support county EOC cecurredpromptly and- according to plan. Initial notification wasreceived from Montgomery County EOC. followed by a eecond callfrom 7EMA'e Eastern Area Office eeveral :ninutee later.. 3taffnotification and mobilization aas prompt, with full etaffingcomplete within 40 minutee of initial notification. The staffmembers were well-trained concerning their responsibilities. TheEOC provided adequate facilities, with excellent communications.
including RACEE. The appropriate desi=etry was available, and
staff members were aware ef radiological exposure controlprocedures. Reception and Mass Care centere were activated in atimely manner.

RECEPTION CENTER

The Reception area was fully staffed with fire and police
personnel. The etaff members were knowledgeable of theirresponsibilities. A supply of mape and directiene to the MassCare Centere was available, and copies were provided to the
participating evacueee. Traffic control was performed by the
police, and the Fire Company provided a truck with portable
lighting.

RELOCATION CENTER

The Relocation Center was etaffed by Representatives from the
appropriate organizations, including the Red Cross, local Fireand Police Departments, and the County Emergency Management
Agency. The staff were notified by commercial telephone, and
responded quickly. The Center was set up and operational within
20 minutes.

Upon arrival, evacuees were properly monitored for radiological
contamination. Two teams were available and demonstrated the
correct procedures, and there is reportedly the capability to
activate an additional six teams. Showers were available for
decontamination, and appropriate procedures were demonstrated and
described. Clothing was also available. Evacuee registration i

was adequately demonstrated by the Red Cross personnel. The
shelter was located more than five miles beyond the EFZ boundary,'

and provided adequate facilities for the planned capacity of 750.
When this capacity is reached, there is a planned procedure at-
the reception center to direct evacuees to other mass care
centers. Adequate communications were provided by commercial,

i phones and amateur radio. -The facility included a nursing jstation and a nurse, and provided quick access to a hospital, if
)necessary.
1
1
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'verall, the personnel and fa:ilities involved in the Lehign
County cperations aere f:und t:, ce e.xcel;ent, and the capability
"cr '.cccmp.tishing the County's support mission was adequately
i.emonctrated.

PROBLEM AREAS

lone identified.

i

,
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SUMMARY LIST OF PROBLEM AREAS j

The problems . listed for each evaluated location or activity have
'oeen summarized and classified according to the following
categories:

Deficiencies are demonstrated and obeerved inadequacies that
cause a finding that ;ffeite emergency preparedness uae notadequate. to provide reaeonable assurance that. appropriate
protective meaeuree can be taken to protect the health and eafety i

of the public living in the vicinity of the Limerick Generating
,

'

Statien in the event of a radiological emergency. Because of the
potential impact of. deficiencies on emergency preparedness, they

| are required to be promptly corrected through appropriate
| remedial actions including remedial exercises, drille or other

,

actions. There was one deficiency identified during this !exercice. '

Areas Requiring Corrective Action are demonstrated and observed
inadequacies of performance. and although -heir correction is
required during the next scheduled biennial exerciee. they are
not considered, by themselves, to advereely impact public health
and safety. There were SS Areae Requiring Corrective Action
identified during this exercise.

Areas Recommended for Improvement are problem areas observed
during an exercise that are not considered to adversely impact
public health and safety. While not required, correction of ,

these would enhance an organizations level of emergency
preparedness. There were 27 Areas Recommended for Improvement
identified during this exercise.
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DEFICIENCIES

Problem IO Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMXB8-1D Lower Pottsgrove to be determined

1. The overall response capability demonstrated by the Lower Pottsgrove
Township EOC staff was not adequate to ensure that the health and safety
of the residents could be protected. Although the Montgomery County i
simulated taking appropriate actions for the municipality, 44 -OFR 350

'

etates that all localities must participate in an exercise every two
years. In addition, that participate must adequately demonstrate the {ability to protect the health and safety of the residence of that
locality. The Emergency Operations Center was never properly staffed.

jThose staff members that did arrive later, except for the Police
Representative, Fire Representative and the RACES operator, did not
display adequate emergency operations training and knowledge. Due to
this lack of trained and knowledgeable staff, specific functions and
objectives applicable to this local jurisdiction were either not met or
were simulated at best. Those staff members that did arrive after Site
Area Emergency was declared did so only because the EMC and staff.at
Montgomery County were successful in getting one public official and
several other staff members to report to the EOC. It is imperative that
the County and officials from the Township recruit and train staff '

members who will be available to respond in an emergency. The Township
should demonstrate a capability to protect the health and safety of its
residents as soon as possible.

1
'

State Response:

The municipal EMC and deputy were out of town on business and beyond the
range of their pagers during the night of the exercise. The police
representative on the EOC staff received notification and assumed t.'s EMC's
position. The initial notification was verified, but the County was not
notified until much later that a problem existed because it wasn't apparent
at that time. Operations were further complicated and hindered by annoiL
spill and major fire. This depleted the fire and police emergency workers

* who would normally support the exercise. The County staff, as called for in_
the State response plan, took steps to correct the shortfalls. The FEMA
evaluators may not have been aware of the special procedures implemented by.

| the County, and the fact that a County operations officer set up;in a
i

separate office in order to provide individual oversight of Lower Pottsgrove jTownship's operations. The Township's unmet need for three buses and one
ambulance was coordinated. Through mutual aid, police and firefighters from
other municipalities were scheduled to man the TCPs and route alerting teams.
The latter were not deployed or demonstrated because this was an exercise not

|
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s real +mergency. There, .herefo re , was no relaxation of the legal and
| liability implications. Although full etaffing was not achieved, and it is
! evident that additional training and volunteers who are more readily
L sve11able would be helpful. it should be noted that the FEMA evaluator'sconclusion was, 'Overall adequate creps were taken by Montgomery County toinsure that response actions were completed for Lower Fottsgrove Township.",

! See page 57 of the FEMA report. It also appears that the FEMA evaluator at
the Township was not aware of the additional support provided by the County.
For the above reasons, recommend that the Deficiency be changed to an Area
Requiring Corrective Action, and the first and last sentences of the finding
be deleted.
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AREAS REQUIRING CORRECTIVE ACTION

i

Preblem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed ConfirmedElement Correction Correction
Date Date

LIMX88-13 State EOC E.5.E.6 9/88
1

1. The State EOC informed the risk counties to activate the siren system"immediately" at Site Area Emergency and General Emergency. Thisresulted in an inconsistent siren and EBS activation at Site Area jEmergency (see County Reports). The Counties themselves coordinated :siren and EBS activation at the General Emergency. The risk counties !

must advise all emergency workers at municipal EOCs prior to activation
of the System. It is important that the State take the lead incoordinating siren and EBS activation among the risk counties, as stated

iin the State Plan. A specific time for this to occur should be. set bythe State, thereby insuring simultaneous activations.
State Response:

.

The coordination of siren activation, route alerting and EBS announcements lfor either a change of status (classifications) or a protective action iannouncement is a standard operating procedure which was superseded by the !

non-availability of the dedicated telephone system. The exercise "15-minute !rule" implications precluded establishment of a commercial line conference !call with all concerned parties, and dictated immediate action through !individuals:ed calls. The proposed correction date coincides with the date !of the Peach Bottom exercise.

|

|
'

iProblem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed jElement Correction Correction |Date Date |
!

LIMX88-2R State EOC F.1.d. 9/88 - [..
1

2. The dedicated telephone, which is used to inform risk counties I
1

simultaneously of protective actions and to coordinate siren and EBSactivation among the risk counties, was not available during a critical
point in the exercise. Efforts should be undertaken to assure that the Idedicated line is available at all times, and that backup hard copy ;

transmission capability is also in place. If this is not possible, the !Commonwealth should work with the risk counties to insure that backup
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notification pretoccis are anderstood and acted upon at all levels.
' State Fesponse:

The n n-availability :f the dedicated circuit to risk :cunties and thefacility was thought to '.:. e caused by a new. redundant phone system that.

Sacr.ed up the 50-button key eet in the 'perations room. The ecmmunicationssttempts b+ tween the 50-butt:n key eet and the new instrument cancelled each
other .r caused a busy signal. Since the exercise, the 50.-button set hasbeen removed, and tests of the Limerick dedicated circuit have been conducted
without any major problems. Additionally, :tandard .perating procedures'

require that, upon loes of communications with the facility, the parent
county 'i.e.. Montgomery County) would assume coordination control untilresumption of communications. In this exerciee, the time for thattransferral of control was not attained: therefore, an uncoordinated per se
activation did occur.

i

|
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Problem IO Loca:icn/ Activity MUEEG Proposed Confirmed
| Element Correction Correction

Date Date
| .~IMX88-3B 5 tate EOC A.2.a. 7/88

w

3. While the computerized Emergency. Information tracking and display|
1 zystem shows great promise of being an outstanding aid to timely'

emergency management response at the PEMA EOC, it did not fully succeedin drawing the various agency response team celle into the criticalinformation flow needed by the Director and the Operations Officer, and
-it broke down at a very important point in the scenario. The-system
itself should be fully " debugged" prior to its next utilization, and
should include the capability to bring in to operations control (by
additional display or otherwise) key notifications and message traffic
originating from the response team celle in the EOC. This may
.ecessitate adding additional display screens in the operations control
area.

State ?esponse:

As recommended by the FEMA Evaluator, feasibility planning is currently being
initiated for the possibility of adding one or two additional screens to:
continuously display the current checklist and message traffic to and from-
response teams. Additionally, response teams will now enter data directly.
into the event log. Monitoring the event data is- currently the-responsibility of the watch desks, the Senior Watch Officer, the Operations
Officer's computer operator, and the Operations Coordinator's computer
operator. Thus a redundant method of monitoring data has been established as
of July 1988. A projected date for adding one or two screens cannot be-determined at this time.
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Problem D Location / Activity 14UREG Proposed ConfirmedElement Correction Correction
Date Date

LIMX88-4R State EOC J.10.k. 9/88

4. Although an Alert was declared at 1813. the barracks received theirfirst indication of an incident from Chester and Montgomery. Countyradio- notices at 1837 snd 1839 respectively. Official notificationfrom the State Police Representative in Harrisburg wasn't receiveduntil 1852. Similarly, Site Area Emergency notification from thePennsylvania State Police in Harrisburg was not received until 2110.More timely notification from the PSP Representative in the State EOC
would facilitate a much quicker local PSP response.

State Responee:

Records indicate that the Pennsylvania State Police liaison officer (LNO) wasfirst notified by the State EOC at about 1850 hours and the LNO notified the
appropriate state police barracks shortly thereafter. The time it took toaccomplish ~ notification is -considered the norm for unannounced exercisesbecause, as expected, people are not always'at home and it may take severalcalls in order to locate them. In order to avert any delay in notifying thestate police barracks, they are also notified by the risk counties aseis.opacified in the risk county plans. It appears that those procedures worked
effectively.

.

The reason for the delay in notification of Site Area Emergency was that allof the response team leaders were in a meeting with the Governor at the time
that the escalation was announced, and were not released from it until about2105 hours. The root problem was that the escalation was not announced over
the public address system to the other response team members who are located-in another room. The latter is a etandard procedure in the State EOC that
was overlcoked.
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Froblem ID Location / Activity NUREG Propcsed ConfirmedElement Correcticn Correction
Date Date

LIMXBB-53 Air Sampling Team I.B.O.4 Continuous

5. ~ Additional training and experience is needed. The team was unfamiliarwith sampling locations and the vehicle: unfamiliar with radioprocedures: and were not sure of radiological emergency procedures.
State Responee:

i

Additional training will be provided. This was the first Limerick exercisein which the current team participated. Familiarity with sampling locations,procedures, and radio protocol will come from experience gained throughquarterly rehearsals and future exercisee. The team subsequently took partin a practice drill with the utility on July 20, 1988.
It ehould be noted that valuable response time was lost due to conditionsbeyond the team's control. The air sampling team was to meet the FEMA
evaluator at the Montgomery County EOC and return immediately to theirvehicle to await further instruction. They were delayed at the County EOC
for 25 minutes passing through security and locating the FEMA observer sincea meal was being served at the EOC to evaluators and County emergency
workers. An element of confusion was introduced due to the air sampling team
macting the evaluator at the Montgomery County EOC. Normally. teams leavefrom a Department of Environmental Resources' (DER) regional office.Arrangements to meet the FEMA observer at the Department's Norristown
Regional Office should correct this in future exercises.
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Problem I3 Location / Activity NUREG Proposed ConfirmedElement Carrection Correction
Date Date

LIMX88-6R Water Sampling Team K.3.a. 4/90

6. The water sampling teams were not fully briefed en the plume conditionsand had no protective clothing, respiratory, or radiation detectionequipment. Also, they were not trained specifically for obtainingsamples in a radiation situation / environment.
State Besponse:

Water teams were briefed on plant conditions by the Regional Emergency
Rosponse Coordinator (ERC) upon rendesvous at the Norristown Regional Offico.
Any change in plant status, plume, or meteorology was to be transmitted to
the teame in their vehicles en the microwave-radio link from BRP in_Harrisburg or the Regional 3ffice. Due to the confusion at the Montgomery-
County EOC this was not poss2ble although frequent attempts were made by the-
DER radio operator. Water sampling teams will be issued GM meters and.dosimetry-KI and dispatched from the Department of Environmental Resources.,Norristown Regional Office in all future exercises and incidents withoutgoing to the Montgomery County EOC. Full implementation is expected onnor
nbout August 15, 1988. ;n gif M

' ~R8R .The Department water sampling teams are used to verify whether protective-actions are necessary for public drinking water. As no elug or contaminated-
water was released during the exercise scenario they were sent into the:EPZ;
during the exercise for ingestion pathway demonstration.a purposes only. Therdemonstration reflects the most likely use of the team 24 to 48 hours after a +
release when plume deposition runoff may cause drinking water PAGs to2be-exceeded. The source term scenario of noble gases w:.th little radioiodine-
did not require the use of full anticontamination clothing or respiratoran
aasuming this time frame.

Mfuh${
M[dQ1The Department would not send a first response water sampling team into the.

plume where airborne radioiodine concentration exceeds PAGs for the general,public since evacuation of the consumers would negate its necessityr W, 4re ,,, .highly contaminated samples necessary for incident asisessment purposesv-a'er.

USDOE RAF team or DER Health Physicists with proper equipment and attir' +ewould be- used.

Montgomery County EOC provided two GM radiation detectc>rs for use by7thes
unter teams in this exercise. Since issuance was only simulated, this maynot have been evident to the Evaluator. However, the Department possessesc.
oufficient GM meters at the Norristown Regional Office for use of the-water?
ocmpling teams. These will be used during future incidents and exercisesi',
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Tho ater campling teams received training in response to fixed nuclearfacility incidente by a DER Health Physiciet en March 17, 1988. Instructionincluded amergency clace ficatien levele, nuclear physic , radiologicalhealth, water campling, dosimetry, and radiation detection equipment withhance <:in :pportunity. Overhead transparencies were used and a course outlinemanual was distributed to attendeee. The training vill be repeated on anannual basis with added emphaeie on eampling proceduree.
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Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88a?S Water Sampling Team I.10. 4/90

7. There was no obvious control of the time the samples were to be
obtained to assure they represented the radioactivity which would have
been deposited in the river; i.e., to maximize the usefulness of the
data obtained. ~

State Response:

Future exercises will include a message from the State EOC to the DER
Emergency Management Director, and BRP giving information on wind direction,
precipitation, and time after release so decisions can be made to maximize
the >:eefulness of the data obtained.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed.
Element Correction Correction'

Date Date

LIMX88-8R Ag Sampling Team I.8. 10/89

! 8. Agricultural Sampling Team members were not notified in a timely manner
by the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture to report to the dispatch
point at the Montgomery County EOC. Since team members did not report
until the termination of the exercise, no agricultural sampling
procedures could be demonstrated. Also a prior inadequacy regarding
team members use cf dosimetry cannot be cleared since a demonstration
of proficiency was not performed.

State Response:
, ;

i

An in depth review of the circumstances surrounding this finding indicates
that the cause of it does not rast within the State's Department of-? !

Agriculture (DOA). Two factore became evident. First, the demonstration.was
intended to occur out of sequence and within the 8:30-10:00 hours
demonstration window, but this had not been clearly coordinated with the
Dopartment of Agriculture. Second, the scenario was faulty in that itidid
not provide for a sufficiently large radiocontaminant release that would
trigger the taking of agricultural samples. Meanwhile the DOA response team- '

was responding real-time to a condensed-time scenario because they had'.not-
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|been instructec to simulate- i release and conduct a sampling during the,
'

dcronstration. window. The reeponse team very accurately followed theproceduree - ' prescribed in the- . State'e. emergency - r e s p o n s e . -- Annex E.,-Additionally,Lthere was no, requirement for the sampling- team to demonst. ate
'

do'simetry, FEMA had approved that dosimetry demonstration would be conductedonly at the risk municipality:EOCs.
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Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Froposed Confirmed
I

iElement Correction Correction
Date Date - t

LIMX88-9R MS-1 Hospital A.2.a. 12/88

9. The ER etaff did not know if they could communicate with the EOC, or
what the EOC was. Staff should be aware of what and where the EOC is
and how to contact it.

State Responee:

Additional training will be provided.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
LIMX88-10R MS-1 Hospital E.1. 12/88

10. The hospital staff were told four minutes before arrival' that the-ambulance was bringing in a contaminated victim. Advance notice shouldbe given to the hospital early on so they can prepare to receive
contaminated patients. If the patient in the exercise had a cerious
injury requiring treatment in the trauma room, the hospital would not--"
have been prepared to receive the contaminated patient.

.

State Response: - =
.

Additional training will be provided.
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Fr^tlen :D Locati:n/Activi!" MURE3 Frepceed lonfirmed
Ilement C;rrecti n Carrection

Date Date

- <r.r.... . n ,m. nv. .v.. e c... .n. v. . c. _ <.u..n. e . . . z ., . .> .< . . < . ..--

11. Proper procedures o. limit the spread of radioact ve contamination were
not used consistently. ~he secure area was .iot properly marked and
roped off. -loor handlee >n the front doors were net covered. protective
clothing did not fit emergency workers, ewebe of wounds and contaminated
areas were not kept and sent to a laboratory for analyeis, protective
clothing was not removed in the proper order. Additional training on

proper procedures for minimising the spread of radioactive contamination
is needed.

5 tate responce:

Additional training will be provided.

Problem ID Location / Activity SUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-12R Ambulance / Crew L.4. 4/90

12. The ambulance crew should have a survey meter with them in the

ambulance.

State Besponse:

A aurvey meter will be issued during future exercises.
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.?re'clem :r _~ccation/ Activity 3 REG Froposed Confirmed.

Element Correcti:n Cerrection
Date Date

LIMXe? _ 3 Ambulance / Crew L.i. ~ 12/88

13. imbulance :rew should ctay cutside, be monitored, able to etrip the
;rotactive gear into protective plastic bags marked Radiation and thenenower if necessary.

. State Besponse:

Additi:nal training will be provided.

1Problem ID Location /Activit'/ NUREG Propoeed Confirmed
'

Element Correction Correction
Date Date

LIMXB8-14R Red Cross HQ J.12. None

14. Because of the unannounced nature of the drill, the Red Crose
Headquarters were unable to confirm receipt of unmet needs (cots,
blankets, USDA food, etc.). The ability to fill unmet needs should be
demonstrated. Some means should be established to contact after-hours
Red Cross backup suppliere.

State Response:

The ecurces of cots, blankets, food, etc. are predetermined and well known by
American Red Cross Personnel.

.
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Preblem 12 Location / Activity 9UBEG Fr:Poeed ConfirmedElement Correcti:n Correction
Date Date

LIMX33-l!3 Berns County 1.4.c,v.4.j. 12/88

15. Bumor Control was not really tested. No eslls were received by thatOffice to ascertain if they could be aandled properly. Personnelmanning the operaticn were not sware of the basic procedures such asobtaining the telepnene number and name of the caller especially shouldfurther research be necessary to catisfy the inquiry. Hard copy pressreleases and EES messages were not provided to the rumor centrol staff.Having copies of this information would greatly facilitate response tobasic questions which may be asked by the public. Additional trainingand development of a more complete chectlist would also have a positive
affect.

State Fesponse:

Calle to rumor control were not acheduled fcr the exercise. Rumor controlplay, however, should be better designed and the checklist is being revisedand expanded. FIO procedures are also being revised in order to improve upon
distribution of press releases and the EBS messages. Additional trainingwill be provided.

Rumor control activity at each Coun:y EOC is driven by the number ofsituations transmitted from the State EOC to County Eumor Control during anexercice. Since this is a FEMA responsibility, a larger number of situations
requiring rumor control action will be developed for future exercises.
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'Fr0bl+m'ID Locaticn/ Activity NUREG Propcsed Confirmed
Element- Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMXSE-16R Eerks County A.1.3,e.A.4. None
~

*6. Full ctaffing as :alled for in the plan was not demonstrated. The.

National Guard and Department of Agriculture were not represented at
the EOC during the exercise. The County EMC should stress the
importance of full staff participation for future exercises.

State Feeponce:

Representatives of the FAARNG and the County USDA agent have always been
precent f?r. training Tnd announced -xercises. This situation will be
experi2nced in future :nannounced axercises because of the travel time
involved. Part of the finding is not correctable by the County because it
doee not have control of the deployment of FAARNG LN0s and that portion
should be removed from the final report concerning Berks County.

The County- USDA agent would not have been able to arrive at the County EOC
until late in the exercise. and therefore, did not deploy.

s

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-17B Decon Station K.3.a None

17. Dosimetry kits did not contain logs for recording who has been assigned
what dosimeter, etc. The log and instructions, which are on one form,
are being developed. Once this form is completed, it should be
included in the dosimetry kits.

State Response:

Recording forms are in existence and were distributed with the kits. In
future exercises a demonstration of completing the form will be accomplished
if it is an exercise objective. It was not a specific objective of this
exercise and the finding should be removed from the report.
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Freblem .'? Location /Act vit" 'UBEG Freposec Confirmed
Element Jcrrecti n Correction

Date Date

LIMZS3-13B Earl Townshi; A.1.e.F.1.a.e 12/88

18. The EMC :ould not be reached for ver an tour after initial
notification. The Deputy ?cordinator was seritusly 11 and could notbe contacted. The 3 radiological Officer, who is also the Fire Chief,
and was in charge of responding to the real fire, aesumed the direction
and control of the EOC responee team until the EMC arrived at 1930. It
is recommended that a pager system 'c e provided to the person
responsible for activation of the EOC (EMC) to backup the telephone
system notification in case the person can not be reached by telephone.

1

State ?eepense:

!

A pager system has been purchased and will be 1: sued as econ as the license
for the repeater is received.

Problem IP Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-19R Earl Township K.3.a,0.4 Continuous

19. Knowledge of dosimetry and 7. I procedures was lacking by the
Radiological Officer and the EOC staff. When training was being
provided in this municipality, staff members were involved in an actual
response to another fire and could not attend the class. This training
should be rescheduled as soon as possible.

State Besponse:

Additional training is being scheduled.

;
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Frebl+m :2 Location /Activit/ :UREG Propceed Confirmed
i Element Correction Correction1

Date Date
LIMX83.-20B Washington TLwnship ,J 10.c.O.4. None

20. :nitial notification of the EMC was not in accordance with the plan.
| The EMC learned of the emergency via his personal scanner and respcndedprcmptl; to the EOC, Initial notification procedures need to bereviewed by Eerks County and Washington township. Both parties should

agree on these notification procedures and then plane chould be changed
to reflect the procedures that will be used to notify WashingtonTownehip emergency management officials.

' tate :esponce:

Initial .stification was accomplished in accordance with the plan which calls
for redundant means. It is not neceeeary to change thie system and thefinding chould be removed from the final report.

Problem ID Location / Activity tiUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
LIMX88-21R Chester County E.6. Continuous

21. In seven municipal EOCs, there was no indication that the staff wereever aware of the second simulated siren activation (following General
Emergency) despite a radio mecsage which included that information.The radio meesage also advised of the General Emergency and theevacuation. All municipalities received this latter information, yetthe Charlestown Township, East Coventry Township. East VincentTownship, Phoenixville Borough, South Coventry Township, Spring CityBorough, and Upper Uwchlan Township EOCs were not aware of the sirenactivation, which was part of the same message. County and Municipal
efficials should investigate to detcrmine the cause of thiscommunication failure, and implement appropriate measures to correctthe problem.

State Pesponse:

The central cause of this problem lies in either communications transmissions
or message handling. These subjects will be stressed during future trainingeescions for all municipalities.
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Prebirm !! Locati:n/A: tivi ; MUREG Propcsed Confirmed
Element Torrec ::n Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-22R Chester Ccunty E 1. 7/88

22. :n several instances staff members in *he County EOC did not have I
.:crrect telephone numbers to contact key resource providers and 1

municipal EOCs (Spring City Borough). Telephone lists should be updated
and plans and SOPS changed to reflect correct information.

State Sesponse:

; Prior to the exercise all telephone numbers were updated and posted in the
j resource manual. The problem o: curred because ecme ::f the cutdated lists

were n:-t discarded. The files nave :een purged f outdated lists, and in
accordance with standard procedures. Selephone numbere are updated cuarterly.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction 4

Date Date !

LIMX88-23R Chester County F.1.a. 4/90

23. A problem with the assignment of an ARES operator unnecessarily delayed
the establishment of this secondary means of communications at the
Spring City Borough EOC for two and a half hours. The operator who
lives in the Borough was reassigned to another municipality and a
replacement operator was assigned who had to travel 30 miles. Chester
County and ARES officials should coordinate the assignment of operators
to assure that operators are assigned to their home communities or
nearby municipalities whenever possible. .

State Response:

The reassignment of the Spring City ARES operator should not have occurred.
An ongoing investigation has so far not pinpointed how it happened or who
save the instruction. Care will be taken en future exercises to not change
assignments, or if necessary, to coordinate with the EMC.
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{Fr:blem : _' ; cation / Act:vity "UREG Froposed Confirmed i
Element Correct 1:n Correction

'

Date Date

LIMX83-21R Mass Care J.12. None

24. 3 radiological monitors at the mass care center demonstrated thorough,
but lengthy monitoring of evacuees (NUREG-0654 recommends 90 seconds perperson). At the rate they were monitoring (12 persons per hour / team) it
would take two teams nearly 100 houre o accomplish the task. The
monitors should perform a more rapid scan of evacuees.

State Fesponse:

!t ":es n:t appear the evaluator uss aware that monitoring Teams are assigned
on the basis of one team per 250 evacueee, and that the federal standard is
the :cmpletion of all monitoring in tuelve hcurs. For the exercice only two
of the monitoring teame that would be mobilized for a real incident were
demonstrated. Had the full complement of monitoring teams been mobilized,
each team would have slightly less than three minutes to monitor each person
in order to meet the twelve hour standard. The slowness was caused'by the
habit of evaluators to hide trick devices on their persons. This forces the
teams to be overly cautious-during exercieee. The objective was met and this
finding should be removed from the final report.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
East Coventry

LIMX88-25R Township A.2.a. Continuous

25. The exercise objective to demonstrate staffing of all EOC positions was
not demonstrated. The Radiological Officer and alternate were.

contacted, but did not participate. Although this duty was performed
during the exercise by the Deputy EMC, he was neither trained nor
certified. Full staffing of all EOC positions by trained and qualified
personnel should be demonstrated in future exercises.

State Response:

The full staffing problem is expected to be experienced during future
unannounced exercises. Cross training of EOC staff members will be stressed
in future training in order to ensure that trained etaff members are
available to complete all' actions.
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:( Froblem ~2 ' ocation/ A-:rivity "UREG Propesec Confirmed-

Element Correction Correction
Date "Jate

Phoeninville
~LIMXSS-CER Eorcugh A.2.a. Continuous

.

26. The objective-to-demonstrate staffing cf all EOC positions was not
demonstrated, as the medical representative was not preeent for the
exercise (his/her duties were assumed and acccmpliehea by the EMC,
Radiological Officer. Transportation Officer and Fire Representative).
Full etaffing of all ZOC positions by trained and qualified personnel
should be demonstrated in future exercises.

' State Response:

The full staffing problem 12 +xpected s be +xperienced during future
unannounced exercises. Creas training of EOC staff members will be etressed
during future training in :rder to ensure that trained staff members are
available to complete all actions.

.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
Schuylkill

LIMX88-27R Township A.2.a. None

27. According to the EMC. local resources are not adequate to
simultaneously man sll TCPs in the Township. This has not been
identified in the plan as an unmet need. nor was it reported to the
County EOC as such during the exercise. The plan should be amended to
identify the TCPs which the Township can not man, and the Township
staff chould request the County to provide the necessary resources
during future exercises.!

! .

State Responee:
1

The Township is tasked to man six TCPs. The TCPs are to be manned by the
police department and fire police. Adequate personnel are available within
the Township to accomplish this mission. The plan reflects cero unmet needs
in this category and the plan is accurate. This finding should be removed
from the final report because no corrective action is appropriate.
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Problem-I? Location / Activity 1UREG Propeeed Ocnfirmed
a

Element Correction Correction
Date Date2pring City

LIMXSS-2?R Sorcuen E.1. 7ontinueus

28. :n crder to demonstrate 'he capability for continuous EOC cperations,*he second shift was actually called in. In the process it was-
i. discovered that the listed telephone numbers for these personnel were

incorrect. Borough officiale should compile an accurate notificationlist for second-shift personnel, and ensure that it is. updated on aregular basis.

State Besponce:

. Municipalities have been reminded : update all telephone numbere quarterly.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

.

Date Date
Upper Uwchlan

LIMX88-29R Townehip J.10.d. Continuous

29. Lists of henring-impaired residents and residents requiring special
assistance in the event of evacuation were not available at the EOCduring the exercice. although the plan states that there are four cuch
residents. The EMC stated that these people no longer resided in the
Township, which precluded any demonstration of special procedures-for
alerting and evacuating such residente. This discrepancy should be
resolved. .and the plan revised, as appropriate. Continuing efforts
should be made to identify cpecial needs residente, and if any are
residing within the Township at the time of future exercices, the EOC
etaff chould demonstrate how they would be notified and evacuated.

,
State Responce:

1

Lists of hearing-impaired and other special needs persons are updated
periodically and pen and ink edits are posted to the plans. Hard copy
changes to the plan are accomplished annually.

l
|
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'C. ''.e tje:tive u demonctra:. .act.up electrieri ;over f:r -he EOC was l

.c t met. due ,: +he unavail.bility of the Tcunchip's gener: or ('_t had,

ceportedly been stoient. The ~.~?wnship'c plan .c cbtain a replacement
Jencr:t:r chould be completed $s cocn ac paccible. i.nd ' hic capability
'hcuid S lemenctrated 5; ring f:tur exercises..

i

2 t a r -; ' uper:c e : !

~'h 2 .f- nder :nrez:.gsti.n, .nd -52 pur:naze :f a coplacement for the
genec- .. :: being addrected by the 2.upervisors.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
West Pikeland

L I M:C '' - 3 '. ? Townchip J.10.k. 4/90

31. .lthough Townchip officiale were aware of the recponcibility for local
'

poli e 5 tan ene TCP. oc r.pecified in the emergency plan. * hic was not.

ione. :nd ,he exercice .bjective wac not met. If the Townchip lacks
'he recources to perform thic dtty, officiale chould report this unmet.

need to the County, and the planc should be reviced accordingly. The
manning cf TCPc within the Township chould be demonstrated by the
reepcncible organi;ation in future exercicec.

' State Reepence:

The swnship has four policemen available to man the eingle TCP it is tasked
to cperate. There is no need to revice the plan, and appropriate officials
have been adviced to complete exercise objectives.
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'Frc'clem ID. .Locacion/ Activity NUREG Froposed Confirmed
Element' Correcticn Correction

Date Date
West likeland

LIMXS2-32R- Townsnip J: 10.d. ?/88

- 32. ' The LIMC did not. activate route alerting for ,he hearing-impaired.
- stating that he did not have sufficient resources to perform this
responsibility. This repeats-an inadequacy from the previous exercise.
Additional resources should be identified to perform this function, and
the capability to perform route alerting for hearing-impaired residents
should he demonstrated in future exercises.

.Etate Fesponse:

1TownenipLofficials have been requested-to review this issue, and if an. unmet
need exists, to report it to'Chester Ccunty.

Problem I'd Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-33R Montgomery County E.6. 9/88

33. The Fire Representative at the County dispatched route alert teams
- directly through municipal fire stations, consequently some of themunicipal EMCs were never aware that teams had been sent out.Procedures 'should be established and understood between involved
responders; to insure that municipal EMCs are aware of actions taken
- within their jurisdictions. This problem was identified in Green LaneBorough /Marlbough Township, Limerick Township, Lower Providence
Township, Fottstown Borough and Upper Frederick Township.

State Fesponse:

'The County is modifying its procedures and municipal plans to ensure that in
cases where response units are centrally dispatched, the affected municipal
EOCs are also notified.

i
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Problem ID Location / Activity. .NUREG Froposed . Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX68-34R Montgomery County E.6. 4/90

34. The messages advising the municipalities of the General Emergency,
Governor'.s: Declaration of a State of Emergency and Protective Action
Decisions did .not advise the municipalities of siren and EBS activation |

times. Consequently many municipalities did not initiate route
alerting. Care should 'be.taken to insure all appropriate information
is included in important messages to the municipalities.

State Besponse:

Care vill be taken to ensure that all appropriate'information is included in
important messages to *he municipalities and additional training will be.

concuetec.in.tnis area.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LfMX88-35R Decon Station K.5.a. None
--

35. The shower area used for decontamination of personnel had only one door
which.means that after showering a person would have to . walk'over a
contaminated area. In addition, separate showers were not available
for women, nor were female' monitors. Officials should review the
facilities'and resources necessary and make appropriate changes to
adequately provide for the monitoring and decontamination of all
possible emergency workers.

State Response:

This facility has men's and women's locker rooms and showers. Due to a
school commitment, only one side of the facility was available. A
requirement to provide female monitors to monitor women or male monitors to
monitor men is not recognised. This finding should be removed from the final
report.
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;Freblem ID Location / Activity: MUREG Froposed Confirmed
Element Correction ~ Correction

Date Date
3

.. ~u
l '- -LIMX88-36B Decon Ststion.: J.10.e. Continuous
p-

~36, The-Decontamination team was not sure.when to take KI and-what the PAGs
for -the .hyroid -are. Additional training should be provided to the
teams.

State. Response:

-: Continuing training will be provided.

. Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-37R Ambulance 0.4.h. Continuouz

,,

-37. The ambulance team stated that the dosimeter should be read _every hour
..which is. not in~ accordance with the plans'. Additional training.should
be,provided.

State Response:

Continuing training.on this item will be conducted.

.
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Pr:blem :O Location / Activity NUREG Freposed ":,nfir:ed
Element Correctien Correction

Date Date

LIMXS5-03B Feading Eospital E.3.a. None

38. Ser=anent record dosimeters were not svailable to the hospital etaff
involved. in handling the contaminated patient. Permanent- record
cosimeters are required for all emergency workers.

State Fesponse:

PEMA does not provide dosimetry to MS-1 hospitals, or specify their patient
care procedures. During future exercises, dosimetry will be demonstrated in
'sccerdance with hospital procedures. The FEMA evaluator, in this case,
arrired at the hospital at 11:50 p.m. The evaluator requested that the
stati n be reassembled because he had a report to write. This was grossly
unfair to the hospital personnel. The demonstration window for this exercise
was 8:30-10:00 p.m. This finding should be removed from the final report.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-39R Collegeville Boro K.4. Continuous

-39. 'The radiological officer was not aware of specific plan criteria in the
area of dose limits (PAGs) and authorization to administer KI.
Additional training is needed.

State Response:
1

Continuing training on these iteme will be provided.

|

|

|
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Problt.m ID .ocation/ Activity >1UREG Proposed Ocnfirmed
*

Element Carrection Correction
Date Date

LIMX??-40B Dougiate Tawnenip 1.b. Continuouc

40. 'ommunicatione were basically conducted throusn *he telephone eyetem.

vhich proved *o be inadequate for linee were mostly busy..

Communication chould sico utilice the radio systeme.

State Response:
i

Three additional telephone linee have been installed. The employment of
redundant communications eyetems will be emphasized during raining.

Preblem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-41R Douglass Township D.10.h. 6/88

41. The EMC was not able to demonstrate the TCP as a real emergency
requiring police diverted their attention. The EMC did not demonstrate
a backup method to man the TCP and did not requeet accictance from the
County EOC.

State Response:

All municipalities have been advised to inform the county when they cannot
fulfill exercise objectives. The assigned TCP organization had been
deployed to a major fire.

.
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Pre'lem ID Locatien/ Activity 'iUREG Proposed Confirmede

Element Correction Correction
Date Date

LIMX83-42E Douglass Townenip E.1. Continuous

42. The EOC staff did not demonstrate a worr.ing knowledge of contacts with
the County EOC. They did not verify transportation or request backup
for the TCP. This is an issue that the Township and +he County chould
roorcinate.

.

State Reeponce:

Coordination with the county will be emphasized.

Proclem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
Lower Providence

LIMX88-438 Townchip E.1. None

43. Notification of the Township occurred by the arrival of a RACES Operator
dispatched by the County. No mescage was received on County radio until
1851. Notification verification was not observed. The EMC is the Chief ~
of Police: however, and is therefore likely to be easily accessible at
all hours. Nevertheless. notification should occur'as outlined in the
plan.

State Response:

As outlined in the county plan. the initial notification was accomplished by
pagers and recorde indicate a positive contact with township officials at
6:10 p.m. This notification was reconfirmed over county radio at 6:50 p.m.,
'which is also the procedure outlined in the county plan. Since the planned
procedures were followed, a problem does not exist and this finding chould be
removed from the final report.

|
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Froblem ID Location / Activity :1UREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date - Date
|

LIMXB8-44R Perkicmen Townenip H.3. 12/88

44. The ?.raffic noise in the RACES room can reach levele that impede
effective communications. This was discuer.ed during the exit interview
and the RACES operator suggested that wearing head phones would
alleviate the problem. Another alternative would be to move the RACES
operations into another room at the EOC facility. The back room,
although crouded now with postere and operations materials, could be
used for this purpose. The crowding in that room can be reduced by
moving the EMC operations to the location now occupied . by. the RACES
operator. In any event. .he ctatus board should be moved from the back
room to a more vieible 1scatien.

State Feeponce:

The uee of headphones and rearrangement of the EOC is under review and will
be accomplished within the physical limitations of the facility.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-45R Pertiomen Township K.4. Continuous

45. The Radiological Officer did not demonstrate knowledge of exposure
limite and an ability to operate and interpret self-reading dosimeters.
Training chould alleviate this problem.

State Response:
.

Additional training will be provided.
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Proolem ID Locatien/ Activity ';UREG Proposed Ccnfirmed
Element correctlen Correction

Date Date

LIMXS8-46F Pottetcun Borougn 4.2.k. Continuous

46. :nternal message handling was elow st times and resulted in the EMC
receiving delayed notification of important information. Important
messages (changes in classification level or the issuance of protective
action) chould be given to the EMC immediately and then entered into
the formal system.

!

State Peeponse: '

Additional training on message candling :t s included in the continuing
training program.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LZMX88-47R Pottstown Borough K.3.b. None

47. The briefing of the TCP Officer was very general. Future briefings
should contain specific information concerning responsibilities,
reception center locations and evacuation routes and procedures.

State Response:

The responsibility of all TCPs is to expedite traffic on the evacuation
route. That and assignment of a specific TCP site is all that should be in
the briefing. If the TCP is to be an answering service on reception centers,
evacuation routes and procedures (what is meant by the latter is not clear)
then a traffic jam will result. This finding has no basis and should be
removed from the report.

,
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Fr:biem ID Lccatien/ Activity t1UREG Freposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX38-48R Royereford Forougn E.1. 4/90

48. The Public Works Officer 9.n d his backup were unteachable during the
exercice. All pocitions in the plan thould be staffed.

State Fesponce:
..

The full staffing problem is expected to be experienced during future
unannounced exercices.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-49R Royereford Borough K.3.b. None

49. The Radiological Officer demonstrated adequate knowledge of dosimetry
and exposure limits, but did not effectively convey this information to
the route alerting team. The instruction to all emergency workers
should be expressed thoroughly and understood by the workers befe.a
'nding them out.

5 tate Feeponce:

The established objective was to demonstrate dosimetry /KI in each municipal
EOC. There was no requirement to demonstrate dosimetry /KI either to route
alert teams or all emergency workers as stated in the finding. The finding
should be removed from the final report.
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Prrblem I: Location /Actirity 'JUF EG Froposed Confirmed
Element Correction Jorrection

Date Date
Schwenheeville

LIMXS8-5GP Borougn A.2.a. 4/90

50. The 6 radiological Officer did not participate in the exercise. Although
,h e Medical Servicee Etaff performed his duties adequately, staffing
enould be completed in accordance with the plan.

State Feeponce:

The full staffing problem is axpected to be experienced during future
unannounced exercieee.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-51R Skippack Township E.6. 4/90

51. ?oute alert team dispatch was only simulated. According to the
objectives, each municipality was to demonstrate one actual route.
This objective should be demonstrated during the next exercise.

State Reeponse:

The fire company that was to conduct route alerting had responded to a fire
at the Holiday Inn. Fulfillment of the route alerting mission during a real
emergency would have been by a mutual aid fire company. All municipalities
have been advised to notify the county when exercise objectives cannot be
met.

l

.
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Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confir=ed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
f?pper Pettsgrove

LIMXSS-52R . Township E.5. 6/20/88

52. 'he Teunchip misinterpreted the mescage at 2058 "EES to Follow" as ifthey were to wait until they received the EBS message. EBS was only.
eimulated for this exercise. Clarification en what is required of themunicipalities at the time they are advised of eiren activation and the!- purpece of the EBS message is needed.

State Eeeponce:

| 'Townehip officials have been instructed that the purpose of EBS announcements
L is t: inform e: instruct the public. EOC staff actione are based on the plan

and instructions from county.

1

L Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction-

Date DateUpper Providence
'

LIMX88-53R Township A.2.a. 4/90

53. The positions of Communications Officer, Transportation Officer and
Medical / Ambulance Officer were not filled. The duties associated withthese positions were assumed by the EMC. Consequently, the EMC was too
intricately involved with executing the objectives of the plan. It isnoted. * hat the absence of the three individuals did not hinder the.

overall operation. The EMC displayed outstanding leadership ability,
while performing the required tasks of the additional EOC staff. Steps
should be taken to insure that these critical staff members areavailable during the next exercise.

' State Response:

The full staffing problem is expected to be experienced during future|

unannounced exercises.
|
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Problem IL Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction- Correction

Date Date
Upper Providence

LIMX88-54R Townsnip A.2.a. Continuous

54. The. knowledge of the participating staff could not be ascertained as
the players were not actively taking part. The EMC performed the
majority of the objectives as detailed in the plan in a timely and
efficient manner. If individuals are assigned a responsible position
in the plan, they should be trained and able to fulfill the
responsibilities of that position.

State Responce:

Additional training will be provided.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
Upper Providence

LIMX88-55R Township K.3.b. 4/90

55. The Radiological Officer was well-trained and knowledgeable of
Radiological Exposure Control: however, he did not provide a briefing
and instructions to the rest of the staff. This should be considered a
part of the role of the Radiological Officer. It is important that all
staff members understand the importance of the equipment.

State Response:

Officials have been advised to complete the objectives.as outlined in future
. exercises.
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Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
West Pottsgreve

LIMXB8-56R Townehip A.4. 4/90

56. 24-hour staffing capability was not demonstrated. Most of-the staff is
volunteer. There are not sufficient volunteers to tieet 24-hour staff
requirements. It is recommended that the EMC cor.tinue efforts to
recruit additional volunteers through churc hes . fraternal
organizations, newepaper ads, etc.. to obtain the additional help
necessary to operate the EOC.

State Fesponse:

Obtainir.g and training additional volunteers will be pursued.

,

9
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AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR IMPROVEMENT

Problem'ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction+

Date .Date

.

LIMX88-1I EOF
1

|
u
L 1. The EOF was notified by BRP that sirene and EBS would be activated at
| 2200; when in. reality they were activated at 2145. Care should be

'taken to insure that accurate information is.provided.

|

| Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

| LIMX88-2I BRP
-

2. While working out of the State EOC is more. conducive to interface with
PEMA, many of the benefits'of BRP'e Fulton Building location has been
lost. It may be worthwhile to reexamine both facilities in more detail
to assure that future BRP needs are met.

.
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Preblem IO Location / Activity :iUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMXSS-3I ERP

Si Emezgency workers were authorised to take KI although there was little
release of radiolodines. Since KI can have adverse side effects, more
careful thought should go into its authorization.

1
)

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

I Date Date
| PECO Emergency
| LIMX88-4I News Center

'4. There was a minor problem assembling the News Center staff for internal
updates and briefings. Plans are in progress for a Public Address
eystem to be installed to overcome this problem. This has beendocumented in prior exercises. The system should be in place within,

60-90 days.
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Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction ~ Correction

Date Date
PECO Emergency

.LIMX88-5I News Center

| 5; The physical arrangement of -he office epace is not conducive to the
i general exchange of information. The area is normally used for office

space, consequently exercise responders are segregated in separate
offices- which limits the general exchange of information that takes
place in a less compartmented environment. As mentioned previously,
the FA eystem should help. An additional aid would be to locate the
status board in a more prominent place and to insure that it is kept
current.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
PECO Emergency

LIMX88-6I- News Center
..

,6. A recommendation for improvement would be to record the Press
Conferences to provide a means of verifying statements given to the
press and to provide a vehicle for training in preparation for future
exercises or actual incidents. I

|
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Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-7I MS-1 Hospital

7 Ambulance crew should not enter the hospital. The patient should be
received by the hospital response team, transferred to hospital gurney
and taken into ER. The ambulance crew should be checked outside, able
to strip protective gear outside and then shower inside if necessary.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-8I Ambulance

8. The patient should be transferred to hospital gurney outside if
possible.
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\Problem ID Location / Activity- NUREG Proposed Confirmed !
Element. Correction Correction

Date Date
>

rLIMX38-91 Amity Towncnip

31 The initial. notification, though not in accordance with the written fplan, was- timely and probably superior to the written plan. It is i

suggested that the written plan be changed- to reflect the timely.
procedure demonstrated. i

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-10I Amity Township

10. An area for improvement would be the placement of the 2KW generator
further from the EOC building due to its noise during operation.
Additionally, it would have been preferable for the Police
representative to have been seated with the other EOC staff. These,

changes should be included in the plans for the construction of the new
EOC building.
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l Proclem ID Locati:n/ Activity NUBEG Proposeo Confirmed
| Element Correcticn Correction

Date Date 1

(
L I M X 8 S ~. *. I Boyerscun Borourn l

11. then the generator vas tested it rorked but it could .ot zupply power ifor both electricity and -he radioe. The generator has only 3.5 KV. '

Attempts should be made to procure a generator large enough to supply
the .ctal needs of the building.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-12! Douglass Township

12. ~he EOC does not have a kitchen area. Since this EOC is remotely
located. a kitchen might be helpful during extended operations.

1
r
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Pr b1:m IO Location /Actitity :iUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMXS8-1?I Douglass T:wnship

13. ':e bacxup generator was =vailable and tested monthly: however it was
not ieeted during the exercise. Actual demonstration of the generators
was an exercise objective. This item should be demonstrated at the next
exercice.

_

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date

LIMX88-14I Earl Townchip

14. Backup power was available but nou tested. It was used during the
response to the real fire. This item was an exercise objective and
should be tested during the next scheduled exercise.

i

)
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Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
East Coventry

LIMX88-15I Township
1

!

15. .Meesages were properly reproduced and logged, but not always
distributed appropriately. Although a copy of each message was given
to the person posting all major events, the EMC and other staff members I

were not always provided copies of appropriate messages regarding their
"unctional areas. It is recommended that the message distribution

qprocedure be modified to aceure that all appropriate staff members '

receive copies.

__

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
East Coventry

LIMX88-16I Township

16. The graphic wall map depicting Traffic Control Points (TCPs) was not
current, and many of the features were fading and undistinguishable.
The staffing directory was available but never posted on any dinplay
board. It is recommended that an accurate, legible map and staffing
list be posted.
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Preblem ID Location / Activity NUREG Froposed Confirmed
Element Correctien Correction

Date Date |
East !!antmeal

LIMXB8-17I Township

17. An EOC security officer was not present. The EMC acted as the Security I

Control Officer, which took him away from the operations area at times.
It 12 recommended that a separate etaff member be assigned to control
EOC access.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Froposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
East Pikeland

LIMX88-18I Townahip

18. Due to road construction and detours, none of the Township's three
demonstrated route alert teams completed their rounds within the
recommended 45 minutes. It is recommended that, due to construction,
routes be temporarily re-configured, and/or additional routes added, in

| order to shorten the route alert time to no more than 45 minutes.
|
.
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Problem ID Location / Activity :iUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date ;

East Vincen: '

LIMX88-19I Township I

19. Operation of the emergency generator was not demonstrated, as it could
not be started. The Township officials should implement an inspection
and testing program for all emergency equiptent: operation of an
emergency generator should be demonstrated in future exercises.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
East Vincent

LIMX88-20I Township
,

20. Message handling procedures could be improved. Some messages were not
consecutively numbered, and some of the event times posted on the
status board did not match the times on messages received. It is
recommended that message proceduree be improved to avoid these
problems.

,

1
)
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Froblem ID Location / Activity NUREG Froposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
Wert Vincent

LIMX86-21I Township
_

21. A formal method of transcribing, legging, and distributing messages was
not in evidence. It le recommended that a message procedure be adopted
in order to enhance internal EOC coordination and information sharing.

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Lower Frederick Date Date
LIMX88-22I Township

e

22. The EMC had problems trying to verify initial activation because of
telephone problems. Either no one was at the County EOC or the
Township had the wrong phone numbers.
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Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Lower Frecerick Date Date
LIMX88-23I Township

1

23. The message fo:m used in the exercise gave the operator a problem
because of unfamiliarity with the form. Some training is needed. |

i

i

(
.i

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
LIMX88-24I Perkiomen Township

24. Periodic briefings on the status of key actions and events were not
demonstrated. General management of the EOC would be improved with the
scheduling of such briefings.

.
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Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
LIMX86-25I Royersford Borough

25. The IMC did not hold briefings with all staff present. He did discuss
*opice individually with staff. The EMC should hold hourly, or when.

appropriate round-table briefings.

1
I

I

4

|
|

Problem ID Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Date Date
LIMX88-26I Royersford Borough

26. The FEMA Observer provided advice and training to the etaff throughout
the exercise. Observers should be there to observe. Training should
be complete prior to the exercise.
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Problem 13 Location / Activity NUREG Proposed Confirmed
Element Correction Correction

Schwenkeev111e Date Date
LIMXSS-7.7I Borough

27. The Police Department ic responsible for manning traffic control points.
However. the Borough has currently only one police officer and rely on
fire and police staff personnel to fill in. The plan should reflect the
personnel who are actually assigned to fill the responsibility. Ifassistance is needed in this area, the municipality should request that
assietance from the County.

4
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